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ABSTRACT 
This  report  analyzes  the  dynamic  motion of an unbalanced  rigid body rotor  in  gen- 
eral  linearized  bearings and  the analysis is applicable to fluid  film as well as rolling 
element  bearings  for  small  bearing  displacements.  The  complete  nonlinear  dynamical 
equations of motion,  including rotor acceleration,  are  derived by Lagrange's  equations 
to include the influence of damped, flexibly mounted bearing supports. The dynamical 
equations of motion are  linearized by assuming  constant  angular  shaft  velocity  and  shaft 
displacements, which a re   sma l l  in comparison  to  the  rotor  characteristic  length.  Com- 
puter  programs  to  analyze  the  rotor  steady  state  motion  due  to  unbalance  and  the  stability 
and complete transient response are presented. As an example, these computer pro- 
grams  are  applied  to  evaluate the characteristics of a NASA experimental  hybrid  gas 
bearing  rotor  system. 
ii 
The research  described  herein, which was conducted at the  University of 
Virginia, was performed under NASA Research Grant NGR 47-005-050 with 
Mr. William J. Anderson, Fluid System Components Division, NASA-Lewis 
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rotor  amplification  factor 
bearing housing  horizontal  damping 
bearing  housing  vertical  damping 
Cix = bearing  damping  coefficient  in  x-direction  for  the ith bearing 
DiY = cross coupled  bearing  damping  coefficient  for  force  in  x-direction  from 
y-displacement 
Dix = cross  coupled bearing  damping  coefficient  for  force  in  y-direction  from 
Ciy = bearing  damping  coefficient in y-direction  for  the ith bearing 
axial thrust  bearing  damping  coefficient 
total  dissipation  energy 
bearing  housing  horizontal  stiffness 
bearing  housing  vertical  stiffness 
bearing  housing  angular  stiffness  in  the  x-direction 
bearing  housing  angular  stiffness  in  the  y-direction 
axial location of unbalance  masses  from first bearing 
rotor  polar  moments of inertia  taken about C. G .  
transverse  moment of inertia of bearing  housings  one  and  two at point Ob o b  
Kix = bearing  stiffness  in  x-direction  for  the ith bearing,  here, i = 1 , 2  
R. = cross coupling stiffness coefficient for force in x-direction from 
x-displacement 
1 9  2 
1Y 
y-displacement 
Rh = cross  coupling stiffness coefficient  for  force  in  y-direction  from 
K. = bearing  stiffness  in  y-direction  for  the ith bearing,  here, i = 1,2 
axial thrust  bearing stiffness coefficient 
rotor  length  between  bearing  spans 
distance  from first bearing  to  mass  center of rotor 
distance  from  second  bearing  to  mass  center of rotor 
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cp angular  phase  displacement  between  two  unbalance  masses 
51 angular  velocity  vec or 
0 rotor  angular  velocity 
bearing  housing  angular  damping  in  x-direction 
bearing  housing  angular  damping  in  y-direction 




1.01 Statement of the Problem
The  purpose of this investigation  has  been  to  derive  the  equations of motion of a rigid 
body rotor  with  an  exciting  force  caused by unbalance  situated  along  different  locations 
and  different  planes.  The  gyroscopic effects of the  rotor on the  system  have  also  been 
taken  into  account.  The  derived  equations of motion  include  the  bearing  and  support 
characteristics. 
Computer  programs  have  been  developed  to  investigate  the  steady  state  and  transient 
behavior of the  rotor-bearing  system which enables a parametric  study of the system  to 
be  made. 
The  dynamical  equations  presented  may  be  applied  to  any  arbitrary  rigid body rotor 
system,  regardless of the  type of bearings  used,  whether it be  fluid  film o r  rolling 
element  bearing. 
1.02 Description of Rotor  Coordinate System
Figure 1 represents  an  arbitrary  rotor  system mounted in  bearings on damped 
elastic  supports. In order  to  express  the  dynamical  equations of motion for the  system, 
the  total  number of degrees of freedom  must  be  determined.  The  required  number of 
dynamical  equations  necessary will  be  determined by the  degrees of freedom  minus  the 
equations of constraint.  The  constraint  relations  will  be  discussed  in  section 1.03. 
The  rigid body rotor  has six degrees of freedom  and  requires six generalized 
coordinates  to  completely  specify its motion.  The  proper  choice of the  coordinate  sys- 
tem is important  in  order  to  express  the  dynamical  equations  in  their  simplest  form. 
Two types of coordinate  systems  that  may  be  employed are the  Eulerian  coordinate 
system  and  the  Cartesian  coordinate  system. A detailed  discussion of these  coordinate 
systems  and  their  equations of transformation are given in appendix A. Both coordinate 
systems  consist of the  Cartesian  displacement of the  rotor  mass  center  and  three 
angular  displacements.  The  Eulerian  coordinate  system,  which is commonly used  to 
represent  gyroscope  systems, is given by 
3/ local  spin  angle 
50 precession  angle 
8 nutation  angle 
Xm,Ym,zm  Cartesian  components of rotor mass center 
In the  Cartesian  system,  the  generalized  coordinates are given by 
CY 1 rotor  angular  displacement  in  y-z  plane 
rotor  angular  displacement  in  x-z  plane 
rotor  spin  angle 
"2 
Xm' Ym, zm Cartesian components of the rotor mass center 
" 3 
The  equations of motion  in  either  coordinate  system are, in  general,  highly  nonlinear. 
The  Cartesian  coordinate  system  has  the  advantage  that i f  small  rotor  displaceme9ts  and 
constant angular velocity are assumed,  the  dynamical  equations  become  linearized.  This 
X 
\ 
F " L : j  
Figure 1.  - Schematic  side view of rotor system. 
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linearization  process is not  possible  with  the  Eulerian  representation.  The  Eulerian 
equations  possess  certain  advantages  in  the  investigation of asymptotic  solutions  for  rotor 
precession  rate  and  also are useful  in the analysis of unstable  forced  backward  rotor 
precession. 
Figure 2 represents a schematic  side view of the  rotor  system  in  the  Cartesian 
x-z plane. The angular displacements cyl and cy2 are given by 





Figure 2 .  - Schematic axial view of rotor  displacement  at first bearing. 
3 
y2 - y1 CY, = 
where 
xl' y1 
x2 ' y2 
absolute  displacement at number 1 bearing 
absolute  displacement at number 2 bearing 
The  rotor  displacements  may be represented as follows: 
x 1 = x 2 - a  L = x  1 m - a ~ L 1  
y 1 = y 2 - a  2 L = y m - a  2 1  L 
x2 = x1 + a l L  = xm + @lL2 
Y2 = Y1+ = Ym + azL2 I 
Solving for the displacement at the rotor  mass  center 
- L1x2 + L2x1 
xm - T 
Figure 3 represents a schematic axial view of the  rotor  displacements at the first 
bearing. The absolute displacements x1 and y1 of the first journal center (point 0. ) 
11 
are given  by 
where 
% position vector of first bearing center 0 
6jl position vector of first journal center 0 relative to the bearing center % 
1 b l  
j l  1 
4 
r -~ . " 
($- OF NO. I BRG. 
Figure 3.  - Isometric view of rotor  coordinate  system. 
The f i n a l  equations of motion wil l  be  expressed  in  terms of the  coordinates  xl,  yl, 
x27 y2, z,, and ut. 
1 . 0 3  Bearing  Coordinate  System 
Four  degrees of freedom are required  to  represent  the motion of each  bearing 
housing  since  the  bearing  housing  does not spin  and axial bearing  motion is assumed  to 
be  negligible.  Therefore,  the six degrees of freedom  reduce  to  four. 
The  four  coordinates  used  to  represent  the  bearing  motion  are 
u,  v  horizontal  and  vertical  displacement of the midpoint of the  bearing  centerline Ob 
y angular displacement of the bearing center in the x-z plane 
P angular displacement of the bearing center in the y-z plane 
The  number of degrees of freedom for two bearings is therefore  eight.  The  total 
number of degrees of freedom  for a rigid  rotor is six. If, however,  we  assume  that  the 
rotor is moving  with  constant  angular  velocity,  then  the  number of degrees of freedom 
for  the  system  reduces  to 13. This  assumption of constant  angular  velocity  uncouples 
the  equation of motion of the  rotor  in  the axial direction  from  the rest of the  system 
equations  for  small  displacements.  Hence,  the axial motion can be investigated 
independently  from  the  remaining  equations of motion. 
5 
1.04 
Summarizing,  the  twelve  generalized  coordinates are the horizontal  and  vertical 
displacements of the rotor axis at the first and  second  bearings  along  with  rotor  angular 
motions which can  also be expressed  in  terms of the horizontal  and  vertical  displace- 
ment of the  rotor at the two bearings.  The two bearing  housings are assumed  to be 
flexible  and as such,  have x and  y  displacements  along  with  angular  motion  in  y-z  and 
x-z planes denoted by P and y, respectively. 
In addition  to  the  bearing  stiffness  and  damping  coefficients  acting  in x- and 
y-directions,  cross coupled bearing  characteristics  are  assumed  to be present.  Bearing 
housings  have,  in  addition  to the horizontal  and  vertical  stiffness  and  damping, the 
angular  stiffness,  damping,  and  cross coupled stiffness  and  damping. 
The  generalized  rotor  coordinates are shown in  figure 3 and  those of the bearing 
housing  in  figure 4. 
Figure 4. - Isometric view of bearing  coordinate  system. 
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PART II 
ROTOR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
2.01 Sy,stem  Kinetic  Energy 
The  equations of motion are derived  from  Lagrange's  equation,  which states that 
where 
T = Total  kinetic  energy of system 
= TT + TR + TU 
where 
TT = Kinetic  energy of translation 
1 "  
2 
= - M. V. 
1 l S v i  
TR = Kinetic  energy of rotation of balanced  rotor 
= - 1 2  [ w l ~ l l  + w 2 ~ 2 2   + w i ~ ~ ~  + 201w2~12 + 2w1w3~13 + 2 w 2 W 3 ~ 2 3 ]  
2 (2 - 4) 
and 
(See  appendix A for the  derivation of the kinetic  energy  expressions. ) If the set of 
axes chosen are principal axes, the product of iner t ia   terms are zero,  and the kinetic 
energy of rotation  reduces  to: 
For a bal anced  axisymmetric  rotor Ill = 122 = 5, the  rotor  transv 
inertia; and IS3 = I, the  polar  moment of inertia. 
(2.6) 
erse moment of 
The  total   rotorknetic  energy of the assumed  rotor-bearing  system is given by: 
The  kinetic  energy of translation  and  rotation of the bearing  housing is given  by: 
1 - 2  1 '2 
2 2 
T~ = - m (i2 + u2) + - + I ~ ~ P ~  + I y + I y 1 1  iy 1 2y 2 '2 *2] (2.8) 
2.02  Potential  Energy With N-Bearings 
The  potential  energy with N-bearing  locations  due  to the stiffness  in the horizontal 
and  vertical  directions is given by: 




v2 = (Dhkiyi + D. X.?.) 1y 1 1 (2.10) 
The  potential  energy of the  bearing  due  to  angular  stiffness  and  cross coupled damp- 
ing coefficients is given  by: 
(2.13 
The  potential  energy of the  bearing  housing  due  to  the  horizontal  and  vertical stiff- 
ness and  the  angular stiffness is given by: 
N 
v4 = 1 (fkUi 2 + f. V. 2 + GkPi 2 + 2 i=l 1Y 1 (2.12) 
and  that  due  to  thrust  bearing is 
v5 = 2 KzzM 
1 2  
The  total  potential  energy is then 
2 2 
1Y 1 V = VI + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 = %xi + K. y. + 2 Dkiiyi + 2 DiyxiGi 
2 2 2 1 2  + 2 P. (a1 - ;')(Pa - az) + fixUi + f. V. + GkPi + G. y. + - K 1Y 1 ly ."] z m (2. 13) 1Y 
The coordinates xi and yi are related to the coordinates x,  y al, and a2 by 
the following  relations: 
x. = x 1 m  + alLi 





where Li = distance  from  the  rotor  mass  center  to  the  centerline of the  bearings. 
coordinates,  expressions (2.14) and (2.15) reduce  to 
If N = 2, i. e. , there are only two bearings,  then  in  terms of the  above  generalized 
2.03  Dissipation  Energy  With N-Bear ngs 
The  dissipation  energy with N-bearing  locations  due  to  damping  in x- and 
y-directions is given by 
The  dissipation  energy  due  to  cross  coupled stiffhess te rms  is 
(2. 18) 
(2.19) 
The  dissipation  energy  due  to  angular  damping  and  cross coupled angular  damping is 
given  by 
10 
The  dissipation  energy of the  bearing  housing  due  to  the  horizontal  and  vertical  damping 
and  that  due  to  angular  damping is given by: 
D4 2 
1 = - ( B ~ ~ J :  + B. v. + pixpi + p. v) '2 '2 .2 1Y 1 1Y 1 (2.21) 
and that  due  to  the  thrust  bearing is 
1 02 D5 = - C,Z 
2 m  
(2.22) 
The  total  dissipation  energy is then  given by: 
D = D 1 + D 2 + D 3 + D 4 + D 5  
1 
2 i=l 1Y 1 
N 
= - (cpi a 2  + C. y. - 2  + 2Rixxiii + 2Riyiiyi 
+ 2Q. (6. - a2)(al - yi) + B. U. + B. V. + pix$ + * .  - 2   - 2  1Y 1 1 x 1  1 y 1  (2.23) 
Considering only two bearings  and  using  equations (2.14) and  (2.15),  the  expression for 
the  total  dissipation  energy  becomes: 
11 
+ Ciy(fm - LlG2 - V1) * 2  + C ($ + L 2 i 2  - V2) + Nix(&, - 8 , )  * 2  2 2Y m 
2.04  Nonlinear  Equations of Motion 
The  equations of motion are obtained by applying  Lagrange's  equation (2.1) to  the 
twelve  generalized  coordinates  considered  here. 
These  equations of motion are nonlinear  and are as follows: 
+ BixUl - Clx(kl - 6,) = 0 (2.25) 
+ BiyGl - Cly(il - el) = 0 (2.26) 







XM: (M + 6M1 + 6M2)Gm + (6M1P1 + 6M2Pp)al - (6M1R1 sin a3 + 6M2% sin(a3 + @))a3 
.. .. 




Y,: (M + 6M1 + 6M2)Y, + (6M1P1 + 6M2P2)a2+ [6M1R1 cos cy3+ 6M2R2  COS(^^ + a)] CY3 
.. .. 
Z,: (M + 6M1 + 6M2)Zm - bMIR1  s in  a3 + 6M2R2 s in (a3  + @dl2 
- [6M1R1 cos a3 + 6M2R2 cos(a3 + a) 1 a1 .- + Kzzm + Czim 
= [6M1R1 cos a3 + 6M2R2 C O S ( ~ ~  + a) 1 &,b3 
- [16M1R1 s in  a3 + 6M2R2 sin(a3 + @)]6!1&!3 (2.35) 
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. . - _" . . . 
cy3: I - d e  (cy3 + A, sin  CY^) - 6M R [sin CY3(Am + pl(Yl - RIA3 sin 03)] 
dt 1dt 
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2.05  Linearized  Equations of Motion 
The  general  rotor  equations of motion (2.25) to (2.38) including  rotor  acceleration 
are highly  nonlinear  and  represent a difficult  problem  to  solve.  These  equations  may  be 
simplified  considerably i f  we assume  constant  rotor  angular  velocity  and  small  bearing 
displacements. 
Hence, 
g3 = w = constant, CY3 = ut 
sin CY1  CY1 = x2 - x1 << 
and 
sin CY2 = CY2 = y2 - y1 << 
L 
The  unbalance  masses are considered  small  in  comparison  to  the  rotor  mass.  Hence, 
- 6M1 6M2 o r  -<< 1 
M M 
If it is further  assumed  that  the  bearing  housing is rigid,  then  equations (2.  25) to  
(2.32) do not enter  into  the  system  equations.  The  resulting  five  linearized  equations of 
motion are as follows: 
X,: -(Llz2 M + L S l )  + Klxxl + Kzxx2 + ClXkl + C&k2 
L 
+ R  y + R  y + D  i + D  $ ly  1 2y 2 ly 1 2y 1 
2 2 = 6Mlw R1 COS wt + 6M2w R2 cos(wt + a) (2.39) 
= 6M 1w R1 sin wt + 6M2w R2 sin( wt + a) (2.40) 2 2 
.. 
Zm: MZm + CzZm + KzZm = 0 (2.41) 
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Due to  the  assumption of constant  rotor  angular  velocity,  equation  (2.38)  identically  re- 
duces  to  zero. It may be  further  observed  that  equation  (2.41) is uncoupled from  the 
rest  of the  system  equations;  hence, it may be  solved  independently. 
If we now substitute 
2 IT = MRT I = M R  2 P P 
where % and Rp are the  transverse  and  polar  radii of gyration of the rotor respec- 
tively, and 
L1 -= Ql - = Q2 
L  L 
D 
l y  = DIY 
M 
Rly  - -= Rly 
M 
Cly  - 
"
M - Cly 
Kly - -= Kly 
M 
Day - Dlx - -=D2y -= Dlx 
M  M 
R2y - Rlx - 
"
M - R2y 
-= Rlx 
M 
c2y  - clx - 
M - c 2 y  
" "
M - clx 
K2y - K l x  - -= Kzy - = K h  
M  M 
D2x - -
M 
= D a  





-= K &  
M 
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The equations (2.39), (2.40), (2.42), and (2.43) reduce to 
..  .. - 
xm: P1x2 + Qp, + D $ + 6 + clxXl + Cbi2 + Klxxl + Eax2 + Rlyyl + R2yy2 - l y  1 2y 2 
= - 1 EMlw 2 R1 cos ut + 6M2w 2 R2  cos(wt + a,] (2.44) 
M 
y,: Qlf2 + Q2Yl + DlXX1 + ij2xx2 + c l y  y 1 + c 2y y 2 + E  l y  y 1 + x  2y y 2 + RlxXl + EbX2 
= - 1 PM1w'R1 sin wt + 6M2w'R2 s i n ( w t  + a) J (2.45) 
M 





STEADY STATE SOLUTION O F  THE EQUATIONS O F  MOTION - 
FOUR DEGREES O F  FREEDOM SYSTEM 
3 . 0 1  
The  complete  solution of the linearized  equations of motion (2.44) to (2.47) will be 
the  sum of the  general  solution of the  homogeneous  equation (i. e. , the  general  solution 
of the  equation  with  right-hand  side  zero)  and  the  particular  solution of the  complete 
differential  equations.  This  particular  solution  describes, on the  other  hand,  the  forced 
vibrations  caused by the  rotor  unbalance. 
Equations (2.44) to  (2.47) will  be  satisfied if  we assume a harmonic  solution of the 
following  form: 
x1 = x[ 11 cos ut + x[2] sin ut i 
x 2  = x[3] cos wt + x[4] sin ut 
y1 = x[ 51 cos wt + x[6] sin wt 
y2 = x[ 71 cos wt + x[ 81 sin wt 
(3 .1)  
Substituting  these  in  equations (2.44) to (2.47) we obtain  the  resulting  equations  in 
the following matrix form after equating the coefficients of cos ut and sin wt in the 
four  equations. 
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RpW2 - 
- D l x e l W  RZXQ.2 









+ 6M2w2R2 cos 1 
6M 
M 
-2 sin ct 
- w R2 sin 0 6M2 2 
M 
6% 2 - w R1 
M 
+ - w R2 cos 6M2 2 
M 
- 6M1 Plw2R1 
M L  
- w P2R2 cos BM2 2 
M L  
"2 w2pZRz sin 1 
M L  
- 6M2 w 2 R f 2  sin d 
ML 
jM1 2 -w P l R l  
ML 
6M2 2 + -w P2R2 cos 
M L  
The  solution of the  above  algebraic  simultaneous  equations  will  yield x[ 11, x[ d l ,  
. . . , x[8]. The amplitudes of xl, x2, yl, and y2 are 
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The  angular  amplitudes  can  be  obtained  from 
x2 - x1 CY1 = 
L 
= - b[ 31 - x[ 11)cos ot  + (x[4] - x[ 21) sin od 1 
L 
Similarly, 
The  steady  state  solution is therefore  given by 
X I  = [x1 I cos(wt - Ql) 
x2 = Jx2  1 cos(wt - Q2) 
where, 
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3.02  Derivation of Phase  Angles 
The  resultant  exciting  force due to  the two planes of unbalance can be  resolved  into 
two components. 
x - comDonent 
= 6Mlw R1 cos wt + 6M2w R2 cos(wt + a) 2 2 
= )/(6M1R1)2 + (6M2R2)2 + 26MlR16M2R2 cos 0 w 2 cos(wt + w) 
= Meuw cos(wt + @) 2 
where 
6M2R2 sin CP 
IC/ = arctan 
+ 6M2R2 COS 0 1 
and 
M 
= ~ 6 M 1 R l ) 2  + (6M2R2)2 + 26M1R16M2R2 cos (3.10) 
Y 
f 
Figure 6.  - Diagram of unbalance  force and rotor 




= Meuw sin(wt + +) 2 
From  equation (3 .6)  it is observed  that  the  response lags the  angular  velocity by an 
angle qi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). If the response vector is superimposed on the excitation 
vectors as shown in  figure 6, it can  be  observed  that  the  response  lags  the  resultant 
excitation  due  to  unbalance by an  angle (I& + qi). If, however,  in  computation,  this 
angle turns out to  be  negative,  then  the  response  instead of lagging  will  lead  the  excita- 
tion. 
The  resultant  phase  angles of the  cylindrical  responses  with  respect  to  the  unbalance 
is given  by 
(3.11) 
The  resultant  moment  about  the x and y axes  due  to  rotor  unbalance  will  have  to 
be  calculated  in  order  to  compute  the  phase  difference  between  the  conical  response  and 
the  excitation  moments. 
The  moment  due  to  unbalance  about y axis is given by 
M = 6M1R1Plw COS wt + 6M2RF2w cos(wt + CP) 2 2 
Y 
~ " . - 
1R16M1) 2 + (P2R26M2) 2 + 2P1P2R1R26M16M2 cos @ ' w 2 cos(wt + qt) (3.12) 
and  the  moment  due  to  unbalance  about x axis is 





and (3. 15) 
'y1 = 1 'y I cos(wt - q5) 
a2 = la 1 sin(ut - q6) I 
Hence the  phase  lags  between  the  conical  responses a1 and a2, with respect  to the 
exciting  moment, is given by 
3 . 0 3  Calculation of Force  Transmitted to Bearings  and of Phase  Angles 
Between  Transmitted  Force  and  Excitation 
Force  transmitted  in  the first bearing  in  x-direction is given by 
Fxl = ClXxl+  KlxXl + D l y h  + RlyYl 
= COS ut X [ ~ ] W C ~ ,  + x[l]Klx + x[6lwD + x[5]Rly] [ 1Y 
+ sin wt  -x[ l]wC lx + x[ 2]Klx - x[ 51 wDly + x[6]Rly] [ 




. II I . .  
and 
q7 = arctan E] 
Similar  expressions  for  the  force  transmitted  in x- and  y-directions  in  the  first and 
second  bearings  can  be  obtained  from 
Fyl = C l y  f 1 + K l y  y 1 +Dl-& + Rlxxl = IF lsin(wt + G8) Y l  
where 
lFx2l = 7 pf,2 + Bx2 
Ayl = x[6]wClY + x[5]Kly + x[2]wDIX + X[ l]Rlx 
Byl  = -X[5]wClY + x[6]Kly - X[ l]wDlX + x[2]Rlx 
Ax2 = x[4]wCB + x[3]K2, + X [ ~ ] W D ~ ~  + x[7]R2y 
Bx2 = -x[S]WC% + x[4]K& - X[ ~ ] w D ~ ~  + x[8]Ray 
4 r 2  = X [ ~ ] W C ~ ~  + X [ ~ ] K ~ ~  + x[4]wDa + x[3]RZx 





+c/8 = arctan 
G9 = arctan E] 
= arctan E] 
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PART IV 
ROTOR  DYNAMIC  UNBALANCE  ANALYSIS 
4.01  Computer  Programs  for  Rotor  Steady  State  Solution 
Three  versions of the  steady  state  unbalance  response  computer  programs  were 
developed. These programs are ROTOR4, ROTOR4P, and ROTOR4M. The first ver- 
sion, ROTOR4, produces  tables of the  various  bearing  amplitudes,  forces,  and  phase 
angles.  The  second  version  will  plot  any of these  quantities as a function of speed.  The 
third  version  prints out  only the  rotor  maximum  amplitude at any  particular  shaft  loca- 
tion specified. 
Detailed  description of each of these  programs is given  in  sections  4.02  and  4.03. 
4.02 Computer  Programs ROTOR4 and ROTOR4P 
A  computer  program  was  written  to  obtain  the  rotor  steady state behavior.  The 
equations of motion  (2.44) to  (2.47) were  solved for certain  increments  in  speed. It is 
to  be noted  that  the  general rigid body system  requires six degrees of freedom. How- 
ever,  with  the  assumption of constant  angular  velocity of the  rotor  and  the  rotor axial 
equation of motion  being  uncoupled  from  the rest of the  system  equations,  reduces  the 
system  to one  with  four  degrees of freedom.  The  equations  considered are  linearized, 
based on the  assumption  that  the  rotor  amplitudes are small,  and  the  terms  such as 
6MlZm, 6MlYm are small in comparison to M;;m, M9m, etc. This program evaluates 
the  rotor  behavior  due  to  certain  unbalance  along  different  location  and at different 
planes of the rotor. 
In  addition  to  computing  the  rotor  amplitudes,  their  phase  lag or lead  with  respect 
to  the  excitation  and  the  amount of force  transmitted, etc. , this  program  also  has  pro- 
vision  for  computing  the  amplitudes  and  their  phase  angles as functions of unbalance 
force at any  arbitrary  location  along  the  rotor  length. 
The  program  requires  the following to  be read as input data: 
Card 1 
1. WO - Initial speed rps 
2. DW - Increment in speed, rps 
3. WM - Final speed, rps 
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Card 2 
1. L - Length  between  the  bearings,  in. 
2. L1 - Distance  from first bearing  to  mass  center,  in. 
3. L2 - Distance  from  second  bearing  to  mass  center, in. 
4. W - Rotor  weight, lb 
5. IP - Polar  moment of inertia of the  rotor,  lb-in. -sec 2 
6. IT - Transverse moment of inertia of the  rotor about mass  center,  lb-in. -sec 2 
Card 3 
1. WM1 - First unbalance  weight,  lb 
2. WM2 - Second  unbalance  weight,  lb 
3. H 1  - Distance  from first bearing  to first unbalance, in. 
4. H2 - Distance  from first bearing  to  second  unbalance,  in. 
5. PHI - Phase  angles  between  unbalance  planes,  deg 
6. R1 - Radius of first unbalance  location,  in. 
7. R2 - Radius of second  unbalance  location,  in. 
Card 4 
1. N - Number of places  other  than  the  bearing  locations  where  displacements are 
to be measured 
2. L Z 1  - Distance  from first bearing  to first probe,  in. 
3. LZ2 - Distance  from first bearing  to  second  probe, in. 
Card 5 
1. K l X  - First bearing  stiffness  in  x-direction,  lb/in. 
2. K2X - Second  bearing  stiffness  in  x-direction,  lb/in. 
3. K1Y - First bearing  stiffness  in  y-direction,  lb/in. 
4. K2Y - Second bearing  stiffness  in  y-direction,  lb/in. 
Card 6 
1. CUI - First bearing  damping  coefficient  in'x-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
2. C2X - Second bearing  damping  coefficient  in  x-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
3. C1Y - First bearing  damping  coefficient  in  y-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
4. C2Y - Second bearing  damping 
Card 7 
1. DlX - Cross coupling  damping 
2. D2X - Cross coupling  damping 
3. D1Y - Cross coupling damping 
4. D2Y - Cross coupling  damping 
Card 8 





1. RlX - Cross coupling stiffness, lb/in. 
2. RZX - Cross coupling stiffness, lb/in. 
3. R1Y - Cross coupling stiffness, lb/in. 
4. R2Y - Cross coupling stiffness, lb/in. 
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The data cards are in free field  format.  A  comma  should  separate all data  entries. 
A  comma is needed after the last data  entry. 
The  heading  printouts of the  input data are as follows: 
Line 
L, L1, L2, H1 
H2, W, WM1, WM2 
KIX, KZX, KlY,  K2Y 
CUI, c2x, ClY, C2Y 
RlX, R2X, RlY, R2Y 
DlX, D2X, DlY, D2Y 
IP, IT, Rl, R2 
PHI 













Speed, rps  
Displacement at bearing 1 in  x- o r  y-direction 
Displacement at bearing  2  in  x- o r  y-direction 
Phase  angle of displacements at first bearing  with  respect  to  excitation 
Phase  angle of displacements at second  bearing with respect  to  excitation 
Angular  displacements  in x-z or  y-z  plane 
Phase  angles of angular  displacements  with  respect  to  exciting  moment 
Force  transmitted  to  bearing 1 in  x- or  y-direction 
Force  transmitted  to  bearing  2  in x- or  y-direction 
Phase  angles of the  force  transmitted  to  bearing 1 with  respect  to  exciting 
force 
Phase  angles of the  force  transmitted  to  bearing 2 with respect  to  exciting 
force 
The  printout of the output at any  arbitrary  location is as follows: 
Column 
1 LZ - The  probe  location  along the rotor  from first bearing 
2 XL - Amplitude  in the  x-direction at arbitrary  location 
3 YL - Amplitude  in the  y-direction at arbitrary  location 
4 PXL - Phase  angle of the  amplitude  in  x-direction at arbitrary location 
with  respect  to  excitation 
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Column 
5 PYL - Phase  angle of the  amplitude  in  the  y-direction at arbi t rary 
location  with  respect  to  excitation 
6 SPEED, rps 
In addition  to  the  above  tables  to  be  printed  out, a plotter  procedure is included , 
which  plots out the  amplitudes,  force  transmitted,  phase  angles of the  amplitudes,  and 
transmitted  forces at different  rotor  speeds. 
The  computer  program FU)TOR4P, which  plots  up  the  different  variables with speed, 
must  be  provided  with  the following  input cards  in  addition  to  the  eight input  data cards 
of ROTOR4: 
Card 9 
1. W P  - Number of cards  to  be  read  to plot 
Card 10 
1. A - Case  number 
2. GK - Always  to  be  set  equal  to 1 
Card 11 
1. B - Grid  type  (described  in  detail  in  table I) 
2.7 
4. " }  C, D, E, F 
5.1 
6. YMIN - Minimum  value of variable  along y-axis 
7. DY - Magnitude of variable  along y-axis per  inch of the  total 6 inches  along 
y-axis 
8. QQ - If '0' (zero),  then  program  scales  according  to first line  drawn on graph; 
on the  other hand, i f  this is 'l', then  the  values of YMIN and DY must  be  pro- 
vided 
Card  number 11 must  be punched  with proper input values  and, as is obvious,  can 
be  more  than  one,  depending on the  number W P  of card  number 9. 
A  listing of the  above  computer  program is given in appendix B along  with  sample 
output tables. 
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TABLE I. - EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES B, C, D, E, F 






Arbitrary  ampli- A 
tudes x and y 
Phase  angle of 8 





aC, D, E, F should be either '1' or '0' of 1; the corresponding variables 
are to be plotted for  particular value of B. O n  the other hand, if it i s  
zero, no plot i s  made. 
4.03  Computer  Program  to Evaluate  Maximum  Rotor  Amplitude  and 
Forces  for a Four  Degree of Freedom  System (ROTOR4M) 
This  computer  program  evaluates  design  data  for  the  four  degree of freedom  system 
that  simulates a rigid body rotor on general  anisotropic  bearings. Two planes of un- 
balance a r e  considered  in  this  program  and  the  response  caused by this  rotor  unbalance 
is evaluated.  The  program  uses  an  iterative  procedure  to find the  maximum  amplitudes 
and then the corresponding critical speeds, phase angles, etc. are determined. This 
program  calculates  the  amplitudes at each  increment of rotor  speed. When a peak  am- 
plitude is found by the  iterative  process,  the  corresponding  speed is recorded,  and all 
other  parameters are computed for  this  critical  speed. A procedure is incorporated 
into  the  program  to  obtain  the  maximum  amplitudes  and  other  needed  design  parameters 
for  arbitrary  location  along  the  rotor  centerline. 
The  procedure  which  evaluates  the  maximum  amplitude by iterative  procedure is 
F'INDMAX. A flow chart of this  procedure is shown in  figure 7. The  program  requires 
the following to  be  read as input  data: 
Card 1 
1. SPEC - Allowable percent   error  on speed 
Card 2 
1. WO - Initial speed, rps 
2. DW - Increment  in  speed,  rps 
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1. L - Length  between  bearings,  in. 
2. L1 - Distance  from first bearing  to  mass  center,  in. 
3. L2 - Distance  from  second  bearing  to  mass  center,  in. 
4.  W - Rotor weight, Ib. 
5. IP - Polar  moment of inertia,  lb-in.  -sec 




1. WM1 - First unbalance weight, lb 
2. WM2 - Second unbalance weight, Ib 
3. H1 - Distance  from first bearing  to first unbalance,  in. 
4. H2 - Distance  from first bearing  to  second  unbalance,  in. 
5 .  PHI - Phase  angles  between  unbalance  planes,  deg 
6. R1 - Radius of first unbalance location, in. 
7. R2 - Radius of second unbalance location, in. 
Card 5 
1. P - Number of places  other  than  the  bearing  locations  where  displacements are 
to  be  measured 
2. LZ1 - Distance  from first bearing  to first probe, in. 
3. LZ2 - Distance  from first bearing  to  second  probe,  in. 
Card 6 
1. K1X - First bearing  stiffness  in  x-direction, lb/in. 
2. K2X - Second bearing  stiffness  in  x-direction,  lb/in. 
3. K1Y - First bearing  stiffness  in  y-direction, lb/in. 
4.  K2Y - Second bearing  stiffness  in  y-direction,  lb/in. 
Card 7 
1. C1X - First bearing  damping  coefficient  in  x-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
2. C2X - Second bearing  damping  coefficient  in  x-direction,  Ib-sec/in. 
3. C1Y - First bearing damping coefficient in y-direction, Ib-sec/in. 
4. C2Y - Second bearing  damping  coefficient  in  y-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
Card 8 
1. D1X - Cross coupling damping coefficient, lb-sec/in. 
2. D2X - Cross coupling damping coefficient, Ib-sec/in. 
3. D1Y - Cross coupling damping coefficient, lb-sec/in. 
4 .  D2Y - Cross coupling damping coefficient, lb-sec/in. 
1. R1X - Cross coupling stiffness, Ib/in. 
2. R2X - Cross coupling stiffness, Ib/in. 
3. R1Y - Cross coupling stiffness, lb/in. 




1. CONTROL - Identifier  controlling  the  symmetry of bearings. If CONTROL = 0, 
we are dealing  with  symmetric  case 
The data cards are in free field  format.  A  comma  should separate all data entries. 
A comma is needed after the last data  entry. 














Coordinate (i. e. , bearing 1 o r  2 or  any  arbitrary  location) 
Amplitude, in. 
Phase angle of the amplitude WRT unbalance 
Major  semi  axis/amplitude of coordinate, DIM 
Minor  semi  axis/amplitude of coordinate, DIM 
Ellipse  angle of major  semi axis with  x-axis 
Bearing  location of maximum  force  transmitted 
Maximum force  transmitted 
Phase angle of maximum force WRT unbalance force 
Percent  cylindrical  mode 
Columns 5, 6 ,  and 7 give  quantities  needed  to  plot  the  elliptical  orbit  motion at the 
specified  location (i. e. , bearing 1 o r  2 o r  any arbitrary  location).  The following is an 
example of an  orbit  motion  plot: 
t '  
Minor 
Major  semiaxis 
Ellipse 
angle 
- x  
semiaxis 
Column 11 indicates  the  percentage of the  motion  that is of a cylindrical  mode  type, 
as opposed to  the  conical  mode. 
A listing of the  above  computer  program is given  in  appendix  C  along  with  sample 
output tables. 
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4.04 Application of Four  Degree of Freedom  Unbalance 
Response  Computer  Programs 
As  an  example of the  computer  programs ROTOR4 and FlOTOR4P, the following 





























Rotor weight, 110 lb 
WM2 = Rotor  unbalance,  0.2 lb 
Distance  between  bearing  centerlines, 30 in. 
Distance  from first bearing  to  mass  center,  15  in. 
Distance  from  second  bearing  to  mass  center,  15  in. 
Distance  from first bearing  to first unbalance, 0 
Distance  from first bearing  to  second  unbalance, 0 
Radius of first unbalance  location, 2 in. 
Radius of second  unbalance  location, 2 in. 
Polar  moment of inertia, 0. 57 lb-in.  -sec 
Transverse moment of inertia,  21.6  lb-in.  -sec 
Phase  angle  between  unbalance  planes, 0 
20X104 lb/in. 
1. 5x IO4 lb/in. 
1.6X lo4 lb/in. 





7.0  lb-sec/in. 
7.0  lb-sec/in. 
7.0  lb-sec/in. 
7.0 lb-sec/in. 






The  rotor  performance  was  calculated  for a speed  range of 40 to 138 rps.  Table B-I 
(appendix B) represents  the  rotor  input  characteristics  and  the  rotor x or  horizontal 
response  for both bearings.  The  definition of the various  rotor  amplitudes,  phase  angles, 
and  forces  transmitted is given in  section 4.02. Table 33-11 represents  the  rotor  response 
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in  the  y o r  vertical  direction.  Table B-111 lists the  rotor  displacements  and  phase 
angles at arbitrary  positions  along  the  shaft  corresponding  to  the  number of places 
selected on  input data  card 4. 
As  an  example of ROTOR4P the  data  presented in tables B-I and B-I1  (appendix B) 
were  plotted  up  by  use of the  plotter  routine.  These  plotting  procedures are designed 
to  automatically  scale  the  figures  in 6- by  8-inch  graphs.  There are eight  basic  graphs 
that  may  be  obtained  depending on the  card input  data. All o r  only several of these 
curves  may  be  plotted as desired. 
The first plot,  figure  8,  represents  the  horizontal  and  vertical  motion at both bear- 
ings.  Since  the  bearing  stiffnesses  in  the s- and  y-directions are all slightly  different, 
we  obtain 8 distinct  peaks o r  critical speeds. For each  generalized  coordinate or  dis- 
placement,  we  obtain two distinct  peaks.  The  magnitudes of these  peaks are directly 
influenced by the  location  and  magnitude of the  rotor  unbalance  and  damping. For ex- 
ample,  the first peak or  critical  speed  in  this  particular  example  corresponds  to a 
"cylindrical" resonance and the second corresponds to a "conical" resonance. The 
relative  phase  angle ip and  plane of the  unbalances  will  determine  the  magnitude of 
excitation of each mode. For example, i f  the  unbalances were situated at the  rotor 
mass  center of a symmetric  rotor,  the  conical mode  would  not be  excited. 
Figure 9 represents  the  phase  angles between the  radial  unbalance  force  and  the 
displacement  vector. Note that  in  the  single  degree of freedom  model,  the  phase  angle 
become 90' at the  critical  speed  and  goes  to 180' above  the  critical.  In  the  four  degree 
of freedom  rotor,  the  phase  angle  may  vary  from 0 to 360'. Figure 9 shows that at low 
speeds  the two bearings  are  in  phase  and at higher  speeds  the two bearings are 180' out 
of phase.  This  also  shows  that  the  critical  speeds  need not occur with the  response 
lagging  the  excitation by an  angle of 90' and  increasing  thereafter  continuously up to 
180' with  increase  in  speed.  The  phase  lag  may  decrease after the first critical is 
reached, as can  be  noted  in  the  response at bearing  number 1, and  then  continuously 
increase with increase of speed. 
Figure 10 shows the plot of angular amplitudes al  and a2 with speed. On ex- 
amining  figure  8  along  with  figure 10, it will  be  noticed  that  the  higher  criticals  ob- 
served  in  the  response  plot of figure 8 are, in fact, the  conical  criticals.  This  conclu- 
sion  can  be  deduced  from  the  phase  angle-speed  plot  also. As shown in  figure 9, the 
relative  phase  difference  between  the  rotor  response at two bearings  in 180' at higher 
speeds,  hence,  the  occurrence of conical  criticals at these  speeds. 
and  y-z  planes.  The  angular  responses  lag  the  momenta1  excitation  by  about 180' at 
low speeds,  and  this  phase  lag  continuously  increases  to 300' with  increase  in  speed. 
Figure 11 shows  the  phase  lag of conical  responses  with  moment  excitation  in  x-z 
Figure 12 shows  the  force  transmitted  to the bearings  in  horizontal  and  vertical 
directions at different  speeds with the  specified  bearing  characteristics of the  system. 
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The occurrence of the maximum  force  transmitted is at the critical speeds, as can be 
observed  when  compared  with  figure 8. 
Figure 13 ,shows  the phase lag of the transmitted  forces with respect  to the excita- 
tion force with increase of speed. It can be observed that at low speed the forces  trans- 
mitted  in  the two bearings are in phase, but as the speed increases the relative phase 
lag  between  the  forces  transmitted  in two bearings increases. At very high speed they 
are out of phase with  respect  to  each  other.  The  trend of these phase  angles,  in the 
four  degree of freedom  system  will be compared  with a single  degree of freedom  system 
later. This leads to  a very  interesting  result. 
Figures 14 and 16 are plots of the amplitudes of the rotor at *15 inches  from the 
first bearing.  Figures 15 and 17 show the corresponding phase angles. 
Figure 18 shows the plot of amplitude  ratio  against  frequency  ratio  for a single 
degree of freedom  system.  Figure 19 i.s a plot of the corresponding phase angle  with 
respect  to  excitation. It is well known that for a single  degree of freedom  system  the 
response lags the excitation  by 90' at critical  speeds, which increases  rapidly at low 
damping  coefficient  and the response is out of phase with respect to  excitation at high 
speeds. However, the same conclusions cannot be reached in case of rotor-bearing 
systems  where  there is more  than  one  degree of freedom.  Figure 9, which is a plot of 
the phase  angles of response at bearings  number 1 and 2, shows that in the first bearing 
the phase  angle  gradually  increases as the  speed  increases. At the  critical speeds, the 
phase shift is not necessarily 90°, but may be more o r  less than 90°, nor  does th i s  con- 
tinually  increase  and  reach a value of 180' at very high speed, as is observed  in a 
single  degree of freedom  system.  In the particular  case  considered, the phase angle 
at bearing  number 1 reaches a maximum  value,  then  decreases with increase of speed, 
and  finally  approaches a constant  value of 180' at high  speed,  whereas  the  phase  angle 
at bearing  number 2 continually  increases  with  increase of speed,  and at high speed is 
lagging the excitation  by 360'. This is quite  an  interesting  and  unexpected  result  and 
was not observed  in the single  degree  system  mathematical  model. In reference 3 a 
plot of the phase angles of a six degree of freedom  rotor-bearing  system  shows that the 
response  may  lag the excitation by 540'. Figure 9 may  further  be  utilized  to  obtain the 
relative phase angle  between  the  responses at two  bearings.  One  important  conclusion 
that can be drawn  from this is that at low speed the responses at the  two  bearings are 
in  phase with  each  other,  but  they a r e  out of phase at high  speed. 
Figure 20 shows the plot of transmissibility  against  frequency  ratio  for a single 
degree of freedom  system. It can be observed that below a frequency  ratio of 1 .41  the 
transmissibility  increases  with  decrease of damping  ratio,  whereas  above 1.42  the 
transmissibility  increases  with  increase of damping  ratio.  Hence, i f  the operating  fre- 
quency  ratio is below 1.41, it is advisable  to  have a higher  damping,  and  for a frequency 




bility  remain at a low value. A damping  ratio  value of 4.00 keeps  the  transmissibility 
almost  constant  in  the  entire  frequency  ratio  range. 
Figure 21 is a plot of force transmitted/impressed  force  against  frequency  ratio  for 
a single  degree of freedom  system.  Here  also, as in  the case of transmissibility,  the 
force  transmitted  increases  with  decrease of damping  for  frequency  ratio below 1.41, 
and  above  this  the  force  transmitted  increases  with increase of damping  ratio.  This 
plot  provides a method for choosing a value of damping  such  that  the  force  transmitted 
remains at an  optimum  value  in  the  entire  frequency  range.  Figures 22 and 23 show the 
effect of damping on the  system.  Compared  with  figures 8 and 12, these show that  the 
amplitude  and  the  force  transmitted to the  bearings are considerably  reduced.  Fig- 
u re s  24 and 25 show that  with a damping of 30 pound-sec  per  inch,  the  amplitude  and  the 
force  transmitted are reduced  further  and  the  response  increases  with  an i crease in 
angular  velocity.  The  interesting  feature of the  addition of this extra amount of damping 
is that  the  resonance of the  system  does not occur  any  more at the two angular  velocities 
observed  previously. 
Figures 26 through 30 show plots of the output  obtained  from  the ROTOR4M com- 
puter  program.  The  plots shown are for  symmetrical  bearings; i. e. , the  assumed 
stiffness  in  the  x-  and  y-directions  for both the  bearings  are  identical. 
Figure 26 shows  the  cylindrical  and  conical  critical  speeds of the NASA gas  bearing 
rotor  for  various  values of stiffness.  Since  the  bearing  characteristics are symmetric, 
one  cylindrical  and  one  conical  critical are obtained at a given  stiffness.  This  shows 
that  the  system is susceptible  to  instability at the  lower  critical  due  to  the  conical  mode 
and  at  the  higher  critical  due  to  the  cylindrical  mode. 
Figure 27 shows  the  plot of rotor  amplification  factor 'A' against  bearing  stiffness 
for  different  values of damping. For a particular  damping  value,  the  amplitifcation 
factor  increases with increasing  stiffness,  and  for a constant  value of stiffness  the  am- 
plification  factor  decreases  with  increasing  damping. 
Figure 28 is a cross  plot of the  amplification  factor  against  damping  coefficient  for 
various  values of stiffness.  The  same  conclusions as observed  in  figure 24 apply in 
this case. 
Figure 29 shows  the  plot of rotor  phase  angle at the  cylindrical  critical  speeds  for 
various  values of bearing  stiffness.  For a particular  value of damping  coefficient  the 
rotor  phase  angle  decreases  with  increase of stiffness,  and  there is a decrease of phase 
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Figure 8. - Bearing  horizontal  and  vertical  amplitude  against  frequency. 
Figure 9. - Bearing  horizontal and vertical  phase  angle  against  frequency. 
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Figure 10. - Angular  amplitude  against  frequency. 
Figure 11. - Angular amplitude phase angle against  frequency. 
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Figure 12. - Force transmitted against frequency. 
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Figure 13. - Force  transmitted  phase angle against  frequency. 
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Figure  14. - Amplitude at +15-inch  location from first bearing  against  frequency. 
Figure  15. - Phase angle of amplitude at +15-inch location  from first bearing  against  frequency. 
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Figure 16. - Amplitude at -15-inch location  from first bearing  against  frequency. 
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Figure 18. - Steady state response  for  inertial  excitation  for a single  degree  freedom  system. 
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Figure 20. - Transmissibility  for a single  degree  freedom  system. 
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Figure 21. - Force  transmitted  against  frequency  ratio  for a single  degree  freedom  system. 
Figure 22. - Bearing  amplitude  against  frequency (four degree  freedom  system) at damping 
coefficient 15  pound-seconds per  inch. 
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Figure 23. - Force  transmitted  against frequency (four degree  freedom  system) at damping 
coefficient 15 pound-seconds per  inch. 
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Figure 24. - Bearing  amplitude  against  frequency (four degree  freedom  system)  at  damping 
coefficient 30 pound-seconds per  inch. 
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Figure 25. - Force  transmitted  against frequency (four degree  freedom  system) at damping 
coefficient 30 pound-seconds per inch. 
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Figure 26. - NASA gas  bearing  rotor  critical  speeds for various  values of bearing 
stiffness. 
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Figure 27. - Cylindrical  critical  speed  rotor  amplification  factor  against  bearing  stiffness. 
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Figure 28. - Cylindrical  critical  speed amplification factor  against damping coefficient. 
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Figure 30. - Rotor phase angle at cylindrical  critical speed  against bearing damping. 
PART V 
STABILITY AND GENERAL  TRANSIENT  ANALYSIS 
5.01  Stability  Analysis of the  System 
In part ItI of this  report a method to  obtain  the  steady  state  solution of the  system 
was shown. This,  however, is insufficient to  predict  completely  operation of the sys-  
tem.  The  stability  characteristics of the  system  must  also  be known. 
The  homogeneous  equations of motion a r e  solved to get  the  time  dependent  transient 
solution.  The  homogeneous  equations of motion for  the  general four degree of freedom 
system are: 
Ql j t2+  P2;;1+RlxXl+K&x2+R l y  y 1 + i? 2y y 2 +CIXX1+ C&X2+B 1 Y  y 1 + D 2 y y 2 = o  
Q l y 2 +  Q2yl + E  y + E  y +Rlxxl + R a x 2 + C  y + C $ +Dlxkl + D2xk2 = 0 - - - l y  1 2y 2 l y  1 2y 2 
- .. 
RT(g2 - xl) + %w(y2 - yl) + 8%t2x2 - KlxPlxl + RzyQ2y2 
- R Q y + EfiQg2 - ClxQlkl + 62yt2y2 - 61yQlyl = 0 (5.3) 
- 
l y  1 1 
- RlxQlxl + CzyQ2y2 - ClyQIYl + - DlxQ1k1 = 0 (5.4) 
- 
To obtain  the  characteristic  equation,  we  assume a solution of the  form: 
x1 = Ale A t  x2 = A2e A t  Y 1  = AcJe A t  Y2 = A4e A t  (5.5) 
If the  above  solution (5. 5) is substituted  into  equations  (5.1)  to  (5.4),  equations are 
obtained  which  can  be  written  in  the  following  matrix  form: 
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X Q2 + 2 
+ XZlX 
xDlx + E, .x 
,(Epw - ElXBl) 
- 
- RlxQl 
h Q 1 +  K k  2 -  
+ xi?, 
XD& + Rzx 
X2% + hC2,Q2 
+ X2XQ2 
-X(R w - 
P 
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S l y  + R1y 
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S 2 y  + R2y 
X2Ql + hely 
+ K  2Y 
X(R w + D2yQ2) 
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+ E  e 
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In order  to have a nontrivial  solution the determinant of the coefficients A1,  A2, 
A3, and A4 must vanish. This will give us  the characteristic equation, which is of the 
form 
Aoh 8  +AIX 7 +A2X 6  +A3X 5 +A4X  4  +A5h 3 +A6h  2 + A + + A g  = 0 (5.7) 
Knowing Ao, AI, . . . , A8, the above equation can be solved to get the roots of 
the equation, X. X is usually complex, and is of the form 
X = P + i s  
Here, P may be positive or negative o r  it may be zero. This, in fact, predicts the 
decay or growth rate of the motion of the system. If P is negative,  then the system is 
stable, and the motion decays with time. If P is positive, then as is obvious, the 
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motion  grows  with  time  and  never  comes to  a stable  situation. On the  other hand, i f  P 
is zero  then  the  system is said  to  be on the  threshold of stability.  The  values of the 
parameters  controlling  the  system  keep it stable. If the  parameters are changed, the 
system  either  becomes  permanently  stable  or  unstable. 
The  expansion of the  characteristic  determinant, as shown in  equation (5.6) into  the 
form of (5.7) even  for  this  four  degree of freedom  system, by the  usual  procedure  to 
expand a determinant, is formidable.  This is much easier to  do  numerically on a 
digital  computer.  This  has  been done in  the  computer  program mTSTAB t o  compute 
numerically Ao, AI, . . . , As, and has been used to find the roots of the  character- 
istic determinant.  The real part of the  root, as has  already  been  observed,  gives  the 
decay o r  growth rate  and  the  imaginary  parts,  the  natural  frequencies. 
The  computer  program ROTSTAB is described  in  detail  in 5.02. 
Besides  the  above  method of determining  the  stability  criterion,  the Routh Hurwitz 
criteria  can  be  used  to  determine  the  stability of a system. 
If the  characteristic  equation is given in  the  form 
Then  the Routh Hurwitz criterion is given by the  following  determinant: 
D =  
( A 1  1 I A O l  I 0 i 0 1 0 I O  ""_ I 
I I I I I 





A6 A5  A4 ; A3 I A2 A1 -- 
L" _"""_"-I I 
L """""""_ 1 
(5.9) 
I 
The condition for  stability is that  the  determinant DN must  be  positive. 
Thus, 
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Do = A1 > 0 1 
D l  = AlA2 - AOA3 > 0 
D2 = A3D1 - Al(A1A4 - AoA5) > 0 
D3  > 0 ,  for  stability 
(5.10) 
For  systems  larger  than  fourth  order,  the  Routh-Humitz  determinant  method  be- 
comes  cumbersome  and unwieldy to  use.  
original  Rmth  method as given  below. 

























C2 = A4 - AoA5/A1 
C3 = A6 - AoA7/A1 
Dl  = A3 - ArC2/C1 
D2 = A5 - A1C3/C1 
D2 = A5 - A1C3/C1 
(5.12) 
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Figure 31. - Rotor  motion of NASA gas  bearing  in  system. 
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The  necessary  and  sufficient condition for stability is that all of the  coefficients of 
the first column of the  array (5.11) must  be  positive. 
This  criterion of stability  determination  has  been  included  in  the  program IEOTSTAB. 
5.02  Description of Computer  Program ROTSTAB - Transient Solution of System 
Figure 31 shows  the  experimental plot of the  rotor  amplitude  against  the  rotor 
revolutions  per  minute of the NASA Lewis  rotor. It was  observed  that  the  system  goes 
unstable at 26 700 rpm.  The  stiffness  values  that  have  been  indicated at the  occurrence 
of the  rotor  critical  speed  have  been  obtained  experimentally. 
The  numerical  values of the  stiffness  and  damping  factors  obtained  experimentally 
are fed  in as input data  with  different  values of the  cross  coupling  stiffness  term  in  the 
ROTSTAB computer  program  to  determine  the  attitude  angle at which the  rotor  will  be- 
come  unstable.  The  output  obtained at a running  speed of 27 000 rpm is shown in 
appendix D. The  calculated  critical  speeds follow quite  closely  those  given  by  experi- 
mental  results.  The  system is found to  become  unstable at a cross  coupling stiffness 
of 127 000 pounds per  inch.  Hence the  attitude  angle  will  be  given by 
The  whirl  ratio at the  threshold of stability is 0.73511,  which  corresponds  closely  with 
the  experimental  results. 
As is obvious  from  the  results  obtained,  this  analysis  provides  the  information re- 
quired  to change bearing  characteristics  to  make  an  unstable  system  stable. 
5 .  03 
If we  assume 
Special  Case - Symmetric  Bearing  and  Rotor 
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L L  
- p = o . 5  
then  the  equations of motion are simplified  considerably.  From  the  above  assumption of 
bearing  symmetry  we  observe x1 = x2 = x and y1 = y2 = y. 
Equations  (5.1)  and  (5.2)  then  reduce to: 
x + s x + ? $ y + + + D  .. - j r = o  
y .  




Equations  (2.42)  and  (2.43)  reduce  to: 
- Kx 2 Dy 2 .  cx 2 .  
I G + I  u a 2 + - L  CY1+-L CY2+- L CY + -  RY L 2 a 2 = o  
I a - I  WCY + - L  5 2  a 2 + - L  2 .  CY1+-L c y  2 .  CY2+-L  Rx 2 q = O  
T 1  P (5. 15) 2 2  2 l 2  
T 2  P 1 2  2  2 2 
(5.16) 
It is to  be noted  that  the  two pairs of equations  (5.13),  (5.14)  and (5. 15),  (5.16) a r e  
uncoupled. The first pair represents only the  cylindrical  mode  and  the  second  pair,  the 
conical  mode  in a given  system. 
We now assume  solutions of the  form: 
x = Ale A t  y = A2e A t  a1 = A3e A t  cy2 = A4e A t  (5.17) 
Substituting  (5.17)  into  equations  (5.13)  and  (5.14),  we  obtain  the  characteristic  equation 
for  the  cylindrical  mode which is 
A + A  'rY c +cx ] + A'[% + + CxCy - DX.,] 
" x[Kycx + %Cy - s p x  - RxDy] + [SKY - ..%I = O (5.18) 
Substituting  equation  (5.17) in equations  (5.15)  and  (5.16)  and after some  algebraic 




R-r = (I.) 
and 
IT = M G  




C" = - 
etc. 
5 . 0 4  Computer  Program  to  Find  Stability of Symmetric  System (STABIL4) 
This  program  uses  equations (5 .18)  and (5.19) for  the  stability  analysis of a sym- 
metric  bearing  system.  The  cylindrical  and  conical  modes are evaluated  separately. 
The  real  part of the  roots  gives  the  damping or growth  rate  and  the  imaginary  part,  the 
natural  frequency of the  system. If the real part of the  root is negative,  then  the  system 
is stable; i f  positive, it is unstable,  and i f  zero,  the  system is neutrally  stable. 
The  input  data  to  the  program is as follows: 
Card 1 
1. N - Highest  power of the  polynomial (in this case, always 4) 
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Card 2 
1. - Stiffness  in  x-direction,  lb/in. 
2. Ky - Stiffness  in  y-direction,  lb/in. 
1. Cx - Damping  coefficient  in  x-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
2. Cy - Damping coefficient in y-direction, lb-sec/in. 
1. % - Cross coupling stiffness in x-direction,  lb/in. 
2. F$, - Cross coupling stiffness in y-direction, lb/in. 
1. DX - Cross coupling damping coefficient in x-direction,  lb-sec/in. 
2. Dy - Cross coupling  damping  coefficient  in  y-direction,  lb-sec/in. 






1. W - Weight of the  rotor,  lb 
1. Ip - Polar moment of inertia of the  rotor,  lb-sec/in. 
2. IT - Transverse  moment of inertia of the  rotor,  lb-sec/in. 
1. OMEGA - Angular speed of the  rotor,  rps 





though 9 must  be punched  with proper  data. 
The  data  cards are in  free  field  format. A comma should separate  all  data  entries. 
A comma is required  after  the last data  entry. 
The output data is as follows: 
Cylindrical  mode: 
1. The  coefficients of the  polynomial  in  ascending  power 
2. Column 1 - Real  part of the  roots 
Column 2 - Imaginary  part of the  roots  (cylindrical  natural  frequencies) 
Conical  mode: 
1. The  coefficients of the  polynomial in ascending  power 
2. Column 1 - Real  part of the  roots 
Column 2 - Imaginary  part of the  roots  (conical  natural  frequencies) 
The  heading  printout is as follows: 
Line 1 - ISE’ 5, RX’ Ry 
Line 2 - C,, cy, DX’ Dy 
Line 3 - Ip, IT, L, W 
Line 4 - Speed, rps  
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PART VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE 
1. The  equations of motion  that  have  been  presented  here  consider  13  degrees of 
freedom,  taking  into  account  the axial movement of the  system  and  the  eight  degrees of 
freedom  for  the two bearing  housings.  Equations (2.25) t o  (2.38) represent  the  gen- 
eralized  system  equations of motion.  The  steady state analysis  in this report  assumes 
a constant  angular  speed  and  rigid  housing. For preliminary  design  analysis of a rigid 
body rotor  bearing  system,  the  curves shown in  figures 23 to  30 (pp. 55 to 62) a r e  useful 
in  finding  the  critical  speeds for certain  bearing  characteristics. 
Figures 7 to  16 can  then  be  used  for  investigating  the  amplitudes,  phase  angles,  and 
force  transmitted  for  the  speed  range  in  which  the  rotor is expected  to  operate. 
2. The  analysis  does not consider  any  particular  type of bearing,  but  the  equations 
of motion  can  be  applied  to  any  type of rotor-bearing  system. In order  to  investigate 
the  steady  state  and  transient  behavior of the  rotor,  the  Reynold's  equation  must be in- 
cluded  and  solved to  obtain  the  pressure  distribution  and  the  radial  and  tangential  forces 
in  order  to find the  bearing  characteristics.  These  can  be  utilized  to  solve  the  steady 
state and  transient  equations  for  the  system. 
3. The  assumption of a rigid  bearing  housing  can  be  discarded,  retaining  the 
assumptions of small  amplitude  and  constant  rotor  speed.  This  results  in  twleve 
coupled linearized  second  order  equations.  The axial motion equation, being uncoupled 
from  the  rest of the system equation, can be solved independently. These twelve equa- 
tions can be  used  to  investigate  the  effect of the  flexible  housing on the  entire  system. 
4. The  twelve  linearized  equations of motion  can  be  further  investigated  in  order  to 
find the  threshold of stability by applying  Routh's  criteria. By varying  the  various  bear- 
ing  parameters,  the  threshold of stability  can be obtained  and  the  optimum  bearing  char- 
acteristics  for  stable  operation of the  system  determined. 
5. The  nonlinear  equations of motion  can  be  further  analyzed  to  obtain  the  time- 
transient  solution by numerical  integration.  Being  time  consuming,  this  may  be  applied 
only  in  particular  critical  situations.  This  orbital  analysis  will  further  supplement  the 
threshold of stability  analysis as indicated  previously.  The  possibility of obtaining 
time-transient  solution by numerical  integration  may  further  be  extended  to  observe  the 
effects of shock  loading on the  system. 
6. Figures 20 and 21 show the  transmissibility  and  force  transmitted  against fre- 
quency  ratio  curves  for a single  degree of freedom  system.  These  curves are useful 
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for  finding  the  optimum  damping  values if the  rotor is expected  to  operate Over a wide 
speed  range.  These  curves  give an approximate  idea of the  rotor-bearing  behavior if, 
by making  simplifying  assumptions,  the  system is reduced  to a single  degree  freedom. 
In order  to get  more  accurate  data  for  the  opimization of damping  values,  the  program 
ROTOR4P  could be  extended  to  plot  similar  curves. 
exceed 180'. This  differs  from  the  results of simplified analyses. These phase angle 
plots  may  be  used  to  predict  whether a system will go  unstable  in a cylindrical o r  coni- 
cal mode. 
7. The  plots of phase  angle  between  response  and  excitation show that they  may 
8. The  derived  equations of motion  can  be  utilized  to  investigate  further  the effect 
of gyroscopic  forces on the  system. 
9. The  analysis  and  design  data  presented  in  this  report are applicable  to a general 
RIGID-BODY rotor  bearing  system.  However,  they  can  be  extended  to a flexible  rotor- 
bearing  system as indicated by Poritsky  in  his  simplified  analysis  in  reference 7. 
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APPENDIX A 
A-01 DERIVATION OF KINETIC ENERGY O F  ROTATION O F  ROTOR 
Consider x, y and z the fixed reference frame. If we assume that the rotor 
undergoes small angular displacements al in the x-z plane and cy2 in the y-z plane, 
then  in  order  to  arrive at the  kinetic  energy of rotation of the rigid rotor, it is necessary 
to express the resultant angular velocity fixed in the body. Let Gx, n' and Gz be the 
unit vectors  in  the  direction of the fixed reference  frame as shown in  figure 32. In this  
figure  the  final  configuration of the  rotor is shown. To  arr ive at the  expression  for 
Y' 
Figure 32. - Fixed reference  frame. 
angular  velocity  vector  with  reference  to  the axes fixed in  the body,  consider  three 
angular  rotations,  one at a time. 
Figure 33(a) shows the first rotation a1 in the x-z plane and figure 33(b) shows 
the second rotation a2 in the y-z plane. Then the rotor is rotated about its axis by an 
angle a3. 
The  angular  velocity  vector  with  respect  to  the body axes will  have  three  compo- 
nents along ni, nc, and ny . Now 
"
From  figure 33(c) 
" 
n; + cos a3 - sin a 3 




6f+ .jyT " Y  
- I1 




nY "X "X 
"I - II 
Figure 33. - Rotations from fixed reference frame. 
" 
n = n' cos a2 + nz   s in  a2 Y Y  
From fig. 33(c) 
n' = n" cos a 3  Y Y  + n c  sin a 3  
Substituting  equation (A-4) in (A-3) w e  obtain: 
" 5 = sin a3 cos  CY^ + i$' cos cy2 cos cy3 + iiy sin cy2 (A - 5) 
Substituting (A-2) and (A-5) in  equation (A-1) we obtain  the  angular  velocity  vector 
fixed  with  the body 
cos a 3  + Cy, sin a 3  cos CY sin a3 + ir, cos a 3  cos CY 
+ n; cy1 sin a2 COS cy2 + & -1 
Since  CY^, cy2 and a3 are assumed small, equation (A-6) can be written as 
The kinetic energy of rotation of the rotor is given by: 
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From (A-7) 
W; = -b2 
W" = bl cos CY2 Y 
W; = al sin cr2 + Q! 3 
For a rotor 
+ 1; = IT = Transverse moment of inertia 
I" = Ip = Polar  moment of inertia of the  rotor 
Z 
A. 02 Derivation of Kinetic  Energy of Unbalance Masses 
7 
Figure 34. - Location of rotor unbalance masses. 
The  position  vector of the first unbalance  mass is given by 
= p1 GL + R1(cos a3 ci + sin a3 2') 
Y (A - 10) 
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The velocity of bM1 is given by 
From equation (A-7) 
-c -c 
-a n" + cyl ";' + cy3 n; -c 2 x  
- LL2 O 1  a3 




The total velocity of  6M1 is, therefore, from equation (A-11), 
F6M1/0  = (i, + p1hl - & 3 ~ 1  sin a 3 ) q  4 + (Pm + p1;Y2 + ~ 1 & 3  cos a I n f f  - 
3 Y  
+ (im - b2R1 sin a3 - blRl cos a3)n2 (A - 14) 
Assuming  that  the  second  unbalance  mass is displaced  from  the first by a phase 
angle a, then  the  velocity of the  second  unbalance  mass is given by: 
The  kinetic  energy of the  unbalance  masses is then  given by: 
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+ (z, - h2R1 sin a3 - hlR1 cos as) 21 
(A - 16) 
The  kinetic  energy of unbalance can be  written  in  more  general  form  with  unbalance 
masses  as: 
N 
TU = -x 1 6Mi{ km -I- Pi&, - h 3 5  sin(a3 + Qi)] 2 -I- pm -I- Pik2 + Ri&, C O S ( C Y ~  + ai) 
2 i=l 
+ [im - &2Ri sin(~r3 + Q?i) - "Ri C O S ( C Y ~  + 'P) 12 (A- 17) 
The  phase  angles Qits are measured with respect  to  the first unbalance  mass; 
hence, a1 = 0. 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING  AND SAMPLE  OUTPUT O F  COMPUTER PROGRAM ROTOR4P 
PLOT PACKAGE 
COYMENT Ti l€  DHC CALCUVP  PACKAGE  HAS  BEEN  INSERTED AT THIS  POINT;  
F I L E  OUT  SPO l l ( 1 r l U ) i  
ALPHA F I L E  DUT  PLOFTER 2 ( l r  376r SAVE 1 ) i  
PROCEOUHE SYMROL(X0r  YUHGTr  HCDr .THETA, N); 
VALUE X O r  Y O r  HGTr THETA, N; 
INTEGER 
HEAL 
INTEGER ARRAY PLUTARREYACO: 502 l rPLOTAZREYAl r   PLUTARREYA2CO:BI i  
INTEGER ARR4Y 'SYMRULARHEYAlO:l lZIr   SYMHOLAHREYCI-15:631; 
ALPHA ARRAY PLUTTEt?BCDEFI9:31; 
PHUCEOUHE 
VALUE I C ;  
PROCEDURE IALK; 
B E G I N  
N;  GLPH4  4iiRAY RCDCO]; 
X O r  YOr HGTr  THtiTAi FORlrARDi 
P L O T C X r Y r I C )  I 
HE4L X t Y  i INTEGLS I C  ; 
R E G I N  
HYRAY YESSIO: 101; I I ITEGEH I L & I  
F I L L  M E S S [ * ]  WITH  1fD3EH4TiJH9 S t T   P L O T T t H  TAPE TO LOW OEYSITY 4ND PU 
RGE. e " ;  
Y ~ I T E ( S ~ O I ~ I M E S S L + ] ) I  
E N O i  
D L F I N E  M = 4 9 8  t ; COHMENT M+2 MUbT HE A MULTIPLF OF  4; 
CCIyMENT UPPER HOUND FbQ PLflT4HREYA MUST R E  AT LEAST U + l ;  
CUMMENT dUFFEi( SIZE MU5T B E  AT L E A S T   3 x ( M t 2 ) / 4 + 1 1  
LABEL  AUSr  FIN Hs UrJr L l r  F IRST;  
OEF I N E  A = PLOT4RHEYA d r  
A 1  = PLOTP4KEY41 Xr 
OE.FIhtE 
PROCEOllRE P I C K  ( A I  N ) J  VALUE F I i  
1NTEGER N i  
A2 = PLOT4RHEYI2 X ;  
dLKV l l  = PL3TIERHCDEE t l  
+ 0; N H I L E  J 5 N D O  
A C J + l l . l 1 2 : 1 7 1  & ACJlC1:13:351;  J + J t 1; 
4 L J + l ]  8 A C J l [ l : 3 ~ 8 1 1 1 j  J + J + 7 
ALJ+ lJ .C12 :?41  R ACJIC1:25:231; J + J + i i  
AN 
CldN INTEGER 
O h N  REAL 
INTEGER 




I r  NPXr NPYI Q A r  T r   B U F I  
LENGTH, RECOkO; 
J ~ K r J J ~ N X r N Y r D X r O Y r I X ~ I Y r ~ ~ r ~ T r N C r I I l r I I ~ ~ N A ~ J J l  : 
SNPYr  SVPXr i S E E i  
TAPECK = 
LE;\IGTH + LEvGTH + RtCUHD;  NlJTAPE + LENGTH > 900  X I  
I\IUBUFF = 
dEGIIJ AI1 3 "34+ "; PACK ( A r  M + l ) ;  
WRITE  (PLUTTLR, a l J F r  A C * J ) ;  
TAPECK; STAHTPLUT END X ; 
ACOl C "444444"; Al3 + "444433"; AC23 + "333337"J  
I C 3  1 : 
STAHTPLOT = 
I F  TC > 3 09 I C  <-5 THEN G O  TO AUS; 





1. 1 : 
81 
I 
"" . . - . . " 
82 
83 
Y l :  
E L :  
1F A C  MUD 5 = 1  THEN t i +  R C D L C k C - 1 )   D I V   6 I . r 1 2 : 3 6 1 1  
BTNY e w.c12:61i W.t12:301 + W . E 1 6 : 3 0 1 i  
L P  + TRUE; M 7  t F A L S L i  
USC + B C 8 I Y X I . C 3 3 : 6 1 i   A I H X  + H C R I t i X I . C 3 9 : 9 1  11 
FnH I 6 1 S T L P  1 UNTIL nsc D O  
B E G I N  
I F  I M O D  1 5  = 1 THt.N OSTS c A C A I l J X  e A I N X + l I ;  
M O V E  + O S T S . L 3 : 3 l i   O S T S . 1 3 8 4 2 1  + O S T S e C 6 t 4 2 1 i  
I F  N f lT  H O l l L E k N ( 1 )   T H E N  I F  Y7 T h E N  GI1 TU E L  E L S E  G O  T i l  Y 3 i  
Y7 + YOVE = 7 ;  L P  t LP O R  M7: 
X N  e X A  X M 3 V t i  Y H  + Y A  x MOVE; G f l  TO E L :  
XN f XN - Y 4  X MOVE + X I  YN + YN t X A  x M n V F .  t Y i  
P L f l T ( X N 9  YN, 2 + HEAL  (1 -P) ) ;   LP + FALSE; 
E N D  I LonP; 
I F  N < 0 THEN 
PLrJ7 ( X O ,  Y3, 3 ) ;  G O  T n   E X I T  
R E G T N  
END;  
END i 
E X I T :  E N D  O F  SYMBOL; 
X c X + 6 x X A  : Y c Y t 6 x Y A  
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I -  
1 - 9 0 ;  
L 9 1 :  
L 9 2 :  
PROCEDURE A X I S ( X r Y r B C ~ r N C r S I Z E r T H E T A r Y M 1 ~ r D Y )  i 
VALUE ~ ~ ~ ~ N C ~ S I Z E ~ T H E T A , Y f ~ ~ I N , D Y  : 
R E A L  X t  Y r  S J 7 t ' r  1 H E T A r  Y M I N r  DY ; I d T E t i E H  NC i 
ALPHA A H R P Y  HCOCOI i 
QE -1L S G N ~ T H ~ C T H ~ S T H ~ X H , Y B ~ ~ A ~ Y A ~ X C ~ Y C ~ ~ H A R ~ A B S V ~ ~ Y ~ P ~ A D Y P T N ~  i 
H t  AL X f l .  YDr  DO; MCIOLEAN F I N E ,   F L I P ;  
I rJTEGER , N r  J r  N T r  N n C  i ALPHA  AKHAY  BCD[O: l I  i 
H E G I N  
L A d E L  L V O t  L 9 1 r  L92r L 5 0 1  
S G Y  f I F  NC = 0 THEN 1 E L S E   S I G N ( N C ) i  
FINE: f S I Z E  C C i  SIZE R B S ( S 1 Z E ) i  NAC f A B S ( h l C ) i  
I F  F L I P  c B C U C O ]  < 0 THEN SGN f - S G N i  
TH + THETA X 0*017455 i N + SIZE i CTH + C @ S ( T H )  
S T H  c SIN(TH) ; X B  + x ; ya e Y ; 
X A  + X 0 0.1 X S G N  x STH ; Y A  f Y + 0 . 1  x SGM x CTH i 
1 I F  AHS( I )Y)  <10 THEN  ARS(LJY)x@Y  ELSE  ARS(0Y) i  
F O R  I c 1 / 1 0  WHILE I >10 0 0 ;  
D D  + I F  I = h  UR I=4 THEN 4 E L S E  5; 
P L O T ( X A r  Y A r  3 )  i 
FUR f 1 STEP 1 U N T I L  N D f l  
P L O T ( X R r   Y B r  2) i X C  f X U  + CTH i Y C  f YH + S T H  i 
B E G I N  
IF FINE T H E N  F D H  N r  + 2 S T E P  1 UNTIL O D  on 
R E G  I N  
XFj + X R  + CTh/DD;  YB + Y R  + S T H / D D ;  PLf lT(XHrYRr2)S 
Xg + XH - S G N  X 5 T H  / 79;  YD f YB + S G M  x C T H  / 2 0 J  
PLUT ( X D ,  Y n r  7 ) ;  P L O T  ( X H ~  2 1  
E d D i  
Pl .OT(XCr  Y C P  2) i X A  f X A  t CTH i Y A  f Y A  + S T H i  
P L U T C X A r  Y A P  2) i XH f Y C  i YB f Y C  
EN[>  i 
I F  ~ C = O  T H E W  G n  TI) ~ 5 0 ;  
AqSV f A B S I D Y ) ;  E X P P  c O i  
A N D  kRS(Y l r l1N)  < 1 0 0 0 0  T H E N  60 TO L 9 2 i  
1F A b S ( Y C ! I Y )  < 1 0  t ( E X P P + 3 )  AND A R S V  < n . 9 9 9 9  THEN 
1F ARSV c lOU.1   AN0  ASSV > 0 . 0 0 9 9 9  
H E G I N  
END; 
B E G I N  
E h D i  
A R S V  c A H S V  x IO; E X P P  c E X P P  - 1; G O  .rn L S O  
I F  AESV > 10.0001 T H t N  
At3SV f ABSV / 10; EXPP 6 EXPP + l i  G O  T O  L 9 1  
ADY f DY x 1 U  * ( - E X P P ) i  
ABSV C Y M I N  X l G * ( - L X P P )  + N X ADY i 
X C  (IF F L I P  1 H E N  - S G N / 1 0  E L S E  SGN/51 - 0 . 0 5 ;  
X A  X5 - X C  X S T H  0.53 X CTH i 
Y A  c YH + X C  X CTH - 0.53 x S T Y  ; N f N + 1 i 
FOR I 1 STEP 1 U N T I L  N ofl 
B E G l N  
NUMBEKCXAP Y A P  .1# ABSVr  THETA, 3) i ABSV + ARSV - hDY i 
X A  f X C  - CTH i Y A  f Y A  - S T H  
TNC f NAC + 7 i 
EN I1 i 
X C  + S I Z E  X 0.5 0.06 X TNC i 
Y C  c ( J F  FLIP T H E N  S G V  X 0.3 E L S E  - S G N  x 0.4) t 0 . 0 7 ;  
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X A  e X + XC x CTr l  + Y C  x STH i 
Y A  c Y + XC x S T H  - Y C  x CTH 3 
I F  EXF'P = 0 THEN G O  TO L50 : 
X A  + X A  + X C  X C T H  i 
Y A  + Y A  + X C  X S T H  i 
SYMBOL(XAr  Y A P  . 1 4 r  AHCOr  THETA, 6) i 
SYMROL(XAr  Y A P  ,149  BCOP  THETA# Y A C )  i 
XC (TNC 5 )  X 0.12 ; 
d t l c n r o l  c " ( 1 ~  1 0  i 
Y A  e XA t 0.16 x C T H  - Q.07 x S T H  i 
Y A  + Y A  + 0.1s x S T h  + 0.07 x CTH ; 
A A  e X A  - 0.24  x C T H i  
Y A  e Y A  - 0.24 x S T H J  
t41JMbER ( X A ,  Y A P  0 . 0 7 r ' E X P P r T H E T A r  0 ) ;  
SYYEOL ( X A P  Y A r  0 . 0 8 ~  ABCU, T H E T A + 4 5 ,  -13): 
L 5 0  : E N D  OF A X I S J  
PRIICFDclKE nXOY(YMAX,YYINrTDY)  i 
VAI-l!E Y M A X i  R E A L  YPAX,YMIN*TDY i 
R k  AL AOY,K l rV  i 
1b'TE.GEH K ;  
L k H t L  F I W r  C H U Z i  
D t F I N F  Y C D  P L U T T t R R C D E L  d i 
HEGIFJ 
V c I F  RCDCnl = TDY  AND T D Y  P 0 THEN  TDY  ELSE l J  
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L l :  
PROCEDURE Y A h ~ E L I N E ( X , Y r ~ r K r A r T I D A S H )  ,; 
V A L U F   N r K r T  i I N T E G E R   N r K r T  i 
R t A L  PHYAY X ~ Y [ c i l  i 
ALPhlP  AHRAY A [ 0 1  ; 
ROOLEAN D A S H  ; 
I N T E G E R  T l r N l r I r J r N D  ; 
Q € 4 L  T H r X ~ r Y ~ r K X r D X r D Y r S r Y L  i
R E A L  P.HRAY X l r Y 1 C O : N  D I V  2 + 2 1  i 
H E G I N  
N i  + N D I V  2 i 
N P c N x K  i 
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I e C N l - l ) x K + l  I 
IF' DASH  THEN 
D A S H L I N E ( X r Y r I r K 1  
E L S E  
L Y N E ( X s Y r I s Y 1  i 
o x  t X C I  + Y 1  - X C I  - Y 3  i 
DY t Y C I  + Y 1  - Y E 1  - K 1  i 
I F  D X  = 0 T H E N  
T H  t 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3  
ELSE 
T H  c A R C T A N ( D Y / D X )  i 
I F  T 2 0 T H E k  
B E G I H  
TI t 'r D I V  2 ; 
S c S I G N  ( l e - 6  + ( D X  x Y C I I  - DY x X C I I  
+ X C I - K J  X Y C I + K l  - X C I t K J  X Y C I - K I ) ) I  
5 I F  S = 0 T h E N  0 . 1 4   E L S E  0.05 + S X 0 . 0 9 1  
X M  t 5 X S I N C T H )  9 0.0857 X T 1  X C O S C T H )  + X C 1 3  i 
Y M  + -S X C D S ( T H ) - 0 . 0 6 5 7  X T i  X S I N C T H )  + Y C T J  i 
T H  + 5 7 . 2 9 5 4 1 2 5  X T H  i 
S Y Y B n L ( X a r Y u r U . l O r A , T H , T )  i 
E N D  
ELSE 
S Y ~ b O L ~ X C I l r Y C T l r O ~ l O ~ A ~ T ~ ~ T ~  i 
J c O  i 
F O R  I t I S T E P  K U N T I L  N P  90 
J c J + l  i 
X1LJ l  X C I I  i YlCJl  Y C I I  i 
I F  D A S H  T H E 4  
D A S H L l N E ( X l r Y 1 , J . h )  
E L S E  
L Y N E ( X 1 r Y l r J r K )  i 
A E G I h 
€tu@ i 
E N 0  OF N A i 4 E L I N E i  




















TABLE B-I. - INPUT CHARACTERISTICS AND ROTOR HORIZONTAL RESPONSE FOR A SINGLE MASS ROTOR 
WITH FLEXIBLE SUPPORT AND DAMPING 
L=  3 .0000CtOl INCH  L1 '   1 .50006+ 1INCH  L2=  1~50006*01INCH H1'  0 ~ 0 0 0 0 6 + 0 0 I N C H  
K l X :  2 .00006+04LB/ IN 
H l X :  0 .00006+00LB/ IN   R2X=  .0000@+00LB/ IN  H l Y =  0.00006*00LB/IN . R2Y= O.OOOOP+OOLB/IN 
IP:  5.7000P-OlLE-IN-SEC2 I T =  2 .16006t01LB- IN-SEC2 R l =  2 .00006t001NCH  R2=  2 . 0006t00INCH 
H2=  0.0000@tOOINCH W '  1 . 1 0 0 0 6 t 0 2 L 8  W Y 1 =  2.00006-OlLB WM2= 2..00006-01LB 
K2X' 1 . 5 0 0 0 Q t 0 4 L E / I N  K l Y =  1 .60006+04LB/ IN  K2Y=  1.2 00@+04LB/ IN 
C l X =  7.00006tOOLH.SEC/IN c2X=  7.0000PtO0LB.SEC/IN C l Y =  7.00006tOOLE.SEC/IN C2Y=  7.OOOO6tOOLB.SEC/IN 
01X=  0.0000Pt00LE.SEC/IN D2X' 0.00006+00LE.SEC/IN o1Y- 0 . 0 0 0 0 6 + 0 0 L ~ . S ~ c / 1 N  O2Y- 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 6 + 0 0 L B ~ S E C / I N  
P H I =  0~00006+0OOEGREES 
SPEED x 1  x2  
40 




4 5  
46 
47 
4 8  
49 
50 
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
5 7  
5 8  
59 
6 0  
6 1  
62 
6 3  
6 4  
6 6  
65  
6 7  
6 8  
6 9  
70 
7 1  
72  
73 
7 4  
7 5  
76 





































































































































































1 . 9 8 8 5 6 t 0 2  
2 .15796+02 
2 .34546tO2 
2 . 7 8 8 5 6 t 0 2  
2 . 5 5 4 3 P t 0 2  
3 .0533Pt02 
3.35476+02 
4 . 0 9 9 2 6 t 0 2  
3 . 7 0 0 4 6 t 0 2  
4 . 5 6 0 7 6 t 0 2  
5 . 0 9 1 8 8 t 0 2  
5 . 6 8 8 7 6 t 0 2  
6 . 3 1 8 4 6 t 0 2  
6 .88886+02 
7 .23246+02 
7 . 1 7 2 9 6 t 0 2  
6 . 6 8 1 5 6 t 0 2  
5 . 9 2 3 4 6 ~ 0 2  
5.1106C+02 






2 . 6 8 2 6 6 t 0 2  
2 . 7 5 4 8 6 t 0 2  
3 . 0 6 9 1 6 t 0 2  
3 . 2 8 9 2 6 t 0 2  
3.82266+02 






6 . 5 6 0 9 6 t 0 2  
7 . 0 8 9 2 Q t 0 2  
2 . a 8 7 9 6 t o 2  
3 .5417@+02 
4 . 9 1 9 3 6 t O l  
5 . 7 8 9 4 @ + 0 1  
6 .8280Qt01 
8 . 0 7 5 0 6 t 0 1  
9 . 5 8 2 4 6 t 0 1  
1.1419(at02 
1 . 3 6 7 6 6 t 0 2  
1 . 6 4 7 7 6 t 0 2  
1.9984QtO2 
2 . 4 4 0 2 6 t 0 2  
2 . 9 9 6 5 6 t 0 2  
3 . 6 8 9 1 6 t 0 2  
4 . 5 2 4 5 6 t 0 2  
5.46056+02 
6 . 3 6 3 3 8 t 0 2  
7 .0246Qt02 
7 .3013Pt02 
7 . 2 3 4 9 8 t 0 2  
6.9774QtO2 
6 . 6 6 2 0 6 t 0 2  
6 . 3 6 1 9 Q t O 2  
6 . 1 0 5 9 P t 0 2  
5 .9009Qt02 
5 . 7 4 4 5 @ t 0 2  
5 . 6 3 1 6 e t 0 2  
5 . 5 5 7 0 6 t 0 2  
5 . 5 1 5 9 6 t 0 2  
5 .5044@+02 
5.5194@+02 
5 . 5 5 8 8 6 t 0 2  
5 . 6 2 0 8 e t 0 2  
5.70436+02 
5 . 8 0 8 8 6 t 0 2  
5.93406+02 
6 . 0 8 0 2 6 t 0 2  
6 .24816+02 
6 . 4 3 8 6 P t 0 2  
6 . 6 5 3 2 P t 0 2  
7 . 1 6 1 9 6 t 0 2  

















40.1  65.  
80.2  118.8 
85.3  128.9 
87.4  137.0 
86.8  143.4 
















34.1  172.2 
30.8  175.0 



































































































































































134 5;49116-02 3 i 5 4 2 3 6 - 0 2  
135 5.42336-02 3.48456-02 
136 5.35856-02 3.42936-02 
137 5.29646-02 3.37676-02 
38.7 
40.5 
3Y  .4 
41.7 




















































































































































































































































































































161.0 334.5 3.09616-03 338.5 1.17386t03 5.89736t02 
161.5 335.0 3.05036-03 339.0 1.15906t03 5.80076t02 
161.9 335.5 3.00676-03 339.4 1.14498t03 5.70886t02 
16.2.3 336.0 2.96506-03 339',9 1.13156-tO3 ~5~.62136+02 
163.1  336.9 2.88706-03 340.7  1.10636tO3  5.45846t02 
162.7  336.5 2.92516'03 340.3 1.11866t03 5.53796+02 











61.7  225.7 
66.4  230.6 
76.2 240.8 

























142.3  310.5 
30.2 168.6 




129.2  96.2 
141.8  309.9 
142.8  311.0 








146.3  315.0 
146.1  3 4.7 
TABLE B-II. - INPUT CHARACTERISTICS AND ROTOR VERTICAL RESPONSE FOR A SINGLE MASS ROTOR 
WITH FLEXIBLE  SUPPORT AND DAMPING 
L' 3.0000PtOlINCH L1' 1.50006tOlINCH LZ=  1~~50OOQ*OlINCH H 1 =  O.OOOOP+OOINCH 
HZ= 0.0000~tOOI~CH w =  1.1000Pt02LB  iY1= 2.00006'01LB WM2= 2.00006-OIL8 
KlX' 2.0000Pt04LR/IN K2X=  1.50006+04LB/IN K 1 Y = -  1.6000.8+04LB/IN K2Y-  1.20006t04LB/IN 
k l X =  0.0000PtOOLB/IN R2X' 0.00006tOOLB/IN R l Y =  O.O0006+0OLB/IN R 2 Y =  0.0000Pt00LB/IN 
I P =  5.70008-01LB-IN-SEC2 I T =  2.16006+0lLB-IN-SEC,2 R 1 =  2.00006t00INCH R2: 2.00006tOOINCH 
C l X =  7.0000QtOOLH.SEC/IN c2X= 7.000OPtOOLB.SEC/IN C l y =  7.00006+00LB.SEC/IN C2Y=  7.0000QtOOLB.SEC/IN 
D l X =  0.0000PtOOLB.SEC/IN D2X' 0.00OO@tOOLB.SEC/IN DlYs 0.00006tOOL~.SEC/IN D2Y= 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 6 t 0 0 L ~ ~ S E C ~ I N  
P H I =  O.OOOOP+OODEGREES 
















5 5  
56 
57 






















































































































































































































































































































































36.3  62 9
80 6,86436-02 
81  7,26286-02 
82 7,64246-02 
8 3  7.99086-02 











































































































































































78.1  242.7 






















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE B-III. - ROTOR DISPLACEMENTS AND PHASE ANGLES 
[Positions on shaft  correspond to  number of places  selected on input data card 4.3 
L=  3 .0000Pt011NCH 
K l X '  2 .0000Qt04LB/ IP4 
H2=  0 .00006t001NCH 
C l X '  7.0000@+0OLH.SEC/1f~ 
H l X '  o . o 0 o o P + o o L ~ / I Y  
D l X =  0 . 0 0 0 0 s t 0 0 L H . S E C / I ~ ~  
11'- 5 . 7 0 0 0 @ - 0 1 ~ H - I N ' S E C 2  
P I  



































































































































































































































6 0  00 



















































































































































































































































































































































































95 e 00 
136.00 
130.00 
TABLE B-m. - Concluded. ROTOR DISPLACEMENTS AND PHASE ANGLES 
[Positions on shaft  correspond  to  number of places  selected on input data  card 4.1 











































































2 . 6 9 n 1 ~ - 0 2  
~ . o ~ o Q - o ~  
3.43112~-02 








































L2=  1 .5000@+01INCH 
HYI= 2 . 0 0 0 0 e - 0 1 ~ a  
K l Y =  1.60006+04LkJ/1N 
c l Y =  ~.OOOOQ+OOL~.SEC/IN 
41Y=  0 .0000@+00LB/ IN  
01Y=  0 .0000P+00L l j . sEc /~N 
R l z  2.00008tOOINCh 
PXL 
































27 n 70 
27 e 90 








































5 1   - 9 6  
49.13 
55.06 































7 1 - 0 0  
65.00 
67.00 




75 e 0 0  
76.00 


























































































































































































































































































































































































L=  3.00006+01INCH L i s  1.5000@+01INCH  L2=  1.50006+ lINCH H 1 =  O.O0006+0OINCH 
H2= 0.00006+00INCH W =  1.1000@+02LB W M 1 =  2.000o'?-OlLB- WM2= 2.0000@-01LB 
K l X =  2.00006+04L8/1N  K2X=  1.5OOO@tO41B/IN K 1 Y =  1.6000@+04_LB/IN 
C l X =  7.00006+00LB.SEC/IN 
." 
C2X= 7 ~ O O O O @ t 0 0 L ~ ~ S E C ~ I N  C l Y =  7.0000@+00LB.SEC/IN 
K 2 Y=1.2oooe *A!!!BLI-N"". 
C2Y= 7 ~ 0 0 0 0 @ + 0 0 L B o S E C / I N  
- R l X =  O.OOOOP+QQLB/IN " _ 8 2 ~ O . O 0 0 0 6 t O O L B / I N  R l Y =  O~OOOOP+OOLB/IN  R2Y=  O.OOOO6~O-O~B/IN 
D l X =  O.OOOO@+OOLB.SEC/IN D2X= O~OOOO6+00LB~SEC/IN D l Y =  0.00006+00LB.SEC/IN D2Y= 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 6 + 0 0 L B ~ S E C ~ I N  
I P =  5.70006-01LB-IN-SEC~ I T =  2 . 1 6 O O @ + O l L B ~ I N ~ S E C 2  R l =  2.0000@+00INCH  R2=  2. 000P+OOINCH 
P H I =  0.00006+00DEGREES 
APPENDIX D 
LISTING AND SAMPLE  OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM ROTSTAB 
R O T S T A B   P R O G R A M   C A L C U L A T E S   T H E   G E N E R A L   T R A N S I E N T   M O T I O N   O F  
THE  FOUR  DEGREE nF F R E E D O M   R I G I D   B O D Y   R O T O R .  A T O T A L  OF 8 CROSS 
C O U P L E D   S T I F F N E S S   A N D   A M P I N G   C O E F F I C I E N T S  M A Y  B E   P R E S C R I B E D  FOR 
E A C H   B E A R I N G .   T H E   R O T O R   C H A R A C T E R I S T I C   E Q U A T I O N  I S  EXPANDED TO 
O B T A I N  A N   B T H   O R D E R   P O L Y N O M I A L   E Q U A T I O N   W H I C H  I S  S O L V E D  T O  D E T E R -  
R E P R E S E N T S   T H E   R O T O R   N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  O R  W H I R L   S P E E D   A N D   T H E   R E A L  
C O M P O N E N T   D E T E R M I N E S   T A B I L I T Y .   T H E   R O U T H   C R I T E R I O N  M A Y  B E   U S E D  
TO D E T E R M I N E   T H E   P R E S E N C E  OF A R E A L   P O S I T I V E   R O U T   W I T H O U T   S O L V I N G  
T H E   C O M P L E T E   C H A R A C T E R I S T I C   E Q U A T I O N .   I N   T H E   C A S E   O F  A S Y M M E T R I C  
R O T O K   U S E   S T A R I L 4  OR SET  ORDER  TO 6. CONVERGENCE  PROBLEMS M A Y  
OCCUR W I T H   D O U B L E   R E P E A T E D   R O O T S .  
M I N E  ALL REAL  AND  IMAGINARY  ROOTS.   THE  IMAGINARY  COMPONENT 
B E G I N  
COMMENT I N P U T   D A T A  TO THE PROGRAM,  ROTSTAB, WILL BE  SOUGHT I N  THE 
F I L E r  " C R " .  ALL D A T A  T N  T H I S   F I L E  MUST  BE I N   F R E E   F I E L D  FORMAT.  HE 
L A Y O U T  OF THE F I L E  WILL 
< O P T I O N   C A R D S >  
< S I G F I G   C A t t D >  
<URDEK  CARD> 
<ROUTH  CARD> 
< B A S I C   D A T A   C A R D >  
BE G I V E N  BELOW. 
THESE  CARDS  ARE  OPTIONAL AND  ANY OR ALL 
PRESENT  HEN  THEY  MUST OCCUR I N  T H E   R E L A T I V E  
[IF THEM M A Y  B E   O M I T T E D .  I F  MORE THAN  ONE I S  
ORDEH  PESORIBED  BELOW. 
I F  T H E   S T R I N G ,   " S I G F I G "  I S  T H E   F I R S T  
F I E L O  ON AN OPTION  CARD  THEN  THE  CARD  MUST  ALSO 
C O N T A I N  A SECOND  VALUE  WHICH WILL BE  USED  AS 
T H E   N U M B E R   O F   S I G N I F I C A N T   F I G U R E S   O F   A G R E E M E N T  
R E W U I S E D  I N  THE  CONVERGENCE  TEST.  I N  THE 
A B S E N C E   O F   T H I S   C A R D r   T E N   S I G N I F I C A N T   F I G U R E S  
WlLL a E   R E Q U I R E D .  
IF THE S T R I N G ,  "ORDER*,  IS THE FIRST 
F I E L D  ON A CARD  THEN  THE C A R 0  MUST.  ALSO 
C O N T A I N  A SECOND  VALUE. T H I S   V A L U E  WILL BE 
USED  AS  THE  ORDER  OF  THE POLYNOMIAL  AND  ANY 
H I G H E R  O R O E R  C U E F I C I E N T S  WILL BE  SET  O  ZERO. 
I F  T H E   F I R S T   F I E L D  ON A N   O P T I O N   C A R D  I S  
T H E   S T R I N G ,   " R O U T H * * r   T H E N   T H E   R O U T i i   C R I T E R I O N  
WILL R E   A P P L I E D   I N  ORDER  TO  DETERMINE  THE 
S T A B I L I T Y  OF THE  ROTOR -A.ND THE PHOBLE-.I WILL 
NOT  BE  SOLVED  FURTHER.  
THERE WILL B E   O N E   < B A S I C   D A T A   C A R D >  FOR 
EACH  RUN OF R O T S T A B .   T H E   F I E L D S   O F   T H I S   C A R D  
WILL B E  USED  AS  VALUES FOR T H E   F O L L O W I N G   I N P U T  
D A T A  AND I N  THE SAME ORDER  AS  THEY  .ARE 
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DESCRIBED  BELOW.  
1. L- L E N G T H   B E T N   E R G S   ( I N C H )  
3 . L 2 -   O I S T   F R O M   2 N D  E R G  TO M A S S   C E N T E R   C I N C H )  
4.W- R O T O R   W E I G H T   ( L B S )  
5 .  I P -   P O L A R  M.I. ( L R - I N - S E C 2 1  
2 .L l -  D I S T  FROM 1 S T   E R G  T O  M A S S   C E N T E R   ( I N C H )  
6 .  1 1 - T R A N S V E R S E  M . 1 .  O F   R O T O R   A B O U T   M A S S   C E N T E R   ( L B - I N - S E C 2 )  
< D A T A   S E T >  T i t E R E  M A Y  BE AS  MANY  SETS OF DATA  S  
D E S I R E D .   T H E   L A Y O U T  OF A SET  OF DATA WILL B E  
D E S C R I B E 0  BELOW, W I T H   T H E   X C E P T I O N  OF THE 
F I R S T   S E T *   E A C H  NEW S E T  OF DATA  SHOULD FOLLOW 
I M M E D I A T E L Y   A F T E R   T H E   L A S T  C A R 0  OF THE 
P R E C E D I N G   S E T ,  
CARD 1 
1. NO- I N I T I A L   S P E E D  (RPSI 
2. DW- I N C H E M E N T  I N  S P E E D   ( H P S I  
1. K l X -  1 S T  B R G  S T I F F N E S S  I N  X D I R E C T I O N   ( L B / I N >  
2. K 2 X -  2 N D  BRG S T I F F N E S S  I N  X D 1 R E c T I r ) N   ( L R / I N )  
3 .  K 1 Y -  1 S T  BRG S T I F F N E S S  I N  Y O I R E C T I U N   ( L B / I N )  
4, K 2 Y -  2 N U  BRG S T I F F N E S S  I N  Y D I R E C T I O N ( L B / I N )  
CARD 3 
1. C l X ' l S T   6 K G   D A M P I N G   C O E F F   I N  X U I H E C T I O N ( L B . S E C / I N )  
3 . C l Y - 1 S T  t i R G  D A M P I N G   C O E F F  I N  Y O I R E C T I O N   ( L B . S E C / I N )  
2. C 2 X -  2 N 0  BRG  DAMPING  CDEFF I N  X D I R E C T I O N   ( L B * S E C / I N )  
4. C 2 Y -  2Y0 BRG  DAMPING  COEFF I N  Y D I R E C T I O N   ( L B m S E C / I N )  
CARO 4 
1. D i X -  CRClSS C O U P L I N G  D A M P I N G  C O E F F  ( L B . S E C / I N )  
2. D 2 X -  CROSS C O U P L I N G  D A M P I N G  C O E F F  ( L B * S E C / I N >  
3 .  D l Y -  CROSS C O U P L I N G  D A M P I N G  C D E F F  ( L B o S E C / I N )  
4. D 2 Y -  CHOSS C O U P L I N G  D A M P I N G  C O E F F  ( L B . S E C / I N I  
C A R O  5 
1. R l X -  CROSS  COUPLING S T I F F N E S S  (LB/IN) 
2 .  R 2 X -   C H D S S   C O U P L I N G   S T I F F N E S S   ( L B / I N )  
4. R 2 Y -  CHUSS C O U P L I N G   S T I F F N E S S   ( L B / I N )  
T H I S  IS AN O P T I O N  C A R 0  AND M A Y  B E   U M I T T E D I  I F  PRESENT,  I T  MUST 
WILL C A U S E   T H E   C O E F I C I E N T S  OF T H E   D E T E R M I N A N T   P O L Y N O M I A L  TO 
3. R l Y -  C R O S S   C O U P L I N G   S T I F F N E S S   ( L B / I N )  
P O L Y  
C O N T A I N   T H E   5 T R I N G r   " P O L Y " ,   A S   T H E   F I R S T   F I E L D  ON THE  CARD. T H I S  
B E   P R I N T E D .  
MODE 
T H I S  IS AN O P T I O N   C A R D  AND M A Y  B E   O M I T T E D .  I F  P R E S E N T  T H E N   T H E  
S T R I N G *  q * M O ~ E w 9   S H O U L D  B E   T H E   F I R S T   F I E L D  ON THE  CARD, T H I S  
WILL C A U S E  THE M O D E  SHAPL V E C T O R S  T O  B E  PRINTED. 
T H I S  IS T H E   N 0  OF THE  COMMENT TO ROTSTAB; 
F I L E  SECNDKY 18 P O L Y  " " MODE ( 2 ~ 1 5 ) ;  
F I L E   P R I M A R Y  18 " P R I M A R Y w  *' O U T P U T "  (2,1511 
FORMAT  FMTSPD ('(---- S P E E D  = " r I 5 r "  R P S  -"-" 1 8  
F M T P O L Y   ( " T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF T H E   D E T E R M I N A N T   P O L Y N O M I A L  "s 
FMTROOT  ( "THERE ARE "rI1," C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  R O O T S *  W I T H   R E A L  "r 
"(  I N   A S C E N D I N G   U R D E R  1 A R E t " / / 9 E 1 3 . 5 / / ) ,  
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I -  
" A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S   A S  F O L L O W S I " / /  
" R E A L   " r * E 1 4 . 5 / " I M A G  " r * E 1 4 . 5 / / ) r  
F M T W H R L   ( " T H E   W H I R L   R A T I O S   A R E S " / ) ,  
F M T F k 7 E Q   ( " T H E   N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C I E S  ( I N  CPS 1 A R E S " / /  
FMTMOOE  ( "THE  MOUE  SHAPE  VECTORS  ARE  AS  FULLOWS:" / / ) r  
X B r 8 E 1 4 . 5 / / ) r  
FM2 ( X 2 4 r W - - - - - - - - - - - -  MODE " r I 1 r "  ( NATURAL  FREQUENCY = "r 
E13.5," Cps ) - - - - - - - - - - - - W  / /  
2 ( " V E C T O R  OF " r A 4 r "   P A R T S  -"-" " r 4 E 1 8 t 9 / ) ) ~  
"WILL BE G I V E N * " ) #  
P L Y E C H O   ( " T H E   C O E F F L E I E N T S  OF T H E   D E T E R M I N A N T   P O L Y N O M I A L  " c  
MODECHO  ("THE  MODE  SHAPE  V CTORS WILL B E   G 1 V E N m " ) r  
F M T O O D   ( X 6 0 r " O D D   O R D E R   P O L Y N O M I A L " / / ) >  
EHRFMT (60("* " I /  
" G E T R A ~ S I t N T S O L U T I O N  WAS U N S U C E S S F U L  I N   D O I N G  I T S  " r  
"WORK.  THE  HANGUP  OCCURED  WHILE  COMPUTING  VECTOR "r 
"NUMBER " , I l r " . " / / 6 0 ( "  * " ) I ,  
FMTECHO ( 3 ( X 1 6 ~ A 3 ~ E l l . 4 ~ " I N C H " ) / / X 1 6 ~ " W = " ~ E 1 1 ~ 4 ~ " ~ B " r  
2 ( X 1 6 r A 3 r E 1 1 . 4 r " L B - I N ~ S E C 2 " ) / /  
X 3  P " K l X = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L B I I N "  9 X10 9 " K 2 X = "  9 E 1 1 . 4   r " L B / I N "  9 X10 P 
* ' K l Y = "  9 € 1 1 . 4  9 " L B / I N "  r X10 r " K 2 Y = "  # € 1 1 . 4  r " L B / I N "  9 / r 
X 3  r " C l X = "  r E 1 1 0 4  r " L R . S E C / I N "  J X6 r " C 2 X = "  c E 1 1 . 4  r " L B . S E C / I N "  r 
X 6  r " C l Y = "  p E 1 1 . 4  r * ' L B . S L C / I N "  9 x 6  9 " C 2 Y = ' *  E 1 1 . 4   r " L B . S E C / I N "  P / P  
X 3   * " R I X = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L R / I N "  9 X10 " H 2 X = "  P E 1 1 . 4  P " L B I I N "  9 X10 9 
" R l Y = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L R / I N "  9 X 1 0  , " R 2 Y = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L B / I N "  / @ 
X 3  9 " D l X = "  r € 1 1 . 4  r " L B o S E C / I N "  9 X6 p " D 2 X = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L B o S E C / I N "  > 
X6 r " D l Y = "  r E 1 1 . 4  r " L B . S € C / I N "  X6 r " D 2 Y = "  9 E l 1 . 4  * " L B * S E C / I N " , /  
2 ( 2 ( 5 9 ( " * " ) ) r / ) )  r 
A L L W H R L   ( X B r S E 1 4 . 5 ) i  
S W I T C H  F0RMA.r S W I T F M T e  
( X 6 0 r " U N S T A B L E " r X l O r " ~ ~ R  = " r E 1 3 . 5 ~ "  ROW = " ~ 1 2 / / ) r  
( X 6 2 # " S T A B L E " r A l / / ) i  
R E A L  G ~ P I r W r M r D M l r W Y l r D M 2 ~ W M 2 ~ K P P ~ I P r R T T , I T J L r L l l r L l ~ L 2 2 ~ L 2 r W 0 r  
~ W r W ~ r K 1 ~ r K 3 Y r K l Y r K 2 Y ~ C l X ~ C 2 X ~ C l Y ~ C 2 Y ~ D l X ~ D 2 X ~ D l Y ~ D 2 Y ~ R l X ~  
H ~ X ~ H ~ Y ~ R ~ Y I S T R I N G I K A D , K ~ X X ~ K ~ X X ~ K ~ X X ~ K ~ Y Y ~ K ~ Y Y ~ C ~ X X ~ C ~ X X ~ R T ~ R P ~  
C ~ Y Y C C ~ Y Y ~ H ~ X X ~ H ~ X X ~ K ~ Y Y , D ~ X X , D ~ X X ~ D ~ X X ~ D ~ Y Y ~ D ~ Y Y ~ P I ~ ~ R ~ S ~ E P S ~  
I N T E G E R   I r J r K ~ U O l r R f l W ;   R E A L   H R i  
ARRAY A r B r C r A H r A I r B R r B I C O : 4 r ~ ~ ~ I r C M T X r I C M T X C O ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ I ~  
. ~ U V E K r ~ U V E K C O : 9 ] , W H R a ~ Y [ ~ : l 4 I r T ~ [ l : 3 1 ;  
BOOLEAN E U F B O O L r M f l D E r P O L Y ~ N H R L B O L r H O U T H , O R D € R I  
L A B E L  U L A B r B L A B r P R O C E S S r E O F r E X I T r S L P I  
L I S T   L S T A L L   ( F o r i  I+i S T E P  1 U N T I L  M DO N U V E K C I I / S ) r  
L S T M O U E  ( K r N U V E K C K I / P I 2 r " K € A L " r F ~ R  I C 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  4 DO 
C M T X C K I T I ~ " I M A G " ~ F U H  I C 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  4 D O  I C M T X C K B I I ) ~  
L S T F R E Q   ( F O R  I+l S T E P  1 U N T I L  M D O  N U V E K C I l / P I 2 ) r  
L S T R O U T  ( M r Y r F f l R  I+l S T E P  1 U N T I L  M DO M U V E K C I l r  
M r F O R  I C 1  S T E P  1 UI '4T IL  M D O  N U V E K C I 3 ) r  
LSO C K R r H 0 W ) r  L S l  ( "  " 1 9  
LSTECHIJ  ( " L  = " , L r " L l = " r L l r " L 2 = "  r L 2 r W r " I P = " r I P r " I T = " r I T r  
K ~ X ~ K ~ X ~ K I Y ~ K ~ Y ~ C ~ X J ~ ~ X ~ C ~ Y ~ C ~ Y P R ~ X ~ K ~ X ~ R ~ Y P R ~ Y ~  
0 1 X r D 2 X r D l Y r D 2 Y ) i  
S W I T C H   L I S T   S W I T L S T  + L S O  r L S l i  
S T R E A M   P R O C E O U R E   R L I M K ( B A S E r S 6 1  )i 
V A L U E   S K I  i 
B E G I N   D I + R A s E ~   S K I   C D I c D I + 1 4 ) i   D S C 1 4   L I T  " " i  END; 
PROCEDURE  R f lUTHHCRr  N r A r K R  r S T A B L E  r ROW 1 i 
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COMMENT N_=ORDER OF T H E .   P O L Y N O M I A L .  e .  
T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L  ALI ARE  READ I N   D E S C E N D I N G  
P.OWERS 0 1  L U Q A i  
A103 CORRESPONUS  TO  THE  HIGHEST POWER OF L A M D A J  
VAL-UE N ) 
R E A L  A R R A Y  A C O I  r R L O r 0 1 i  
S E A L  R R  8 
I N T E G E R  N D ROW i 
B O D L E A N  STABLE i 
B E G I N  
I N T E G E R  I I J I K i 
L A B E L   F I N  J A C N + 1 3  f O i  
FOR KeO STEP 1 U N T I L  P D O  
I F   A C K I S O   T H E N  
B E G I N  
S T A B L E e F A L S E  ? 
ROW (. K i 
R R  + A C K I  3 
G O  TO F I N  i 
END 
E L S E  
FOR I t 0  1 DU 
FOR J + O  ST.Ep 1 U N T I L   N / 2  DO 
RCI,Jl+ A C 2 x  J + I I i 
FOR T *  2 S T € P  1 UNT1.L   N -1 “Dn  
FOR J C O  STEP 1 U N T I L   N / 2 * 1  DO 
B E G I N  
R C I r J I c  R [ 1 1 2 , J + l l  - R I I - 2 r O l  X R C I ~ l , J + l I / R C I ~ l , O I  i 
IF RCI.-03<0 THEN 
B E G I N  
S T A B L E  e F A L S E  I 
R O W e I  i 
R R *  R C 1 ~ 0 3  i 
G O  T O  F I N ;  
END I 
ENDJ 
S T A B L E +   T R U E  i 
F I N :  END  OF  PROCEDURE  ROUTH i 
PRDCEDURF T l M E ~ N D A T E ~ T Z E R O ~ F Y L E , O P T I D N _ ) I  
COMMENT T H I S  IS A U T I L I T Y   P R O C E D U R E   W R I T T E N  R Y  R -  TOMLINI  
V A L U E   O P T I O N ;   R E A L   O P T I O N ;   I N T E G E R   9 R R A Y   T Z E R O C * J r   F I L E   F Y L E )  
R L E S .   T H E   A C T I O N  OF  THE  PROCEDURE DEPEND-S ON THE 
R I G H T M O S T  39 B I T S  OF THE  PARAMETER  OPTION.   FOR 
C O N V E N I L N C E D   T H I S  3 9  B I T   P A C K A G E  WILL B E   I D E N T I F l E D  
W I T H   T H E   S T R I N G   “ N F F F D D D ” *   H E R E  N I S  T H E   O C T A L . D I G I  
C O N S I S T I N G  OF THE 3 L E F T M O S T   B I T S   O F  T H E  PACKA-GE-D 
AND F F F D D D   I S   T H E   C O L L E C T I O N  OF 6 C H A R A C T E R S   D E F I N E D  
B Y   T H E   R E M A I N I N G  36  B I T S .  N I S   C A L L E D  THE IDENT;  
- 1 F I C A T I O N   D I G I T ,  AND F F F r  DDDD AND  FFFDDD  ARE  CALLED 
THE F I L E ,  DATE, A N D  COMPOSIT-E OPT‘ IONS> RESPECTIVELY. 
IN IT . IA ) , IYg  “ F F F D D D ”  TS COMPARED  WITH  THE  STRING!  
“CENTER” .  I F  T H E Y   A R E   Q U A L #   T H E N  A CHECK I S  MADE ON 
THE  VALUE  OF  Ne I F  N = O r   T H f N   F Y L E   I S   A S S U M E D  TO B E  
A LINE PRINTER FILE. THE PRINTER IS DOUBLE S P A C E D  AND 
THE D A T E  IS WRITTEN OUT, CENTERED n y  THE LINE* WITH 
C A R R I A G E   C O N T R O L   I D B L I r   I F  N DOES  NOT  EQUAL  ZERO, 
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I -  
T H E N   F Y L E   I S   T A K E N   T U   B E   A N   A L P H A   T A P E   F I L E ,   A N D   T H E  
H L E S M P T   E Q U I V A L E N T  OF DOUBLE-SPACE,   CENTERED-DATE,   DOUBLE 
S P A C E  I S   W R I T T E N  ON TAPE.  I N   E I T H E R  CASE,  THE  PROCEDURE 
I S  T H E N   E X I T E D .  
I F  "FFFi7DD"   DOES  NUT  EQUAL  "CENTER" ,   THEN "FFF" I S  
COMPARED  WITH  "MPT".  I F  "FFF"   AND  "MPT"  DO NOT  AGREE,  THE 
P R O C E D U R E   A S S U M E S   T H A T   F Y L E  I S  A L I N E   P R I N T E R   F I L E .   F I R S T  
T H E   P R I N T E R  IS DOUBLE  SPACEDr   AND  THEN A L I N E   I S   W R I T T E N  
W H I C H   C O N T A I N S   T H E   D A T E ,   P L A C E D   N E A R   T H E   L E F T   M A R G I N .   T H E  
C A R R I A G E   C O N T R O L   F O H   T H I S   L I N E   I S   C N 0 3 r   A N 0   T H E   F I R S T  
C H A R A C T E R   O F   T H E   L I N E  I S   D E T E R M I N E D   B Y  N. I F  N=OI T H E N  
T H E   F I R S T   C H A H A C T E H   I S  A BLANK,   OTHERWISE I T  I S  THE 
D I G I T ,   N O   N E X T ,   " D D D "   I S   C O M P A R E D   W I T H   " D A T " .  I F  THEY 
AGREE,   THE  PRINTER I S  DOUBLE  SPACED  AND  THE  PROCEDURE I S  
E X I T E D .  I F  "DDD"  DIFFERS  FROM  "DAT",   THEN I T  IS ASSUMED 
T H A T   H E   F I R S T   H R E E   N T R I E S  OF T Z E R O   H A V E   B E E N   I N I T I A L -  
I Z E D   W I T H   R E A D I N G S  F R O M  THE  LAPSED,  PROCESSOR,  AND 1 / 0  
C L O C K S .   T H E   R E M A I N D E R  OF T H E   L I N E   J U S T   W R I T T E N  IS T H E N  
F I L L E O  O U T   ( U S I N G   C A R R 1 , A G E   C O N T R O L   [ D B L I )   W I T H   T H E  
AMOUNTS  OF  ELAPSED,  PROCESSORr  AND 110 T I M E   W H I C H   A V E  
P A S S E D   S I N C E   T H A T   I N I T I A L I Z I N G .   T H E   P R O C E D U R E   I S  
T H E N   E X I T E D -  
A L P H A   T A P E   F T L E .   T H E   H E M A I N I N G   A C T I O N   I S   I D E N T I C A L  TO 
THAT  ABUVE  XCEPT  HAT  RLESMPT  RECORDS WILL B E   W R I T T E N  
ON T A P E ,   I N S T E A D   O F   L I N E   I M A G E S   B E I N G   W R I T T E N  ON T H E  
L I N E   P R I N T E R ;  
I F  " F F F " = " M P T " ,   T H E N   F Y L E  I S  ASSUMED  TU  BE  AN 
B E G I N   S T R E A M   P R O C E D U R E  S E P A H A T E Y Y D D D ( Y Y D D D r Y Y r D D D ) I  
B E G I N   D I + . Y Y D D D ;   D S + 3   L I T * ' O 1 9 " i   D I C Y Y i   S I * Y Y D D D J  
S I e S I + l ;  D S c 4  O C T J   D l c D D D ;  D S c 3  OCT 
END  OF  SEPARATEYYDDD  PROCEDURE; 
S T R E A M   P R O C E O U R E   T H A N S F E R ( V E K I N r V E K 0 U T ) i  
B E G I N   S I e V E K I N i   D I + V E K O U T i  DS4-3 WDS END; 
A L P H A   L F i  
I N T E G E R  M N T H N M R R , D A Y N M B R P E X C E S S , T Y M Z E R O , Y E A R I  
O A Y O F M N T H ~ T U M N U ~ K P J ~  
I N T E G E R  A R R A Y  T N A U T r D E L T A C l ~ 3 I r D A Y C O U N T C O ~ l l l ~  
M N T H N A M E I O : 2 3 l i  
FORMAT  FMO ( P l r A Y r A 5 ~ 1 3 r * * r " r I 5 r w ~  ' * I ,  
F M 1  ( O , A l , A 4 r A 5 ~ 1 3 ~ * ' ~ ' * , I 5 r " .  " 1 ,  
F M 2   ( X 2 2 r " T O T A L   E L A P S E D   T I M E   I S " r I 6 r "   S E C 0 N D S " r  ". PROCESSOR T I M E  I S " r I 6 , "   S E C O N D S .  " r  
" I / O  T I M E   I S " ,  16," S E C O N D S * " ) P  
F M 3   ( O p X 2 2 r " T O T A L   E L A P S E D   T I M E   I S n , 1 6 r "   S E C O N D S " ,  
' * a  PROCESSOR  T IME  IS " , I6 , "   SECONDS.  "P 
" I / O  T I M E  IS", 1 6 9 "  SECONDS."), 
F M C N T R E l  ( X 5 0 ~ A 5 ~ A 5 ~ 1 3 r " ~ ' * r I 5 , " r " ) r  
F M C N T R E 2  C O , X 5 0 r A 5 , A 5 r I 3 ~ " r W r I 5 r " . " ) ,  
F M S T A R  (0 ) ;  
F I L L   M N T H N A M E C * l   W I T H  " J A " r w N U A R Y " ~  
l1 FEB","RUARY",** *I# " M A R C H " P "   " , " A P R I L " r  
11 " 9  " Y A Y " ,  " ** , 1 )  JUNE", " " 9 "  JULY" ,  
1)  A"r"UGUST","  SEPT*'r"EMBER","  OC",*'TOBER"r 
l* N 0 V " ~ " E M B E R " r "   D E C " r " E M B E R ' * i  
T R A N S F E H C T Z E R O r T N A U 7 ) i   K e O i  
FUR J + 3 1 ~ 2 R r 3 1 r 3 0 r 3 1 ~ 3 0 ~ 3 1 r 3 1 ~ 3 U r 3 1 ~ 3 0 ~ 3 1  DO 
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B E G I N   D A Y C D U N T C K l e J i   K + K + 1  END; 
T Y M Z E H O + T I M E ( O ) i  
S E P A H A T E Y Y D D P ( T Y M Z E H O , Y E A R , ~ A Y N M B R ) i  
I F  YEAR M O D  4 = O  T H L N   D A Y C O U N T C 1 3 + 2 9 I  
E X C E S S t D A Y N M R R i   M N T H N M B R + - 1 ;  
F U R   K + M N T h N M S H   W H I L L   E X C E S S > O  DO 
B L G I N  E X C E S S c E X C E S S - D A Y C U U N T C K + l l ;  
END; T U M N O + 2 x M N T H N M B R i  
D A Y O F M N T H + E X C E S S + D A Y C O U N T C M N T H N M B R I ;  
ALFc(1F O P T I f l N . C 9 : 3 3 = 0   T H E N  * E L S E   O P T I O N . C P r 3 1 ) ;  
I F  O P T I U N . C 1 2 : 3 6 1 = " C E N T E H "   T H E N  
B E G I N  I F  O P T T O N . C 9 : 3 1 = 0   T H E N  
M N T H N M B R + M N T H N M B H + ~  
e E G I N   W R ! T E ( F Y L E C D B L l ) i  
W R I T E ( F Y L f i L D B L I * F M C N T R E l p M N T H N A M E C T U M N O ] p  
M N T H N X M E C T U M N 0 + 1 3 r D A Y ~ F M N T H r Y E A R )  
E Y O  
B E G I N   W S I T E ( F Y L E , F M S T A R I ~ ) ~  
E L S E  
W R l T E ( F Y L E r F M C N T R E Z r 2 r M N T H N A M E C T U M N O 1 ,  
M N T H N A M E C T U M N O + l l p D A Y O F M N T H ~ Y E A R )  
END 
END ilF C E N T E R   D P T I O N S  
I F  O P T I O N , C 1 2 : ~ 8 l # " M P l "   T H E N  
B E G I h   W H I T E ( F Y L E C D B L 3 ) i  
ELSE 
W R I T E ( F Y L E I N ~ I ~ F M O I A L F ~ M N T H N A M E C T U M N O I ~  
M N T H N A M F C T U M N 0 + 1 3 ~ U A Y O F M l ~ T H ~ Y E ~ R ) i  
I F  O P T I O N . C 3 0 : 1 8 1 = " D A T w   T H E N   W R I T E ( F Y L E C D B L 3 )  
W R T T E ~ F Y L E C D B L l r F M 2 ~ D E L T A C l l ~ ~ E L T A ~ ~ l ~ O € ~ T A ~ 3 l ~  
END 
E L S E  
W R I T E ~ F Y L E , F M l ~ ! ~ ~ A L F , " E E T U M N D l r  
E R D  OF P R I N T F R   O P T I O N S  
B E G I N   W R I T E ( F Y L E r F M S T A H , 2 ) i  
W N T H N A Y E L T U M N O + l I , D A Y U F M N T H r Y f A H ) ;  
E L S E  
W R T T E ( F Y L E r F M 3 r 2 r D E L T A 1 1 3 , U E L T A C 2 ~ r D ~ L T A [ 3 ~ )  
I F  O P T I n N . I 3 0 : 1 ~ l = " ~ A T ' ~   T H E N   W R I T E ( F Y L E ~ F M S T A R I ~ )  
B E G I N  F!lR J C 1 ~ 2 9 3  0 0  DELTACJJ+(TIME(J)-TNAUTCJl)/6OJ 
ENU 
END OF H L E S Y P T   O P T I O N S  
PKOCEUURE M L T P L Y R E A L P O L Y ( M r N r A , B r C ) i  
V A L U E   Y r N I   I N T E G E R  M p N J  A R R A Y  A,B,CCOI i  
END O f  T I M L A N D A T E   P R O C E O ( J R E f  
B E G J N  COMMENT T H I S   P H O C L D U R E   A S S U M E S   T H A T   T H E  
VECTORS A AND B C O N T A I N   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF 
P O L Y N O M I A L S   O F  O H D E H  M AND ORDER N r  R E S P E C T I V E L Y .  
S P F C I F I C A L L Y r   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF  THE  KTH POWER 
OF T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L   V A R I A B L E   A R E   S T O R E D  I N  A C K I  
M L T P L Y R E A L P O L Y   C O M P U T E S   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  
OF T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L   W H I C H  I S  THE  PRODUCT O F  THE 
AND R C K I P   R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,  
G I V E N  TWO, AND  STORES  THEM  INTO  THE  VECTOR,  C.  
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A S   W I T H  A AND tlr T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T  OF T H E   K T H  
POWER I S  S T O R E D   I N T O   C C K I .  
C O W T A I N S   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L  
OF L E S S E N   D E G R E E ,   T H E N   T H E   M O S T   E F F I C I E N T  
C O N F I G U R A T I O N   H A S   B E E N   R E A L I Z E D ;  
T H E   A R I T H M E T I C   I S  SO ARRANGED  THAT I F  A 
AEAL A P I   I N T E G E H  KPPIQI P + M + N I  
FOR P C 0   S T E P  1 U N T I L  M DO 
B E G I N   A P + A [ P I I  
FOR K c 0   S T E P  1 U N T I L  P 00 C L K l e O ;  
FOR Q+O S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
C C K + ( P + Q ) l * B C Q l x A P + C [ K l  
END OF T H E   L O O P  ON P 
E N D  OF' T H E   M L T P L Y R E A L P O L Y   P R O C E D U R E J  
P R O C E D U R E   G E T O E T P O L Y ( N r A r B r C , D ) i  
V A L U E   N i   I N T E G E R   N J   A H i ? A Y   A r B r C C 0 , O I r D C O I i  
BEGIN C O M M E N T  CONSIDER THE N X N  MATRIX, G, DEFINED e y  
G C ~ r J l ~ A C ~ ~ J l ~ T * 2 + B C I r J 3 x T + C ~ ~ ~ J l ~  I T  IS C L E A R  
T H 4 T   H E   D E T E R M I N A N T  O F  G I S  A P O L Y N O M I A L   O F  
D E G R E E   2 N  I N  T H E   P A R A M E T E R r T .  
G E T D E T P O L Y   C O M P U T E S   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S   O F   T H I S  
P O L Y Y O M I A L  AND STORES  THEM  INTO  THE  VECTOR,  D. 
T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T  OF T H E   K T H  POWER OF T IS 
STI12ED I N T O  I > C K l r  THIS FOR K = O r  l r * . * r  2 x N .  
T H E   N T R I E S  OF A #  81 AND C W H I C H   A V E  
I N D I C E S  I N  THE  RANGE  FROM  ONE  TO N ARE 
ASSUMED T O  C O N T A I N   T H E   H E Q U I R E D   Q U A N T I T I E S .  
T H O S E   N T R I E S   I N V O L V I N G  A ZERO  INDEX  ARE  NOT 
HEFEHENCEO EY G L T D E T P O L Y I  
I N T E G E R  T N P N M ~ P T N M ~ ~ K M ~ P K ~ P P Q , I , J ~  LABEL EXIT; 
A R R A Y  Q U A 6 C O r % l r D A L T C O : 2 x N I ,  
O M ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ ( N ~ 1 ~ l r A M ~ B M r C ~ C O ~ N ~ l ~ ~ ~ N ~ l l i  
T N e 2 x V i   T N M l + 2 x ( N M l + N - l ) i  
I F  N = 1  THEN 
B E G I N   D C O l + C C 1 , 1 1 i   I > [ 1 l + B C l r l l i  
D C ? I + A C ~ P ~ ~ J  G O  TO E X I T  
EVD OF T H E   S P E C I A L   C A S E  WHEN  N E Q U A L S  ONE; 
FOR  K+O  STEP 1 U N T I L   T N  D O  D C K l + O J  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
I F  A C K r I I f O  OH E f K r l l # O  O R  C [ K , l I # O   T H E N  
B E G I N   K Y l + K ' l i  
FOR I C 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L   K M 1  D O  
FflR Jc2 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N  A M C I r Q c ( J ~ 1 ) I ~ A C I r J l i  
R M C I r Q l + H C I , J l i  CMCIrQl*CCIrJl 
END O F  THE  LOOP ON J i  
FUR I + K + l   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
5 E G I N   P + I - l i  FOR J+2 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N   A M C P r Q + ( J - l ) l c A C I r J l i  
END OF THE  LOOP ON J 
~ M C P r Q l + B L I , J l J   C M C P r Q I * C C I , J I  
END OF THE  LOOP ON I ;  
D M C O ~ + C M C ~ P ~ I I   D M [ 1 l + E M ~ l r l l i   D M C 2 I + A M C l , l l i  
I F  N > 2  THEN G E T D E T P O L Y ( N M l ? A M r B M r C M , D M ) i  
I F  B O O L E A N ( K )   T H E N  
B E G I M   Q U A O C 0 l + C C K r l l i  
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Q U A ~ C ~ I + B C K Y ~ I ~   Q U A D C 2 l + A C K r l l  
E L S E  
END OF E V E N   P A K I T Y   C A S E  
B E G I N  Q U A D C O l + g C C K , l l i  
END OF ODD P A K I T Y  CASE; 
M L T P L Y R E A L P O L Y ( ~ P T N M ~ P Q U A D ~ D M P D A L T ) ~  
FOR IcO S T E P  1 U N T I L   T N  DO D C I I ~ D A L T C I I t D C I l  
Q U A O C l l ~ - B I K p l J i   Q U A D C 2 J + - A C K p l ]  
EUD OF THE  LOOP ON K i  
END OF THE  GETDETPULY  PROCEDURE;  
E X I T ;  
REAL P R O C E O U R E   I N H P d U D ( N r A r 8 ) i  
V A L U E   N f  I N T E G E R   N i  A H R A Y   A p B C O I i  
B E G I N  COMMENT THIS   PROCEDURE  COMPUTES  THE 
INNER  PHUOUCT  OF A AND 8 AND  ST0,RES IT 
I N T O   T H E   I D E N T I F I E R ,   I N R P R O D .  
A - A N D  B A R E   A S S U M E D   T O   H A V E   I N D I C E S  
I N  THE  RANGE 0 TO N .  AC01 AND B C O I  ARE 
NOT  REFERENCED B Y  T H I S   P R O C E D U R E ;  
I N T E G E R  K i  R E A L   T i   T c O i  
FOR K c 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 T + A C K l x B I K l + T i  
I N Q P R O D + T  
E N D  nF THE INHPRLID P R O C E D U R E ;  
H E A L  P R U C E O U R E   M f l D U F I N H P H O O ( N r A ,   I A * B ,  I B ) i  
d E G I N  COMMENT T H t  M O D U L U S  D F   T H E   I N N E R   P R O D U C T  OF 
V A L U E  V;  I N T E G E R  ti; AHRAY  A , IA ,B , IBCOI i  
THE  COMPLEX  VECTORS fj AND T I S  COMPUTED  AND 
S T O R E D   I N T O   M U O O F I N H P R O D e   F U K T H E R r   T H E   R E A L  
AND I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  OF <S,T>, I T S E L F ,   A R E   S T O R E D  
I N T O  A C O I  AND I A C O I r  R E S P E C T I V E L Y .  
s A N U  T A H E  A S ~ U M E D  T O  H A V E  N E N ~ ' K I E S P  
B E C i I r J N I N t i   A T  I N D E X  VALUE  ONE.   THE  REAL AND 
I M A G I N A R Y   P A H 1 - S  OF S ARE, R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,  A AND 
IA. THOSE OF T ARE R AND 18, R E S P E C T I V E L Y ;  
I N T E G E P  K i  R E A L   H E r I M i   R E c I M c O i  
FOR K t . 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  H E c A C K 3 ~ B C K 3 + 1 A C K l ~ I R C H I + A E i  
E N D  OF THE  SUMMATION  LOOP; 
M D D O F I N R P R ~ D ~ S Q H T ( ( A C O ] ~ H E ) * Z t ( i A C O I ~ I M ) * 2 )  
I M ~ I A C K l ~ ~ C K l - I ~ C K l ~ A C K l + I M  
END OF THE  MODOFINHPROD  PROCEDUREi  
REAL  PROCEDURE M O D S Q O F I N H P R O D ~ N ~ A ~ I A , B ~ I B ) ~  
V A L U E  N; I N T E G E R   N i   A H R A Y   A r I A 9 B r   I B C O l i  
B E G I N  COMMENT  THE  MODULUS  SQUARED  OF  THE  INNER  PRODUCT OF 
THE COMPLEX  VECTORS S AND T IS COMPUTE0  AND 
S T O R E D   I N T O   M U D S Q U F I N R P R O D .   F U R T H E R r   T H E   R E A L  
AND I M A G I N A H Y   P A R T S   O F   < S r T > r   I T S E L F ,   A R E   S T O R E D  
I N T O  A C O l  A N 0  I A C O I ,  R E S P E C T I V E L Y o  
s A N D  T A R E  A S S U M E D  T U  H A V E  N E N T R I E S ,  
R E G I N N I N G  A T  INOEX  VALUE  ONE.   THE  REAL  AND 
I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  OF S ARE, H E S P E C T I V E L Y r  A AND 
I P .   T H O S E  OF T ARE B AND IB, R E S P E C T I V E L Y i  
I N T E G E R  K i  R E A L   R E P I M J   K E + I M + O i  
FOR K + 1  STEP 1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N  R E + A C K l ~ B C K l + I A C K 3 ~ I B C K 3 + R E i  
I M + I A C K l x B C K l - I B C K l x A C K l t I M  
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END OF THE  SUMMATION  LOOP;  
M O D S Q f l F I N R P R O D +  ( A C O ] + R E ) * 2 + C I A C O ] + I M ) + 2  
END OF THE MCIDSQOFINHPROO PROCEDURE;  
R E A L   P R O C E D U R E   C M P L X I N V E R S E C N P A I I ' A I ~  
V A L U E  N i   I N T E G E R   N i  ARRAY A, IACOrOIi  
COMMENT l H I S  IS A M O D I F I C A T I O N   O F   R O D M A N S   P R O C E O U R E   F O R  
I N V E R T I N G  A C O M P L E X   M A T R I X ,  S a  T H E   M A T R I X 9  Sr I S  
ASSUMED  TO  BE OF ORDER N r  A N D   T U   H A V E   I J - T H   E N T R I E S  
WHOSE R E A L   A N D ' I M A G I N A H Y   P A R T S   A R E  ACIrJl A N D  IALIrJ l r  
R E S P E C T I V E L Y .   T H E   P H U C E U U K E  IS E X I T E D   W I T H   T H E   M O D U L U S  
OF T H E   O E T E R M I N A N T  OF S S T O K E U  I N T O   C M P L X I N V E R S E J  
COMMENT T H I S  PROCE[) IJRF:   INVERTS A M A T R I X  OF C O M P L E X   E L E y E N T S .  
S E E   C O R R E S P O N D l N G   T E C H N I C A L   B U L L E T I N   F O R   D E T A I L S  ON U S L  
O f  THE  PROCEDURE.  
R.D. R O D M A N  
( P R O F E S S I O N A L   S E R V I C E S   D I V I S I O N A L   G R O U P ) #  
C A R D   S F Q ~ J E N C E  BEG1,NS W I T H   C I N V O O O l r  
F I R S T   R E L E A S E   4 / 1 / 6 3  i 
B E G I N  
I N T E G E R  I ,  2, K r  L r  K 2 r  Jr VI Yr W i 
R E A L  B I G I  Tr E P S r  TEMP, D I A G r   I T  i 
A R R A Y  Q l [ O : l r O : N ] ,   Q 2 C O : l r O : N ]  i 
I N T E G E R  A R R A Y  F [ O : N ]  i L A B E L   E X I T ;  
PROCEDURE C I P ( A r   B r   N )  i 
V A L U E  N i  
I N T E G E R  N ;  
A R R A Y  A r  B L O r 0 1  i 
B E G I N  
H E A L  Q r  I Q  i 
I N T E G E R  1 ;  
FOR I 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  F1 00 
z c 1-1 I 
FUR K c 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  Z D O  
BEG I N  
B E G I N  
E N U  i 
Q 1 C O r K l  + A C K r I I  i Q l C l r K ]  *. I A C K r I l  
FOR K + I S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 
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FOR K e I S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  
T A [ K r I l * 2  + IACKr11*2  i 
IF .r > R T G  T H E N  
B E G I N  
E N D  
E N D  i 
d i G  + T i K 2  + K 
I F  R I G = O   T H E N   B E G I N   C M P L X T N V E H S E e O i  G O  Ti) E X I T  END; 
K C 1 1  + K;! i 
I F   K 2  # I THEN  FUK r( 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N  
TEMP + A r I r K l  i A C I p K l  + A C K 2 r K I  i A C K 2 r K l   T E M P  J 
T E M P  t I A C I r K l  i I A E I r K l  e I A C K 2 , K l  i I A C K 2 r K l   T E M P  
E N 0  i 
D I A G  l / ( A C I r I J * 2  + IA[IrII*2) i
FUR K c 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  Z D O  
B E G I N  
END i 
Q l C O r K I  6 A C I r K I  i Q l C l r K l  + I A C I r K l  
F U R  L t 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  Z D O  
BEG I Y  
E N D  J 
0 2 C O r L l  + A C L r K I  i 0 2 C l r L l  I A C L r K l  
C I P ( Q 1 ,  Q 2 r  Z) i 
T c A C I r Y ]  - QlCOrOI  i IT + I A C I r K l   Q l C l r O l  J 
A C I r K ]   + ( T x A C I s I I  + I T x I A C I r I I )  X D I A G  i 
I A C I r K I  + ( I T x A C I r I I  - T x I A C I r I l )  X D I A G  
E N D  
END i 
T c l i  F O Q  K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 T+(ACKrKl*Z+IA[KrKI*2)xTJ 
C M P L Y I Y V E K S E + S Q R T ( T ) i  
FOR I c 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D o  
B E t i I N  
D I A G  + 1 / ( A C I r I l * 2  + IA[ I , I1+2)  i Z + 1-1 i 
FUR J c 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  I DO 
I F  I # J THEN 
B E G I N  
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EEGIN 
FUR K + J STEP 1 UNTIL Z DO 
BEGIN 
Wl[OrK-J+l] + ACKrJl i Q1[1rK-J+11 + IACKsJ3 i 
Q2(OrK-J+1] + ACIrKl i Q2[lrK~J+ll + I A C I r K I  
END i 
F U R  J + td STEP  -1  UNTIL Z DO 
Y c J-1 i 
BEG I N  
FOR .J e 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 
IF I L J THEN 
BEGIN 
BEG I N  
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I 
E L S E  
B E G I N  
FOR K + J S T E P   1 . U N T I L  N  DO 
M l C O r W + K - J + l l  + A C K r J l  i QlClrW] + I A C K r J J  i 
Q2[OrWl + A t I r K ]  i 32ClrWl + I A C I r K J  
B E G I N  
END i 
C I P ( Q 1 r  0 2 9  N - J t l )  i 




FUR J e N S T E P  '1 U N T I L  1 D O  
I F   F C J l  f J THEN 
K 2  + FCJ3 i 
BEG I N  
B E G I N  
FOR K + 1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  
T E V P  + A r K r K 2 1  i A C K r K 2 1  + A C K r J I  i A C K r J l  + TEMP i 





E X I T :  
END; 
PROCEDURE F I N D P O L Y O R D E H A N D N O R M A L I Z E ( N r  A R r  A I r  P ) i  
BE.GIN  CnYMENT A P O L Y N O M I A L   O F   D E G R E E   L E S S   T H A N  O R  
V A L U E  N i  I N T F G E R   N r P i  ARHA.Y A R r A I C O I i  
E Q U A L  TO N r  WHOSE KITH POWER C O E F F I C I E N T   H A S  
H E A L  ANT)  IMAGINAHY P A R T S  A R C K I  AND A I C K I r  FOR 
K = O r  bir WILL B E   E X A M I N E D   B Y   T H I S   P R O C E D U R E .  
T H E   C O L F F I C I E N T S  WILL BE  ADJUSTED TO MAKE 
I T  A M O N I C   P O L Y N O M I A L r   1 1 E . r   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T  
OF  THE  H IGHEST POWER WILL BECOME A Q U A N T I T Y  
WITH  MODULUS  UNITY?   AND  THE  THUE  ORDER  (DEGREE)  
O F  T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L  WILL B E   I N S E R T E D   I N T O   P I  
I N T E G E R   K i   R E A L  T i  
FOR  P+N  STEP - 1  W H I L E   ( T + A R [ P ] * 2 + A l C P I * 2 )  = 0 D O I  
T + S Q R T ( T ) i  
FOR K t 0  S T E P  1 U N T I L  P D O  
B E G I N   A R C K J + A R C K l / T i   A I C K l + A I C K l / T   E N D  
END OF THE  F INDPOLYOHOERANDNORMALIZE  PROCEDURE;  
P H O C E D U R E   S C A L E C O E F F I C I E N T S ( P r  A R r  AIr S C A L E ) ;   V A L U E  P i  
B E G I N  COMMENT G I V L N   H E R E  IS A P O L Y N O M I A L  I N  T H E   V A R I A B L E  
I N T E G E R   P i  A R R A Y  A R r  AICOIi R E A L   S C A L E ;  
Z hHOSE C O E F F I C I E N T   F O R   T H E   K - T H  POWER  OF Z H A S   R E A L  
A V D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  A R C K J  AND A I C K I r  FOR  K= 01 * . o r  Pb 
T H I S   P R O C L D U R E   S C A L E S   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE 
P O L Y N O M I A L ,   D E F I N I N G   I N   T H E   P R O C E S S  A NEW P O L Y N O M I A L  
lhl T H E   V A R I A B L E .   Z P R I M E r  WHERE Z = S C A L E  X Z P R I M E r  
S U C H   T H P T   H E   C O E F F I C I E N T  OF THE  LOWEST  ORDER  TERM 
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I!4 T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L   H A S   M O D U L U S   U N I T Y ;  
R E A L  A, R P  1, Ti I N T E G E R   K r Q i   L A B E L  L i  K t 0 3  
I F  A = O  T H E N   B E G I N   K + K + l ;  G O  TO L END; 
FOR K t P - 1   S T E P  '1 U N T I L  €I DO 
B E G I N   A R C K l + A R C K I / T i   A I [ K l + A I C K l / T i  
END 
L:  A + A R C K l * 2 + A I C K l * 2 i  
SCALE+T+A*Cl /C.2x(P=K))) f  QeKi 
T e T x S C A L E  
E N D   O F   T H E   S C A L E C O E F F I C I E N T S   P R O C E D U R E S *  
PROCEDURE  GETPOLYZEROS(Np  A R r  A I ,  E P S I L O N ) ;  
V A L U E  N, E P S I L O N ;   R E A L   E P S I L O N ;   I N T E G E R  N i  ARRAY A R r  A I C O I I  
COMMENT T H I S   P R O C E D U R E   F I N . 0 S   Z E R O S  OF A P O L Y N O M I A L  
OF OROER N. T H E   C O E F F I C l E N T  OF T H E   H I G H E S T  POWER OF 
T H E   V A R I A B L E   M U S T   B E   U N I T Y .  ON ENTRY,   ARLKI   AND 
A I C K I  FOR K = O r  1, - -P N ARE  THE  REAL AND 
I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  OF T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF A S C E N D I N G  
POWERS  OF THF: V A R I A B L E ,  ON E X I T ,  A R  AND AIClr . e * ,  N I  
CCNTAIN  THE  ZEROS.   NEWTONS  METHOD I S  USED. 
I T E R A T I O N   C O N T I N U E S   U N T I L   T H E   S Q U A R E  O F   T H E   F R A C T I O N A L  
F I R S T  Z E R O  IS FOUNDP  THC  ORDER OF T H E   P O L Y N O M I A L  IS 
R E D U C E D   B Y  D I V I S I O N .   Z E H O S   O B T A I N E D   F R O M   T H E   R E D U C E D  
P O L Y N O M I A L   A R E   I M P R O V E D   B Y   I T E R A T I O N   W I T H   T H E   O R I G I N A L  
POLYNOMIAL .   THEN  THE  ORDER  OF THE  REDUCED  POLYNOMIAL  
CHANGE I N  T H E   Z E d O   D O E S   N O T   E X C E E D   E P S I L O N ,   A F T E R   T H E  
I S  FURTHER  REDUCED.  i 
B E G I N   R E A L  Y, FA, F I I  G K I  61, UI V r  W J  I N T E G E R  K, P r  Qi 
A R R A Y  R R r  BICO:Nl, C H ,  C I I  HRI RI, M F C 1 : N I i   R E A L  T I  
L A B E L   A G A I N ,   G U E S S Z E H O r   I T E R A T E ,   R E I T E R A T E ,   E X I T ;  
8GOLEAN  ONCE; INTEGER N D I V 2 i   N D I V 2 c N   D I V  2; 
FOR K c 0  S T E P  1 U N T I L   N D I V 2  DO 
B E G I N   T c A R C K l i   A R C K l + A R C N ' K l I   A R I N - K I c T i  
END OF THE  SWITCH  AHOUND  LOOP ON T H E   I N T E G E R  K i  
N + N + l i  F O R   N c N - 1   W H I L E   A R [ N l = O  AND A I C N ] = O  D O  3 
I F   N = 1   T H E N   R E G I N   A R C l I e - A R C 1 1 5  AIClI+-AIClI G O  TO E X I T  END; 
T c A I C K l i   A I C K l + A I C N ' K l i   A I C N - K l + T  
B H C 0 1 + 1 . 0 i  BI[O]+Oi O N C E e F A L S E i  
A G A I N :  FUR Kc1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00  
B E G I N   R R C K l e A R C K l i   B I C K l + A I C K J  END; 
P + N i  
GUESSZERO:  I F  O N C E   T H L N   B E G I N   X c R R E P I i   Y e R I C P l   E N D  
E L S E   B E G I N   X + l - B R [ l l i   Y + l - B I C l I i  
I F   P = l  T H E N  
B E G I N  XcX-1; Y * Y - l I  G O  TO I T E R A T E  
END 
E N O i  
Q c P ;  
FOR K + l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  Q DC) 
B E G I N   C R C K l e P R C K I ;   C I C K l + B I C K l  END; 
F O R  K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  Q DO 
B E G I N   U + X x F R - Y x F I + C R C K I i  
V + X x F I + Y x F R + C I C K l ;  
F R c U i  F I c V  
I T E R A T E :   F R c l i   F I c O i  
END; 
G R e Q ?  G IcO i  
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FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  Q-1 DO 
B E G I N  UcXxGR-YxGlt(Q-K)xCHCKIi 
V e X x G I t y x G R t C Q - K ) x C 1 [ K l i  
GRcU; GIcV 
END; 
U + F R x G R + F I x G I i   V + F I x G R - F R x G I J   W + G R * 2 + G I * 2 ;  
I F  W = O  T H E N   c l ;  
U + U / W i  V + V / W f  w c u x u t v x v i  
u c x - u i  v c y - v i  W c 2 . O x W / ( U x U 7 V x v t X x X t Y x Y ~ ;  
x c u i  Y c V f  
I F  W > E P S I L O N   T H E N  G O  T O  I T E R A T E ;  
R E I T E R A T E :  I F  Q # N   T H E N  
B E G I N  FOR K c 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N   C R C K J c A R C K l i   C I C K l c A I C K l  END; 
Q + N i  G O  T O  I T E R A T E  
E Y D I  
R R C P I + X i   R I I P l c Y i   M F C P J + F R * 2 t F I * 2 ;  
I F  P # 1  THEN 
B E G I N   P c P - 1 ;  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  P DO 
B E G I N  d R C K 3 ~ 3 R C K 3 t X ~ 8 R C K - l l - Y ~ ~ I C K - l ! i  
END; 
G O  TO GUESSZERO 
B I C K l c B I C K l + X x f l I C K - 1 J t Y ~ B R C K - l l  
END; 
I F  N O T  ONCE  THEN 
L3EGIN  ONCEeTQUEi  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N   U + R R [ K J i   V e R I C K J ;   W c M F C K l i  
FOR OcY+1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00  
I F  MFCQJ>W THEN 
B E G I N   R R C K l + R R C Q l J   R I C K J + R I C Q l i   M F C K l + M F [ Q l I  
R R C Q l + U i   H I C Q ] + V i   M F C Q J + W i  
U + R H C K J i   V t R I C K I i   W c M F C K I  
END 
END; 
G O  T O  A G A I N  
END;  
FOR K c 1  S T E P  1 U Y T I L  Y 0 0  
t 3 E G I N   A R C K l c R R C K l i   A I E K l + R I I K l  END; 
E X I T :  
END OF  PROCEDURE  POLYZERUSI  
PROCEDURE  UNSCALETHEROOTS(P9   ARr  A I ,  S C A L E ) ;   V A L U E  P i  
I N T E G E R  P J  AHHAY A R r  A I C O J i  R E A L   S C A L E ;  
B E G I N  COMMENT T H I S  PROCEOURE IS USED I N  C O N J U N C T I O N  
W I T H   T H E   S C A L E C O E F F I C I E N T S   P R O C E D U R E .  I T  U N S C A L E S  
THE  ROOTS  OF  THE  POLYNOMIAL   WHICH WAS SCALED; 
I N T E G E R   K i  
FOR K c 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  P DO 
B E G I N   A R C K J c A H C K l x S C A L E ;   A I C K l + A I C K l x S C A L E   N 0  
END OF THE  UNSCALETHEHOOTS  PROCEDURE;  
PROCEDURE C Y P L X L I N T K A N ( N r A r I A r X r 1 X r Y r I Y ) i  
V A L U E   N :  I N T E G L R   N i  A R R A Y  X r I X r Y r I Y ~ 0 l ~ A r I A C O r O l i  
G E I ; I N  Cf lMMENT  THE  INDEX  UPPER  BOUNDS FOR A r  
I A r X r I X r Y r  AND I Y  ARE ASSUMED  TO  BE  QUAL 
TO N *  THE E N T R ? E S  OF THESE  ARRAYS  WHICH 
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CORRESPOND  TO A Z E R O   I N D E X   A R E   N O T  
i i E F E R E N C E U   B Y   T H I S   P R O C E O U R E I  
I J T H   E N T R Y   H A S   R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  
ACIrJI A N D   I A C I I J J P   R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,  FOR I r J  
C U N S I D E R   T H E   C O M P L E X   M A T R i X r  Sr WHOS€ 
= l r  * - . r  N.. F U R T H E R ,   L E T  T AND U DENOTE 
THE  CUt4PLEX VECTORS WHOSE K T H   E N T R I E S   H A V E  
R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S   X C K l r   I X C K l  AND 
Y C K l r   I Y C K l r   R E S P E C T I V E L Y r   F O R  
K = l r  , e . #  Ne 
WHERE S I S  REGARDED AS A L I N E A R  
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N r   T H I S   P R O C E D U R E   C O M P U T E S  
T H E   I M A G E   U F  T UNDER S AND  STORES I T  
I N T O  Up  1.E.r S T  IS S T O R E 0   I N T O  U i  
I N T E G E R  K i  
PROCEDURE D O M U L T ( N P A D I A ~ B P I B ) ~  
V A L U E  14; I N T E G E R   N i  A R R A Y  A r I A r B r I B C O I i  
B E G I N  COMMENT  DOMULT I S   D E S I G N E D  TO DO 
T H E   R O W - C O L U M N   M U L T I P L I C A T I O N S   W H I C H  
ARE  NEEDED I N   C Y P L X L I N T R A N i  
I N T E G E H   K , i   R E A L   R E p I M i   R E + I M + O i  
F O R  Kc1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  ~ E ~ A C K ] x B [ K ] - I A C K J x I B t K l t R E ~  
E N D J  A C O I e R E i  I A C O I + I M  
I M + A C K l ~ I ~ C K l + B C K l ~ I A C K l + ~ M  
E N 0  OF THE  OOMULT  PROCEDURE; 
FDR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 
B E G I N  D O M U L T ( N r X r I X , A C K r * I r I A C K r + 3 ) i  
END 0F THL L O U P  ON K 
END OF T H E , C M P L X L I N T R A N   P R O C E D U R E ;  
I N T E G E R   P R O C E D U R E   M O S T L D ( N r A 1 ;  
V A L U E  N; I N T E G E R   N i  A R R A Y  AC0,OI i  
6 E G I N  COMMENT A I S  ASSUME0 TO H A V E   I N D E X   U P P E R  
Y C K I + X C O l I  I Y C K l * I X C O l  
ROUNU  EQUAL  TO  ND  AND  TO  HAVE  BEEN  THE  TARGET 
M A T S I X   I N  A CALL O F   C O S Q B U I L D E R  O R  C M P L X -  
C O L L E C T I O N  OF N VECTORS WHOSE " C O S I N E - S Q U A R E D ~  
M A T R I X  ( S E E  THE  COMMENTS I N  C O S Q B U I L D E R  
COSQBUILDER.   THUS,   THERE  EXISTS  AN  ORDERED 
AND  CMPLXCDSQBUILDER l I S  A. 
T r l ' I S   P R O C E D U R E   I N S E R T S   I N T O   T H E  
I D E N T I F I E H r  MOSTLD, THE NUMBER OF THE  VECTOR 
W H I C H  I5 MOST L I N E A R L Y   D E P E N D E N T   U P O N   I T S  
N E I G H B O U R S .   T H I S   V E C T O R  I S  D E T E R M i N E O   B Y  
F I R S T   S C A N N I N G   T H E   A B O V E - D I A G O N A L   P O R T I O N  
OF A TO F I N D  A P A I R ,  CIpJIr SUCH  THAT A C I n J I  
T H E   V A L U E  OF T H I S  ACIJI I S  T H E N   S T O R E D   I N T O  
I S  A S   L A R G E  AS  ANY  ENTRY I N   T H I S   P O R T I O N ,  
M A X A I J .  
F O R   E A C H   P A I R   C P I Q I   S U C H   T H A T   A C P r Q ]  
E Q U A L S  M A X A I J s  THE  NORMS OF ROW P AND ROW 
Q OF A ARE  COMPARED,  AND  THE  LARGEH NORM, 
T O G E T H E R   W I T H   I T S   A S S O C I A T E D   I N D E X ,  I S  
D I S T I N G U I S H E D .   I N  T H E   C A S E  OF EQUAL  NORMSr 
P AND Q. T H I S   B E I N G   T H E   C A S E #   T H E   V E C T O R  
THE INDEX UIS'TINGUISHED WILL BE THE L A R G E R  OF 
W H I C H  I S  "MOST L I N E A R L Y  DEPENDENT"   UPON I T S  
N E I G H B O U R S  I S  GOTTEN  BY C O N S I D E R I N G   T H E S E  
VECTOR  CORRESPONDING TO  THE  LARGEST  SUCH 
NORM IS THE  ONE  CHOSENr  AND I N  C A S E  OF A 
T I E ,   T H E   C A N D I D A T E   H A V I N G   T H E   L A R G E S T   I N D E X  IS 
S E L E C T E D *  I T  IS T H I S   I N D E X ,  THEN,  WHICH I S  
S T O K E D   I N T O   T H E   I D E N T I F I E R ,   M O S T L D i  
P A I R S  OF D I S T I N G U I S H E D  N O R M S   A N D   I N D I C E S .   T H E  
I N T E G E R   I P J > K P K M A X P I N X ;   R E A L   M A X A I J P N O R M , M A X N U R M I  
I N T E G E R   P R O C E D U R E   M A X I N X ( A , I ~ J r N , N O H M ) i  
V A L U E   I r J r N i   I N T E G E R   1 , J r N i   R E A L  NORM; A R R A Y  AC0,Oli 
B E G I N  COMMENT T H I S   P R O C E D U R E   C O N S I D E R S   T H E  
SUMS OF T H E   E N T R I E S   I N  ROWS 1 AND 
J OF  THE  MATRIX ,  A. THE 
T H E   A S S O C I A T E D   I N D E X   I S  T O R E D   I N T O  
M A X I N X .  
I N  THE  CASE OF A T I E ,   T H E  
L A R G E R  OF I AND J I S  S T O R E D   I N T O  
LAHGER SUM I S  S T O R E D   I N T O  NORM, AND 
T H E   I D E N T I F I E R ,   M A X I N X i  
I N T L G E H  K i  H E A L   N R M I r N R M J i  
N H M I + N R M J + O i  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N  DO 
B E G I N   N R M I + A C I P K I + N R M I I  
NHMJ+ACJ,K l+NRMJ 
END OF T H E  LOOP ON K i  NORMeNRMJI  
I F  NRMI>NRMJ  THEN 
B E G I N   M O K M + N R M I i   M A X I N X c I   E N D  
I F  N R M I = N R M J   T H E N  
M A X I N X + ( I F  I > J  T H E N  I E L S E  J) 
E L S E  
E L S E   M A X I N X c J  
EN0  OF  THE  MAXINX  PROCEDURE;  
Y A X A I J c M A X N O R M c K M A X c O i  
FOR I c l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
FOR J c I + l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
I F   M A X A I J S N O R M + A C I r J ]   T H E N   M A X A I J c N O R M i  
FOR I c l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
FOR J c I + 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 
IF A C I r J l = M A X A I J  THEN 
B E G I N  I N X C Y A X L N X ( A , I , J r N , N O R M ) i  
I F  NORMBMAXNORM  THEN 
P E G I N  MAXNURM+NORM; K M A X c I N X   E N D  
I F  NORM=MAXNORM  AND  INX>KMAX  THEN 
E L S E  
K M A X e I N X  
END OF THE. MAIN S C A N N I N G  PROCESS;  
M O S T L D c K M A X  
E V D  OF THE MOSTLD  PROCEDURE; 
PQOCEDURE C M P L X C O S Q B U I L D E R ( N r A , B r C I R O W C O L ) i  
V A L U E   N r R O W C O L i   I N T E G E R   N I  R E A L   R O W C O L i   A R R A Y  A r 8 , C C O r O I i  
d E G I N  COMMENT 4,  d r  AND C ARE  ASSUME0 T O  H A V E  
I N D E X   U P P E R   B O U N D   E Q U A L  T O  Ne I T  IS 
OF I N T E R E S T  TO CONSIDER  THE  COMPLEX 
M A T R I X ,  SP WHOSE I J T H   E N T R Y   H A S   R E A L  
AND I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  ACIrJ3 AND B [ I , J l r  
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R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,   F O R  I r J = l s  N e  S I S  
REGARDED  AS  INPUT TO T H I S   P R O C E D U R E .  
I F  ROWCOL="ROWS"~   THEN  EACH HOW OF S 
W I L L  BE  REGARDED AS A COMPLEX  VECTOR  WITH 
N ENTRIES.   OTHERWISEI   THE  COLUM-NS O F  S 
WILL B E  SO REGARDED, I N   E I T H E R  CASE,  AN 
ORDERED  SET OF N COMPLEX  VECTORS  HAS 
B E E N   D I S T I N G U I S H E D .  
FUR I,J=lr N THE  PROCEDURE  STORES 
I N T O  C C 1 , J I  T H E   " C O S I N E "  OF THE  ANGLE 
BETWEEN THE I T H  AND J T H   V E C T O R S  I N  THE 
D I S T I N G U I S H E D   S E T .   H E R E   T H E   M U D U L U S   O F  
T H E   I N N E H   P R O D U C T  OF TWO VECTORS I S  T A K E N  
T O  eE EQUAL TO THE P R O D U C T  OF T H E  NORMS 
OF THE TWO T I M E S   T H E   C O S I N E  OF THE 
ANGLE  dETi ' IEEN THEM; 
I N T E G E R  I P J p I M l ;  BOOLEAN  ANYWOREi  
R E A L   T i   L A B E L   T R A N S P O S E , E X I T r D O I T i  
I F  ( A N Y M U K E ~ R O t ' i C O L # " R O W S n )  THEN 
T R A N S P O S E {  FOR I t 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
R E G I N  IM lc I -1 ;  FOR J c l  STEP 1 U N T I L   I N 1  D O  
B E G I N   T + A C I , J I ;  A [ I ~ J I + A C J J I I ~  
A I ' J r I l e T i   T + B C I I J I ~  
B C I , J l + B C J ~ I l i   B C J r I I c T  
END OF THE  LOOP ON J 
E N D   E L S E  G O  TO D O I T i  
I F  NOT  ANYMORE  THEN GO TO E X I T ;  
D O I T 8  FOR I C 1  STEP' 1 U N T I L  N 00 
B E G I N  IMl+I-li FOR J e l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  IM1 DO 
C C J I I I + M O D S Q O F I N R P R O D  
C C I ~ 1 l + M O D O F I N R P R 0 D  
~ N r A C I ~ * 3 r B C I ~ * l r A C J ~ * I ~ B C J ~ * l ~ i  
~ N r A E I r * I ~ B C I ~ * l r A ~ I ~ * l ~ B ~ I ~ * l ~  
END  OF  THE  LOOP ON I i  
FOR I t 1  STEP 1 U N T I L  N D O  
FOR JtI+l S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
C C J r I ] ~ C C I ~ J l ~ C C I ~ J l / ~ C C I ~ I l ~ C C J r J 3 > I  
FOR I c l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO CL11Ilt.lf 
I F  ANYMORE  THEN 
REGIN A N Y M O H E ~ F A L S E ~  G O  TO TRANSPOSE  ND; 
E X I T :  
EWD OF THE  CMPLXCOSQBUILDER  PROCEDURE;  
PROCEOURE  TRANSPOSE(N,A) i  
V A L U E  N; I N T E G E R  N i  A R R A Y  , A [ O I O I J  
B E G I N  COMMENT 4 I s  ASSUMED  TO  HAVE  INDEX 
UPPER BOUNDS E Q U A L  TO NI T H I S   P R O C E D U R E  
T i l A N S P U S E S   T H E  ROWS  AND  COLUMNS OF Ai
I N T E G E R  1 ~ J i  H E A L  T i  
FOR I c O  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
FOR J c I t 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N   T ~ A C I J J I ~   A C I I J J ~ A C J I I I ~   A C J , I J + T  END 
END OF THE  TRANSPOSE  PROCEDURE; 
REAL  PROCEDURE C ~ P L X H O M O S O L V E R ( N r A r I A , B r I B I X r I X ) i  
V A L U E  N i  I N T E G E R   N i   A R R A Y   A , I A , B ~ I B C O I ~ ~ , X I I X C O I ~  
B E G I N  COMMENT  ALTHOUGH  T E  ACTUAL  INDEX  LOWER  BOUNDS 
ARE ZERO, T H I S   P R O C E D U R E   O N L Y   R E F E R E N C E S   E N T R I E S  
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I N  THE  ARRAYS A s  I A J  Br I B r  XI AND I X  WHICH 
C O R R E S P O N D   T O   I N D I C E S  I N  THE  RANGE  FROM  ONE  TO 
N e   T H E   M A T H I X P  B, IS USED  FOR  TEMPORARY  STORAGE. 
C O N S I O E R   T H E   C O M P L E X   M A T R I X ,  U r  SUCH  THAT 
U C I , J I  H A S   R E A L  AND I M A G I N A R Y  PA.RTS, AIIIJI 
AND IACI rJJ r  R E S P E C T I V E L Y .   F U R T H E R ,   L E T  T DENOTE 
T H E   C O M P L L X   V E C T O R   D E F I N E D   B Y   S A Y I N G   T H A T  
. T C K l   H A S   R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S ,  X C K J  AND 
I X C K I r   R E S P E C T I V E L Y .   A S S U M I N G   T H A T  U I S  
S INGIJLAR  AND  F   RANK  (N- l ) ,   CMPLXHOMOSOLVER 
A T T E M P T S  TO Fl i \ lD A N O N - T R I V I A L   S O L U T I O N  TO THE 
E Q U A T I O N ,  U T = O .  SUCH A S O L U T I O N  IS, U F  COURSE, 
U N I Q U E   U ?  T O  M U L T I P L I C A T I O N   B Y  A S C A L A R .  
T H E  P R U C E U U R E  B E G I N S   a y  THROWING O U T  THE R O W  
OF U W H I C H , I S  MOST L I N E A R L Y   D E P E N D E N T   U P O N   I T S  
N E I G H B O U H S .   T H I S   L E A V E S  A SET OF ( N - 1 )   E Q U A T I O N S  
I N  N UNKNOWNS OF THE  FORM  VT=Or  NHERE V IS 
THF: MATRIX   GOTTEN  BY  THROWING OUT A ROW OF U. 
( N - 1 )   B Y   ( N - 1 )   M A T R I X ,  Wr I S  FORMED  BY REMOVING 
THF  COLUMN O F  V WHICH IS MOST L I N E A R L Y   D E P E N D E N T  
UPON I T S   N E I G H B U U R S .   L E T T I N G   T H I S   C O L U M N   B E  
DENOTED  BY Y, THE  PROCEDURE  THEN  SOLVES  THE  SYSTEM 
OF EOUATIONSI   WZ=-Y t   NHERE Z DENOTES  THE  VECTOR 
NEXT,  HE  COLUMNS OF V ARE  XAMINED,  AND  AN 
GOTTEN F R O M  T B Y   D E L E T I N G   T H E   N T R Y   W H I C H   C O R R E S -  
PONDS TO THE COLUMN, Y e  
F I N A L L Y ,   T H E   V E C T O R ,   T r  IS F I L L E D   W I T H   V A L U E S  
FRDM ZP W H E H E V E H   P O S S I B L E ,  A N D  THE ENTRY  CORRES-  
P O N D I N G  T O  THE  COLUMN, Y r  IS G I V E N   T H E   V A L U E  
E Q U A T I O N r   U T = O .  
ONE.  THIS,  THEN, I S  T H E   S O L U T I O N  T O  THE 
T n   G I V E  S0M.E I N D I C A T I O N  AS T O  THE  AMOUNT 
O f  C A N C E L L A T I O N   I N V O L V E D   I N   C O M P U T I N G   T H E   D E T E R M I -  
NANT f)F W, A H O V E P  THE  PROCEDUHE  COMPUTES  THE  PRODUCT 
OF T H E   M O D U L I  O f  THE N O R M S  OF T H E  R O W S  OF W P  
AN0 QF THE  COLUMNS OF W. THE  AVERAGE OF T H E S E  
TWO PRODUCTS IS THEN  COMPUTED,   AND  THE  DETERMINANT 
OF Ws I I I V I O E D   8 Y   T h I S   A V E R A G E 9  IS I N S E R T E D  
I N T O   T H E   I D E N T I F I E R ,   C Y P L X H O M O S O L V E R .  
PROCEDURES  REFERENCED B Y  CMPLXHOMOSOLVER 
ARE : Y U D O F I N H P R O D ,   C M P L X C O S Q R U I L O E R r  
M O S T L O r   C M P L X L I N T H A N ,   T R A N S P O S E ,  AND C M P L X I N V E R S E i  
I V T E G E R   I , J , K , L D R O ~ , L D C O L , N M l i  
H E A L   N R ~ R r N H M C r N O R M r M O D E T i  
PROCEDURE  MOVECTUR(NPAIB)I  
V A L U E  N;  I TEGER N i  A R R A Y   A , B C O l i  
B E G I N  COMMENT A AND B ARE  ASSUMED  TO  HAVE  INDEX 
UPPEH  BOUNDS  EQUAL TO Ne T H I S  PROCEDURE 
C O P I E S  A C K I  I N T O   B [ K I  FOR K = O ,  NJ 
I N T E G E R  
FOR Ye0 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO B C K I c A C K l  
END OF THE  MOVECrOR  PROCEDURE; 
L A B E L   E X I T ;  
COMMENT HERE THE E X E C U T A B L E   S T A T E M E N T S   B E G I N ;  
C M P L X H U M O S O L V E K + l i  
IF N = 1 THEN 
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B E G I N   X C l l c l ;  IXCl+O; G O  T O  E X I T  END; 
COMMENT  LDROW NOlJ EQUALS  THE  NUMBER OF THE ROW 
C M P L X C O S Q R U I L O E H ( N ~ A s I A r B r " R O W S " ) i  L D R O W * M O S T L D C N P B ) I  
I N  T H E  M A T R I X *   U P   W H I C H   I S  MOST L I N E A R L Y  
O E D E N D E N T   U P O N - I T S   N E I G H B O U R S i  
M O V E C T O R ( N r A C L D R O W + * l r A C ~ r * l ) i  
M O V E C T O R < N ~ I A C L ~ ~ O W ~ * l ~ I A C O ~ * l ~ ~  
FOR  K+LDROW+l   STEP 1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  M O V E C T O H ( N r A C K r * l r A I K l l r * 3 ) i  
M O V E C T O R ( N r I A C K r * l r I A C K I I , * I )  
END OF THE K LOOP; 
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO A C N I K I + I A C N ~ K I + O ~  
COMMENT NOW THE LUROW'TH ROW OF U H A S   d E E N  
C O P I E D   I N T O   T H E   Z E R O - T H  ROW OF U r  T H E  
R E M A I N I N G  R O W S  HAVE  BEEN  SHUFFLED  OWNr  AND 
T H E   N - T H  HOW H A S   B E E N   F I L L E D   W I T H   Z E R O E S ;  
C M P L X C O S Q B U I L D E R ( N ~ A ~ I A ~ ~ ~ w C O L U M N S w ) ~  
L D C U L ~ M O S T L D ( N I B ) ;   N M l c N - l i  
FOR I C 1  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N M 1  DO 
B E G I N  M O V E C T O H ~ L D C O L ~ A C I ~ * l r ~ ~ I ~ * l ~ i  
M O V E C T O R ~ L ~ C O L P I A C I ~ * I ~ I B ~ I ~ * I ~ ~  
FOR JcLDCOL+~ S T E P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N  B C I r J ~ 1 l + A C I r J l i  
I B ~ I r J ~ l l * ~ A ~ ~ r J l  
END OF THE J L U O P  
E N D  OF THE I LOOP; 
COMMENT NOW L O C O L  IS THE  NUMBER  OF  THE  COLUMN 
OF T H E   M A T R I X ,  U r  W H I C H  I S  MOST L I N E A R L Y  
D E P E N D E N T   U P O N   I T S   N E I G H B D U R S *   C D L U Y N S   O N E  
T H R U , ( L D C O L - l )  OF u H A V E   B E E N   C O P I E D   I N T O  
THE  CORRLSPUNDING  COLUMNS OF T H E   M A T R I X  
W I T H   R E A L  AND I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  B AND I B r  
N OF U HAVE  t3ELN C O P I E D  I N T O   C O L U M N S  
L D C U L   T H R U  ( N - 1 )  OF  THE ( B r I B )   M A T R I X ;  
R E S P E C T I V E L Y .   F U R T H E R ,   C O L U M N S   ( L D C O L + l )   T H R U  
N R M H c N R M C + l i   T K A N S P O S E ( N s B ) i   T R A N S P O S E ( N r I 6 ) i  
F O R  K c 1  STEP 1 U N T I L   N M 1  00  
NRMCeNRMCxMODOFINKPHOD 
N O K M c ( S O R T ( N R M C T + S U H T ( N R M R ) ) / 2 i  
COMMENT NOW THE P R O D U C l   O F   T H E   S Q U A R E S  OF T H E  
~ N M 1 ~ ~ i K ~ * l r I ~ ~ K r * l r B C K r * l r I B ~ K r * ) ) i  
M O D U L I  OF THE  NORMS OF T H E  ROWS OF ( B r I B )  
H A S   B E E N   S T O R E D   I N T L l  NRMRI T H E   C O R R E S P O N D I N G  
PRODUCT  FOR  THE  COLUMNS OF C B r I B )  H A S  B E E N  
STORED  INTO  NRMC.  
THE AVERAGE OF THE  SQUARE  ROOTS UF NRMR 
AND N R M C  HAS @€EN S T O R E D   I N T O  NORM; 
M o D E T + c M P L x I N V E R S E ( N M ~ ~ B P I B ) ;  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L   N M 1  DO 
B E G I N   B T O I K I + ' A C K ~ L D C O L I ~  
I B C O ~ K l + ' I A C K ~ L D C O L I  
END OF C O P Y I N G  UVER THE MOSTLD  COLUMN; 
F O R   K c N M l   S T E P  - 1  U N T I L   D C O L  DO 
B E G I N   X I K t l l c X C K l i   I X C K + l l c I X C K l  END; 
X c L D C O L l c l i   I X C L U C O L l e O i  
C ~ P L X L I N T S A N C N M l s B r I ~ r ~ C O , * l r I E C O r ~ l r X ~ I ~ ) ~  
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C M P L X H O ~ O S O L \ / E K ~ M O O E T / N O Y M i  
COMMENT NOW THE S O L U T I O N  T O  UT=O  HAS BEEN 
S T O R E D   I N T O  TI AND  THE  DETERMINANT-OVER-NORM 
Q U A N T I T Y   H A S   B E E N   I N S E R T E D   I N T O   T H E   I D E N T I F I E R ,  
CMPLXHOMOSOLVEH.  WHAT R E M A I N S  TO BE DONE 
I S  T H E   R E S T O R I N G  OF ROWS ONE  THRU N OF U i  
F O R   K c N M l   S T E P  -1  U N T I L  LDROW DO 
B E G I N  M O V E C T O H ( N ~ A C K ~ * l r A C ~ + l ~ * l ) ~  
M O V E C T O R ( N r I A ~ K ~ * l r I A C K + l ~ * l )  
END; 
~ ~ O V E C T O P ( Y , A C O ~ * 3 , A [ L D R O W , * l ) ~  
M O V E C T O R ( N , I A C O , * J r I A C L D H O W , * 3 ) I  
EX I T :  
E N D  OF'  THE  CMPLXHOMOSULVER  PROCEDURE; 
I N T E G E R   P R D C E D U R E   G L T H A N S I E N T S O L U T I U N  
( M , N . M ~ V E K . N l l V E K , A L F A , B E T A , G A M M A , A , I A r B r I B r C M l X r I C M T X ,  
POLY,MODEpEPS);   VALUE  N,POLY,MODE,EPSI  BOOLEAN  PULYIMOOE~ 
I N T E G E R  M p N I  ARHAY  MUVEK,NUVEKIO l ,  
A L F A , H E T A ~ G A M M A , A , I A ~ ~ ~ I ~ ? C M T X , I C M T X C O , O I ~  R E A L   E P S i  
B E G I N  COMMENT  THE  MATRICES,  CMTX  AND  ICMTX, M U S T  
H A V E  2% ROWS O F  N E L E M E N T S   E A C H )   I o € . ,   T H E Y  
MUST B E   2 N x N  M A T R I C E S .   T H E   O T H E R   M A T R I C E S  
M U S T  B E  Nxrdr A N D  T H E  V E C T O R S ,  M U V E K  A N D  NUVEK, 
MUST HAVE; UPPER  BOUNDS  EQUAL T O  2 x N 1   T H E  
M A T R I C E S ?  A ?  I A ,  BI AND I B  ARE  USED FOR 
TEMPORARY  STORAGE. 
WHERE G 1 5  T H E   M A T R I X  OF D I F F E R E N T I A L  
O P E R A T O R S   D E F I N E D  B Y  G C 1 , J I  = A L F A I I , J J x D * 2  
+ R E T A I I J J I X D  + G A M M A C I , J I ,  FUR I ,  J=1, e * . ,  N 
( r) D E N O T E S   D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N   W I T H   R E S P E C T   O  
T I M E  ) *  T H I S   P R U C E O U R E   F I N D S   T H E  M I t 4 D E P E N D E N T  
S O L U T I O N S   T U   T H E   Q U A T I O N   G Q = < N U L L   V E C T O R > .  
OF COURSE, Y524'i AND  THE  VALUE OF M I S  
ALWAYS  TORED  INTO  THE  PARAMETER,  M, P R I O R  
TO E X I T .  
T H E   B A S I C   S O L U T I O N S  TO T H E   A B O V E   Q U A T I O N  
HAVE  THE  FORM C x E X P (   L A M B D A  X T I M E  1 0  
WHERE C IS A V L C T O R  W I T H  N C O M P L E X   E N T R I E S ,  
AND LAMBDA IS A C O M P L E X   N U M B E R   N I T H   E A L   A N D  
I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S ,  MU AND NU, R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,   T H E  
PR l lCEDURE  COMPUTES ALL SUCH  VECTORS, C r  AND 
STORES  THEM  AS  ROhiS  ONE  THRU M OF T H E  
C O M P L E X   M A T R I X   W I T H   R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S ,  
THE  CORRESPONDING  LAMBDA I S  S T O R E D   I N T O  
T H E   C O R R E S P O N D I N G   P O S I T I O N  OF THE  COMPLEX 
VECTOR WHOSE R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S   A R E  
M U V E K   A N D   N U V E K r   R E S P E C T I V E L Y e  
I T S  WORK, T H E N  A ZERO I S   I N S E R T E D   I N T O   T H E  
I U E N T I F I L K ,   G E T R A N S I E N T S O L U T I U N ,   P R I O R  T O  
E X I T .   O T H E R W I S E r   T H E   I N D E X   C O R R E S P O N D I N G  
T O  THE  VECTOR, C s  W H I C H  WAS B E I N G   C O M P U T E D  
AT T H E   T I M E  OF THE  HANGUP WILL BE I N S E R T E D  
REFORE E X I T I N G .  
C M T X  A N D   I C M T X ,   R E S P E C T I V E L Y .  I N  EACH  CASE, 
I F  THE  PROCEDURE I S  S U C C E S S F U L   I N   D O I N G  
T H I S   P R O C E O U H E   M A K E S   E X P L I C I T   C A L L S  O N  
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G E T D E T P O L Y r  FINDPOLYOHDERANDNORMALIZEI  
S C A L E C O E F F I C I E N T S r   G E T P D L Y Z E R O S ,   U N S C A L E -  
THEROOTS,  AND  CMPLXHOMOSOLVER; 
I N T E G E R  I r J , K , P i  R E A L   S C A L E P R E L I I M L ~ A I J , B I J J  
L A B E L   E X I T p E O L I   B O O L E A N   S T A B L E ;  
COMMENT  HERE  B GIN  THE  EXECUTABLE  STATEMENTS;  
G E T D E T P O L Y ( N P A L F A ~ B E T A ~ G A M " U V E K ) ~  
COMMENT NOW M U V E K   C O N T A I N S   T H E   C O E F F I C I E N T S  
OF T H E   D E T E H M I N A N T   P O L Y N O M I A L i  
P + R i  
FOR 1+8 S T E P  -1  U N T I L  0 00 
I F  M U V E K C I l = O   T H E N   P + I - 1   E L S E  GO TO  EOL; 
B E G I N   W R I T E C P R i M A H Y r F M T O D D ) ;  
E N D   E L S E  
B E G I N   F O R  KeO S T E P  1 U N T I L  P DO 
E O L I  I F  ROOLEANCP)   THEN 
I F  P O L Y  O H  MODE T H E N   W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M T 0 D D ) i  
N U V E K C K l + M U V E K C P - K l I  
I f  N U V E K C O I  < 0 THEN 
FOR K c 0  S T E P  1 U N T I L  P D O  
B E G I N   U V E K C K l + - N U V E K C K l i   M U V E K C K I c - M U V E K C K I ;  END; 
R o U T H Y ( C M T X , P , N U V E K ~ H R , S T A B L E , R O W ) )  
W H I T E ( P R I M A R Y r S W I T F M T [ I +  R E A L ( S T A B L E ) l , S W I T L S T [ I ] ) ;  
I F  P O L Y  O H  MODE  THEN 
W R I T E C S E C N D d Y r S W I T F M T ~ I l ~ S W I T L S T C I l ~ ~  
I F  ROUTH  THEN ti0 TO E X I T ;  
I F  ORDER  THEN 
FOR I + O D I + l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  8 D O  M U V E K C I l + O ;  
F O R  K e O  S T E P  1 U N T I L  8 DO M U V E K C K J ) ;  
E Y D i  
1 F   P O L Y  T .HEN  WRITE(SECNDHYrFMTPOLY,  
FOR K c 0  S T E P  1 U N T I L   2 x N  D O  N U V E K C K l + O i  
F I N O P O L Y O R D E R A N D ~ O H M A L I Z t < 2 x N , M U V E K ~ N U V E K , P ) ~  
S C A L E C O E F F I C I E N T S ( P , M U V E K , N U V E K , S C A L E ) i  
GETPOLY7ERUS(P ,MUVEKrNUVEK,EPS 1; 
U N S C A L E T H E R O O T S ( P , M U V E K r N U V E K , S C A L E ) i  
COMMENT NOW MUVEK AND  NUVEK  CONTAIN  THE 
R E 4 L  A N D   1 M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S ,   R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,  OF 
THE  ROOTS OF T H E   D E T E R M I N A N T   P O L Y N O M I A L .   T H E S E  
R O n T S  A R E 0  UF  COURSE,  THE LAMBDAS M E N T I O N E D  
I N  T H E   M A I N  COMMENT,  ABOVE, 
N E X T ,  ALL SUCH R O O T S  WITH MODULUS ZERO 
WILL BE  THKUNN OUT,  AND  THE M R E M A I N I N G  
NIJVEK  PAIR ;  M+P; 
FOR  K+P  STEP - 1  U N T I L  1 D O  
I F  M U V E K C K I * Z + N U V E K C K 1 + 2 = 0   T H E N  
B E G I N  M + M - l I  
ONES WILL B E  S H U F F L E D  OOWN I N  THE MUVEK-  
F09 J e K + l   S T E P  1 U N T I L  P DO 
B E G I N   M U V E K C J ' l I ~ M U V E K C J l i  
END OF THE  SHUFFLEDOWN 
N U V E K C J - l l + N U V E K C J l  
END  UF  ZEHO  MODULUS  CASE; 
COMMENT NOW M I S  PROPERLY  SET  UP0   AND  THE 
NON-ZERO  HOOTS  OF  THE  DETERMINANT  POLYNOMIAL  
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ARE  THE ONL THHU MOTH E N T R I E S  OF T H E  
MUVEK-NUVEK PAIHl 
I F  NOT  MODE THEN 
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  M D O  
~ E G I N  COMMENT  EACH  PASS  THRU  THIS   LOOP CAUSES 
L A M B D A   W I T H   E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S ,  
M U V E K C K I   A N D   N U V E K C K ] ,   R E S P E C T I V E L Y ,  
B E G I N   G E T R A N S I E N T S O L U T I O N c O ;  G O  T O   E X I T ;  END; 
THE  "C-VECTOR"  CORRESPONDING  TO  THE 
TO d E   S T O K E D   A S   T H E   K - T H  ROW OF 
THE  COMPLEX M A T R I X  W I T H   R E A L   A N D   I M A G I N A R Y  
PARTS, C M T X  A N 0   I C M T X ,   R E S P E C T I V E L Y ;  
R E L + M U V E K C K l i   I M L c N U V E K [ K l i  
FOR 161 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
FOR J c l  S T L P  1 U N T I L  N D O  
B E G I N  A C I ~ J l + ( K E L * 2 - I M L * 2 ) x ( A I J + A L F A C I ~ J ] )  
+ ( R I J ~ ~ E T A C I , J l ) ~ R E L + G A " A C I ~ J ] ~  
I A [ I ~ J J ~ ( A I J x R E L x 2 + B I J ) x I M L  
END O F  S E T T I N G  UP A AND IAi 
I F  C M P L X H O M O S O L V E R ( N , A , I A ~ B ~ I B ,  
Q E G I N   G E i R A N S I E N T S O L U T I O N + K i  
END OF THE  HANGUP  CASE 
C ~ T X C K J * I ~ I C M T X C K , * ] )  I 1.0@-11 THEN 
GO r u  EXIT 
END OF  THE  LOOP ON K i  
G E T R A N S I E N T S U L U T I O N + O i  
E X I T :  
END O F  T H E   G E T R A N S I L N T S O L U T I O N   P R O C E D U R E ;  
COMMENT * * * * * * * * * *  E X E C U T A B L E   S T A T E M E N T S  * ********* ;  
F O R  I + l r 7 , 3  D O  T O C I l + T I M E ( l ) i  
E O F B O D L  + F A L S E ;   G c 3 2 . 1 7  X 1 2 ;  PI2+(2X(PI+ARCTAN(l)X4))i 
REAO(CHCMOJ, / ,STRTNG) i  
I F   S T R I N G  = * t S I G F I G * t   T H E N  
B E G I N   H E A D ( C H , / r S T R I N G , E P S ) i   E P S + l O * ( - 2 x E P S ) i   E N D   E L S E   P S + l . O @ - 2 l i  
R E A O ( C R C N O l r / r S T H I N G ) i  
I F  ( O R U E H + S T R I N G = " O R D E R " ) T H E N  R E A U ( C K , / , S T R I N G , O D I ) i  
R E A D ( C H C N O l , / , S T R I N G ) ;  
IF  ( R O U T H +   S T R I N G = " H D U T H " >   T H E N   R E A D ( C H ) i  
R E A O ( C R , / r L , L l , L 2 r W r I P r l T ) i  RAD + l B U / P I i   P O L Y + M O D E + F A L S E i  
R E A O ( C ~ r / , C i X r C 2 X t C l Y , C ~ Y ) ;  R E A D ( C H , / , D ~ X I D ~ X , D ~ Y I ~ ~ ~ ) ~  
R E A O ( C H , / , K ~ X I H ~ X , R ~ Y ~ R ~ Y ) ~  P O L Y e M O O E t F A L S E ;  
I F  S T R I N G = " P O L Y "   T H E N   B E G I N   P O L Y c T R U L i   R E A D ( C R 1 i  G O  TO  BLAB;  END; 
I F  S T R I N G = " W O D E *   T H E N   B E G I N   M O D E + T H U E i   R E A D ( C R > i  G O  T O  B L A B ;   E N D i  
G O  TO P R O C E S S i  
EOFI   U BOULc  TRUE;  
A L A R :  H E A D ( C R ~ / , W O P D # ~ N M ) ~  H E A D ( C R r / , K l X , K 2 X , K l Y r K 2 Y ) i  
B L A B :  R E A D ( C R C N O I , / , S T R I N G ) C E O F 3 i  
PROCESS:  W R I T E ( P H I M A H Y , F M l E C H O r L S T E C H O ) i  
I F  R O U T H   T H E N   P O L Y ~ M O D E + F A L S E ~  
I F  P O L Y  O R  MODE THEN 
B E G I N  W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M T E C H 0 , L S T E C H O ) i  
I F  POLY  THEN 
B E G I N   W K I T E ( P R I M A R Y r P L Y E C H 0 ) i   W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y p P L Y E C H D ) i   E N D i  
I F  MODE  THEN 
B E G I N   W R I T E ( P R I M A R Y , M O D E C H O ) i   W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y P M O D E C H O ) ~   E N D ;  
W K I T E ( S E C N D R Y I D R L 3 ) i  
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2/G i 
RP R P P /  ( L x  L 1 i RT (. R T T  / ( L x  L 1 . i 
L l l  e L l  / L i L 2 2  + L 2  / L i 
K l X X  + K l X  / M i K 2 X X  + K 2 X  / M  i 
K l Y Y  + K 1 Y  / M  i K 2 Y Y  c K 2 Y  / M  J 
C l x X  + c 1 X  / M i c 2 x x  (. c 2 x  / M i 
C l Y Y  + C l Y  / M i C 2 Y Y  C 2 Y  / M i 
R l X X  + R l X  / M i R 2 X X  + R 2 X  / M i 
H l Y Y  + R l Y  / M i R 2 Y Y  (. R 2 Y  / M i 
D l X X  D l X  / M 1 DPXX c D 2 X  / M 1 
D l Y Y  + D 1 Y  1 M i D 2 Y Y  + D 2 Y  / M i 
FOR W + W O  S T E P  DW U N T I L  WM Do 
B E G I N  W R I T E ( P R I M A R Y C N O ] r F M T S P D , W ) i  ,I+ 01 I C 1 3  W H R L B O L t F A L S E i  
I F  M O D E  O R  POLY  THEN W R I T E ( S E C ~ D R Y C N 0 1 r F M T S P D I W ) i  S C W X P I 2 i  
FOR R + L 2 2 ~ L l l r 0 ~ 0 ~ O ~ O ~ L 2 2 ~ L l l ~ ~ ~ T ~ R ~ ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ ~ R T ~ R T  D O  
B E G I N   I F   J = 4   T H E N   d E G I N  Je  OiIcItli END; 
END  OF  THE A M A T R I X   S E T U P ;  J+ O i  ICli 
A C I r J + J + l I + R i  
FUR R + C l X X ~ C 2 X X , D l Y Y r 0 2 Y Y , D 1 X X r D 2 X X , C 1 Y Y r C 2 Y ~ ~  
- C l X X x L l l r C 2 X X x L 2 2 r - ( R P X S + D l Y Y X L l l ) ~  
R P ~ S ~ D ~ Y Y X L ~ ~ ~ R P ~ S - D ~ X X X L ~ ~ ~ - ( R P ~ S I D ~ X X X L ~ ~ ) ~  
- C l Y Y x L 1 1 ,  C2YYXL22 DO 
B E G I N   I F  J = 4  THEN  t3EGIN J+ O i I c I t 1 ;  END; 
END  OF THE B MATRIX   SETUP;  J+ O i  I*li 
FOR R + K ~ X X , K ~ X X ~ R ~ Y Y ~ K ~ Y Y , R I X X ~ R ~ X X ~ K ~ Y Y ~ K ~ Y Y P  
8 [  I* J + J t l l + H i  
- K l X X x L l l r   K 2 X X X L 2 2 ,   - R l Y Y X L l l , R 2 Y Y x L 2 2 ,  
' S ~ X X ~ L ~ ~ , R ~ X X X L ~ ~ ~ - K ~ Y Y X L ~ ~ P K ~ Y Y ~ L ~ ~  D O  
B E G I N   I F  J = 4  T H E N   B E G I N  J+ OiIcItli END; 
CCI,J+J+lI+Ri 
END OF THE C M A T R I X  SETUP; 
I F  I+ G E T H A N S I E N T S O L U T I O N  
( Y , 4 , ~ U V € K , ~ U ~ E K * A r ~ r C r A H , A I , B R , B I r C M T X r I C M T X ,  
P f l L Y , M O D E ~ E P S  1 # 0 THEN 
t3EGIN v l R I T E ( P R I M 4 R Y , E H R F M T r I ) i  
W R I T E ( P R I M A R Y C P A G E 1 ) i  
I F  M O D E  O R  POLY  THEN 
B E G I N  WRITE(SECNDRY,ERRFMT,I) i  W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y C P A G E 1 ) i  END; 
I F  EOFBl lOL   THEN G O  T O  E X I T ;  G O  T D  A L A B i  
END  OF  THE  RROR  QUIT; 
I F  HOUTH  THEN G O  T U  S L P i  
W R I T E ( P R I M P R Y ~ F M T R O O T ~ L S T R O O T ~ ;  
~ K I T E ( W H S A H Y T * l r A L L W H H L , L S T A L L ) I  
W R I T E ( P R I M A R Y , F M T F H ~ Q r L S T F R E Q ) i  
FUR IC1 S T E P  1 U N T I L  M 00 
IF' M U V E K C I l  2 0 THEN  v lHKLBDL+  TRUE 
E L S E  
a L A N K ( Y H R A R Y 1 1 3 , I - l ) i  
I F  WHRLBOL  THEN 
B E G I N   d R I T E ( P H I M A R Y , F ~ T Y H R L ) i  WRITE(PRIMAHY,lS,WHHARy[*]) END; 
I F  MODE OR POLY  THEN 
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B E G I N  W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M T R O O T , L S T R O O T ) i  
W R l T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M T F K E Q r L S T F H E Q ) i  
I F  WHRLROL  THEN 
B E G I N   W S I T E C S E C N D R Y r F M T W H R L ) ;  
END OF THE  WHRIL   SECONDARY  WRITE;  
I F  MODE  THEN 
B E G I N   W H I T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M T M 0 D E ) i  
FOR K c 1   S T E P  1 U N T I L  M D O  
W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y r F M 2   r L S T M 0 D E ) i   W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y [ D B L l ) I  
E N D I  
i ~ R I T E ( S E C N D R Y r 1 5 r W H R A R Y C * ) ) i  W R I T E ( S E C N D R Y I D B L 3 ) I  
E N 0  OF T H E   P l l L Y  MODE P R I N T  OUT; N R I T E ( P H I M A R Y C D B L 3 ) I  
S L P  : 
E N D   O F   T H E   S P E E D   L O O P I  
I F  NOT  EOFBOOL  THEN 
B E G I N   W R I T E ( P R I M A R Y C P 4 G E l ) i  
I F  POLY O R  MDDE THEN 
W K I T E ( S E C N D R V C P A G E 1 ) i  
GO T O  A L 4 B i  
END OF THE  PROCESSING;  
I F  P O L Y  OR MODE  THEN T I M E A N D A T E ( T O r S E C N D R Y r * * G I V T M E " ) ;  
E X I T :   T I M E A N D A T E ( T O r P K I M A H Y r ' * G I V T M E " ) ;  
END OF THE  HOTSTAB  PROGRAM. 
ARCTAN I S  SEGMENT  YUMBER 0 0 3 0 r P H T   A D U R E S S  IS 0 2 4 6  
E.XP IS SEGMENT  NUMBER 0 0 3 1 r P A T   A D O R E S S   I S   0 2 2 7  
L N  IS S E G M E N T   N U M H E H   0 0 3 2 r P R T   A O D K E S S  IS 0226  
U U T P U T ( W 1  I S   ~ E G M E N T  NUMRER 0 0 3 4 r P R T   A D D R E S S  IS 0202 
B L i l C K   C O N T R O L  IS S E G M E N T   N U M B E H   0 0 3 5 r P R T   A D D R E S S  IS 0 0 0 5  
I N P U T ( U I 1  IS SEGMENT  NWMBFR 0 0 3 6 r P R T   A U O R E S S   I S  0250  
x TO  THE 1 I S  S E G M E N T   N U Y B E R   0 0 3 7 r P R T   A D D R E S S  I S  0 2 3 0  
GO TO S D L V E R  IS S E G M E N T   N U M B E R   0 0 3 8 r P R T   A D D R E S S  I S  0265 
ALGOL W R I T E  IS S E G M E N T   N U M H E H   0 0 3 Y r P i 3 T   A D D R E S S  IS 0 0 1 4  
ALGOL HEAD IS S E G M E N T   U M U E H   0 0 4 0 , P R T   A D D R E S S  IS 0015 
A L G O L   S E L E C T  I S  S E G M E N T   N U M B E H   0 0 4 1 r P R T   A D D R E S S  I S  0016  
S Q R T  I S  S E G M E N T  N U M B E R  O ~ ~ ~ , P R T  A D D R L S S  I S  0220 
C O M P I L A T I O N  T I M E  = 2 9 6  SECONDS. 
NUMBER OF E R R O R S   D E T E C T E D  = 0 0 0 .  LAST  ERROR ON CARD X 
NUMBER OF SEQUENCE  LRRUHS  COUNTED = 0 .  
NUMBER OF SLOW WARNINGS = 0. 
P R T   S I Z E =  189; T O T A L   S E G M E N T   S I Z E =   2 7 8 3  WORDS. 
E S T I M A T E D   C D R E   S T O R A G E   H E Q U I H E M E N T  = 3 2 0 0 0  WORDS, 




L =  8 . 0 0 0 0 I N C H  
r4= 24.59OOLQ 
L 1 -   4 . 0 0 0 c ) I N C t l  
I P =  0 . 0 4 9 6 L 8 - I N - S E C 2  
L2=   4 .000OINCH , 
1 T =  ‘1.7400LB-IN-SEC2 
K l X =  2 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 L R / I N  K 2 X =   2 2 0 0 6 0 , 0 0 L 9 / I N  & J Y =  2 2 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 L B / I N  K 2 Y =   2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 L B / I N  
c 1 x =  13 .BOLb.SEC/ IN c 2 x =   1 3 . 8 0 L B . S E C / I N  C l Y =  13oBOLdmSEC/ IN C2Y = 1 3 e 8 O L B e S E C l I N  
n i x =  ’ 1 9 3 5 0 . 0 0 L ~ / I N  K 2 X =   - 1 9 3 5 0 , 0 0 L B / I N  R l Y =  1 9 3 5 0 . 0 0 L B / I N  K 2 Y =   1 9 3 5 0 , 0 0 L B / I N  
0 1 x =   0 . 0 0 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  02x=  O.OOOOLa.SEC/IN D l Y =  0 . 0 0 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  021=  O.OOOOLB.SEC/lN 
T H E  COLFFIEIENTS O F  T H E  O L T E R M I N A N T  PULYNUMIAL NILL B E  GIVEN. 
THE M O U t  SHAPE  VECTUHS WILL R E  GIVEN. 
“” b P E E 0  = 4 5 0  K P S  ---- STABLE 
THE C O L F F I C I E N T S  O F  THE O E T E R M I N A K T   P U L Y N U M I A L  ( 1 4  ASCENDINti O H D E N  ) ARE: 
1 . 4 4 5 0 4 P t 2 6   3 . 6 4 8 1 5 6 t 2 2   1 . 1 5 8 8 8 @ + 2 0   2 . 1 3 3 7 4 @ + 1 6   3 , 3 4 7 4 9 @ + 1 3  4,05858e+09411~158.95352 2 5 0 . 3 3 8 7 1   0 . 1 8 2 1 7  
THERE ARE 8 CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS,  WITH  l iEAL AND I M A G I N A R Y  P A R T S  A S  FOLLOWS: 
REAL - 4 0 . 9 0 4 9 9  - ? l ? . h 8 8 1 2  - 1 0 0 . 7 8 3 3 5  - 3 3 2 . 5 1 0 8 3  - 1 0 0 . 7 8 3 3 5  - 2 1 2 . 8 8 8 1 2  - 3 3 2 . 5 1 0 8 3  - 4 0   1 9 0 4 9 9  
I M A G  204Y.VYU74 - 1 9 6 9 . 4 0 0 6 4  - 2 6 2 1 . 8 4 6 0 9  - 2 6 2 1 , 8 4 6 0 8  2 6 2 1 . 8 4 6 0 9  1 9 6 9 . 4 0 0 6 4  2 6 2 1 . 8 4 6 0 8  - 2 0 4 9 * 9 9 8 7 4  
THE NAIUHAL  FREQUENCIES ( I N  CPS 1 A K t l  
3 2 6 . 2 7   - 3 1 3 . 4 4   - 4 1 7 . 2 8   - 4 1 7 . 2 8  
THE NAlUKAL  FREQUENCIES ( I h  RPM ) A K t I  
4 1 7 . 2 8  313.44  4 1 7 . 2 8  - 3 2 6 . 2 7  
1 8 6 0 6  4 1 9 5 7 6 . 0  
THE MOUE SHAPE  VECTURS A Q E  A S  FOLLOWS: 
2 5 0 3 6 . 8  
VECTOR U F  R E A L  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR O F  I M A G  P A N T S  -""- 
VECTOR O F   R E A L  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR O F  I M A G  P A R T 5  -""- 
VECTOR OF R E A L  P A k T b  ------ 
VECTOR O F  I M A G  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR O f  R E A L  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR OF I M A G  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR O F  R E A L  P A R T b  "-"- 
VECTOR O F  I M A G  P A R T S  "-"- 
VECTOR O F  R E A L  P A R T S  -""- 
VECTOR OF I H A G  P A R T S  -""- 
VECTOR OF R E A L  P A R T I  "-"- 
VECTOR OF I M A G  P A R T S  ------ 
VECTOR O F  R E A L  P A R T S  -""- 
VECTOR OF I M A G  P A R T S  "-"- 
MLjUt 1 ( N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  E 3.262678+02 C P S  I 
-0.90Y223690  1,00 000000  0.3152184 1 
-0,135858846  0,000000000  -0.109729704 
M O U E  2 ( N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  = -3.134408t02 C P S  1 
-0.897467828 1.000000000 0.262098593 
-0.126358638 0.000000000 -0e021025111 
M O U E  3 ( N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  = -4.172808+02 C P S  1 
2.241921886  1 000000000-0. 2139 
-0,052257765 000000u0000 0.8327>8901 
MUDL 4 ( N A T U R A L   F K E w U E N C Y  = -4.172806+02 C P S  1 
2.199579545  1.000000000  0.02 78 626 
-0.905894399  0.000000000  -017632U1164 
M o o t  5 ( N A T U R I L   F R E Q U E N C Y  = 4.17260@+02 C P S  1 
2.241921885 1.000000000 'Oe019012140 
0,052257767 0.000000000 -0e832758897 
M O O t  6 ( N A T U R A L   F R E O U E N C Y  = 3.134406+02 C P S  1 
-0.b97407828 1.000000000 0,262098593 
0.128358638 o.oo0ouoooo 0.021025111 
MODE 7 ( N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  4.172808+02 C P S  1 
2.199579543 1.000000000 0*020780a22 
0.905894399 0.000000000 0,763201165 
MODE 8 ( N A T U R A L   F R E Q U E N C Y  = -3.26267@+02 C P S  1 
-0.90Y223690  1.00 000000  0,3152184 1 
















TABLE D-I. - Continued. 
L =  8 . 0 0 0 0 I N C H  u.; I L & Q Q O I f i C H .  L2= 4aDOQOLNCH 
t i= 24  a S 9 0 0 L 8  1 P.= Om0496L&?'1NYSEC? IT= 1.740OLB- IN-SEC2 . 
K l X =  220000000LB/IN K 2 X =  2 2 0 0 0 9 a O Q L H / I N  .Kl 'L= 22000Q*QOLB!I~ K 2 Y =   2 2 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 L B / I N  
c 1 x =  5 0 . 0 0 L t i . S E C / I Q  c 2 x =   5 0 . 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  c 1 y =  SO.OOLB.SEC/IN c 2 y =   5 0 . 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  
k l x =  -80300.00LBfIN H 2 X =   - 8 0 9 0 O ~ O O L B / I N  R l Y =  M".OO.OOLt3/IN R2Y= 8OOOO,OOLR/IY 
D l X =  0 . 0 0 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  D 2 X =  0 * 0 0 0 0 L B o S E C / I N  U l Y =  O.OOOOLB.SEC/IN 02Y = O.OOOOLBeSEC/IN 
"" S P E E U  = 4so  R P S  ---- STARLE 
THEkE AH€ 8 CHAHACTERISTIC  HDUTS, dITH REAL ANU IMAGINARY P A t 3 T S  A S  FOLLQY6: 
REAL 
I M A G  
- d 1 9 . 8 6 1 2 2  ?.29.3ct330211 .-99.6Z901 -127.6.-3262L -12?6.,32621 - 2 9 3 , 5 8 0 7 4   - 8 I Y e 8 6 1 2 2   - 9 9 . 6 7 9 0 1  
1 9 5 1 . 1 5 2 2 0   2 5 5 5 . 9 5 0 7 6  - 2 0 3 1 . 7 5 0 3 0   2 5 5 5 , 9 5 0 7 6  2 5 5 5 . 9 5 0 7 6  2 5 5 5 . 9 5 0 1 6  - 1 9 5 1 , 1 5 2 2 0   2 0 3 1 . 7 5 0 3 0  
THE  NATuHAL FREQIJE?ICIES C. IN. C P b  3 A L E :  
310.50 406.79. ' 3 2 3 . 3 0  406_*.1_9 - 4 O h 7 9 .   - 4 9 6 . 1 9   - 3 1 . 5 4   3 2 3 . 3 6  
THE YATUdAL FREwUEYCIES ( I'J t ? P M  ) ARE: 
1 8 6 3 2 . 1  1Y401.6 2 4 4 0 7  - 5  
L =  8 .0000 INCH I_ 1 = 4 .0000 INCH L2. 4.0000INCH 
W =  24.5300LY IP= 0.0496LB-.IN-SEC:! I T =  1.74OOLB-IN-SEC2 
K l X =  2 2 U 0 0 0 1 0 0 L B / I d  K2X=  20000.OOt.8/ IN K l Y =  22OOOO,O.OLB/IN K2Y= 2 2 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 L B ~ I N  
c 1 x =  50.00LB.SEC/IM i 2 X =  50.00Ld.SEC/ IN C l Y .  50 .00LB.SFC/ IN C 2 Y =   5 0 * 0 0 L B * S E C / I N  
n l X =  - 1 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 0 L B / I V  R2X=  -102500 .00L t I / IN  R I Y =  102500.00CB/. IN. R 2 Y =   1 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 0 L B / I N  
0 1  x =  O.OOOOLYISEC/IN D 2 X =  0.0000Lt4.SEC/IN D l Y =  ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ L B . s E c / I N  D2Y=  O.OOOOLB.SEC/IN 
THEkE ARE 6 CHAk4CTEPISTIC ROUTS, 'WITH REAL AND I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T S  A S  FOLLOWS: 
REAL - Y l Y . O 7 0 l l !   - 1 6 2 . 3 1 1 7 6   - 1 4 0 . 5 9 4 7 0   - 1 4 0 7 . 5 9 4 7 0   - . 4 7 0 5   - 9 9 . 0 7 0 1 8   - 6 2 . 3 1 7 6   - . 4 0 5  
I M A t i  1 9 7 1 . 4 5 b 6 4   - 2 5 8 4 . 3 9 9 2 1   2 5 0 4 . 3 9 9 2 1   - 2 5 0 4 . 3 9 9 2 1   2 0 5 2 . 0 5 6 7 4   - 1 9 7 1 . 4 5 8 6 4   2 5 8 4 . 3 9 9 2 1   - 2 0 5 2 . 0 5 6 7 4  
THE YATURAL F R E O U L N L I E S  t 1?1 CPS ) P R E :  
3 1 3 . 7 7   - 4 1 1 . 3 2   " 1 1  * 32  -411.32  326.59  -313.77  'J11.32 -326.59 
THE QATUHAL FREOIJENCIES ( I N  RPPI 1 A q E :  
1 8 8 9 6  .O 19595 .7   24679 .2  
! 
I 
TABLE D-I. - Continued. 
THE N A T u A A L  F R E U L J E V C I E S  ( I N  HPPI ) A R E :  
1 9 0 7 8 . 3   1 9 d 4 8 . 0   2 5 0 2 9 . 3  
T H E  W H I H L   P A T I O S   A Q E :  
- 0 . 7 3 5 1 1   0 , 7 3 5 1 1
4 1 7 a 1 6  
i 
I 
THE N A T U R A L  F K E i ~ l J l i V C I E S  ( I N  CPS 1 A ? € :  
424 .47   -424 .47   -323 .3Y   336 .11   -424 .47  - 3 3 6 . 1 1  424.47  323.29 
0 . 7 4 6 9 2  - 0 . 7 4 6 9 2  0 , 9 4 3 2 8  
TABLE D-I. - Concluded. 
L =  6.OOOOINCH . L 1 =  U.0000INCH 1.2= 4 . 0 0 0 0 I h C H  
W =  24.59UOLd I P =  0 . 0 4 Y 6 L B - I N - S E C 2  I T =  1 , 7 4 0 0 L B - I N - S E C 2  
K I X =  2 ~ U C j O O . ’ I ~ L d / I N  K 2 X =  2 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 L d / I N  K l Y =  22Q00@,00CFJ/ IN K2Y= 220000~00LB/IN 
H l X =  - l d 4 5 0 0 . 0 0 L B / I N  H 2 X =  - 1 8 4 5 0 0 a O O L d / I N  R 1 Y =  1 R 4 s o n 1 0 0 L B / I w  R 2 Y =   1 9 4 5 0 0 , 0 0 L B / I N  
C I X =  SO.OOLY.SEC/IN c 2 x =   5 0 . ~ 3 0 L 8 . S E C / I N  C I Y =  5 0 . 0 0 L ~ . S E C / I ~  C 2 Y =   5 0 . 0 0 L B * S E C / I N  
D l  x =  0 , 0 0 0 0 L d . 5 E C / I N  0 2 x =   0 . 0 0 0 0 L B . S E C / I N  D l Y =  0 . 0 0 0 0 L B . S E C / I ~  02Y=  O.OOOOLB.SEC/IN 
THE N A T U H A L  FREUUCVCIES c IN CPS 1 A R E :  
433159 342.76 -32Y .95 - 34  2.1 7.0 - 4.3 i , 5 9  -3  29 I 9  5 - 4 3 3 . 5 9   
THE N A T U H ~ L  F R E U I J E Y C I E S  ( I I V  HP‘rl ) A R E :  
1 9 7 9 7 . 0   2 O i 6 6 . 7   2 6 0 1 5 . 2  
THE H H I l i L   r i A T I O S  A R E :  
0 ~ 7 . 6 1 7 3  - 0 . 9 6 3 5 3  . 0 . 9 6 3 5 3  
THE NATURAL F H E U U ~ N C I E S  ( IN CPb ) A R E :  
317.89  -4Jr ) .  36 '100.36 1100.36 -400 .36  330.71  -317.09  -330.71 
THE NATuHAL  FREQUENCIES ( I n  H P k  ) A R E :  
19073 .1   19a42 .a  2 4 0 2 1  .& 
THE  WHIRL H k T I O S  A R E :  
0 7 3 4 9 2  -0 e 7 3 4 9 2  
HAHCH 5 9  1968.  TOTAL E L A P S E D  TIME I S  6 8  SECnNDS. PROCESSOR T I M E  I S   3 7 S E C O N D S .  1 / 0  T I M E  I S  60 SECONDS. 
I' 
APPENDIX E 
LISTING AND SAMPLE  OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PFKIGRAM STABIL4 
B E G I N  
COMMENT T H I S  PKrIGRAM I S  J O K  THE S T A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   O F  2 DEGREE  FREEDOM 
S Y S T E M .   T H E   R E A L   P A R T   G I V E S   D A M P I N G   R A T E  AND THE  IMAGINARY  PART , THE 
NATURAL  FREa  OF  THE  SYSTEM I F  REAL  PAHT OF THE HOOT I S  N E G A T I V E   T H E N  
I F  THE  REAL  PART IS P O S I T I V E   T H E N   T H E   S Y S T E M  I S  UNSTABLE. 
PROCEDURE  FUNCTION I S  A FUNCTION  GENERATOR . 
P R O C E D U R E   C O E F F I C I E N T   C A L C U L A T E S   T H E   C U E F F I C I E N T S   O F   D I F F E K E N T  POWERS 
THE  INPUT  DATA ARE  AS FOLLOWS 
CARD1 
CARD2 
1. k -  MASS U F  T H E  H U T O R  (LEIS) 
CARD3 
1. K X -   S T I F F N E S S   C O E F F  I N  X U I K E C r l U N   ( L B / I N )  
2.KY - S T I F F N E S S   C O E F F   I N  Y U I H E C T I U N   ( L B / I N )  
CARD5 
THE  SYSTEM I S   S T A 8 L E  I F  R E A L   P A d T  I S  ZERO  THEN TME SYSTEM I S  NEUTRAL a 
OF LAMBDA rn THC_ H I G H E S T  ONE S T A R T I N G   W I T H  C C O I  . 
10 N -   H I G H E 3 T  POWER OF  THE  PULYNOYAAL 
1. C X -  DAMPING  COEFF I'd X D I H t C T I I I N   ( L B . S E C / I N )  
1. C Y -  DAMPING  COEFF I N  Y D I K E C T I O N   ( L B . S E C / I N )  
CARD5 
1. HX-   CROSS  COUPLING  STIFFNESS I N  X D I R E C T I O N   ( L B I I N )  
2. R Y -  C R O S S  COUPLING STIFFNESS IN Y DIKECTIDN (LBIIN) 
CARD6 
1. DX-  CROSS  COUPLING  DAYPING  CUEFF I N  X D I R E C T I O N   ( L B . S E C / I N )  
2. DY-  CROSS  COUPLING O A M P I N G  CiJEFF I N  Y D I K E C T I O N   ( L B . S E C / I N )  
CARD 7 
CARD 8 
IoL 'LENGTH  UF   SHAFT ( I N . )  
1 . 1 ~ -  P O L A R  M O M E N T  OF INERTIA ( ~ a - s ~ c - 1 ~ 2 )  
2 . IT -TRANSVERSE YOMENT OF I N E R T I A   ( L B - S E C - I N 2 )  
CARD 9 
COLI. REAL  PART  (DAMPING  R I \TE)  
C U L 2   I M A G I N A R Y   P A R T  ( blATUi?AL F H E O )  i 
1.OMEGA-REV / SEC 
H E A L   K X  9 KY 9 C X  9 C Y  9 HX 9 KY 9 DX 9 DY 9 KXX 9 KYY 9 CXX 9 C Y Y  9 
RXX 9 RYY 9 DXX 9 DYY 9 L 9 W 9 M P G 9 T P 1  9 T P 2  9 T P 3  9 T E P l  T E P 2  9 
KXA 9 KYA 9 C X A  9 CYP 9 RXA 9 HYA 9 O X A  9 DYA 9 I P  9 I T  P K T T  9 KPP 9 
R T  9 RP 9 O M E t i  9 OMEGA i 
INTEGER I 9 A 9 TMXM 9 TNRTS 9 ?J 9 S 9 CYC 9 REP i 
REAL  ARRAY  TRRT 9 T I R T  CCIEFCO:1031 i 
BOOLEAN T S k l  9 T S h 2  9 TSW3 9 TSWR i 
L A B E L   A G A I N  9 F I V I S  i 
ARRAY T Y N E l 1 : 3 1  i 
FORMAT H E A D l ( X 3 5  9 " S T A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S  OF 4-DEGHEE  FHEEDUM  SYSTEM"r /p 
x 3 5  9 4 5 ( " * " 1  9 / /  1 i 
F O R M A T   H E A U 2 ( 1 ( 7 ( 5 9 ( " * " ) ) , / ) r  
X3 P " KX="  9 E11 .4  9 " L B / I N "  9 X 1 0  9 " KY=" E 1 1 0 4   r " L B / I N "  9 X 1 0  9 
" RX=" 9 E11 .4  9 " L S / I N "  9 X 1 0  9 " RY=" 9 E 1 1 . 4  9 " L B / I N "  9 / 9 
x 3  P " c x = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 "LB .SEC/ IN"  I X6 9 " CY=" 9 E11 .4  9 "LB .SEC/ IN"  
X 6  9 " DX=" 9 t 1 1 . 4  9 "LR.SEC/IN"  9 x 6  9 " DYE" 9 E l l a 4   9 " L 8 . S E C / I N W  # / *  
x 3  9 " I P = "  9 E11 .4  9 "LS-SEC' IN2"  9 X7 9 " I T = "  9 E11 .4  "LB'SEC-IN2" ; 
X10 9 "L=" 9 E l l . &  9 " IN."  X 1 3  9 " W = "  9 E 1 1 . 4  9 "LBS." 9 / 9 X50 9 
"SPEED=" 9 E11 .4  9 "KPS" 9 1 9 
1 ( 2 ( 5 9 ( " * " ) ) 9 / ) ) i  
156 
FORMAT  HEAD3 C X 3 1  r "REAL" r X 1 2 c  " I M A G l N A R Y "  ) i  
FORMAT  OUT1 C X22 r E I R . 1 1  c X4 r €18.11 1 i 
PROCEDURE  COEFFICIENTCKX r KY r C X  r C Y  r R X  r R Y  c DX c DY e L r C O E F ) i  
VALUE  KX r KY r C X  e C Y  p R X  HY 9 DX 9 D Y  r L i 
HEAL  KX 9 KY r C X  r C Y  v RX R Y  9 DX 9 DY e L i 
REAL  ARRAY  COEFCOI i 
B E G I N  
C O E F C O I c  KY x KX - RX x R Y  i 
C O E F C 1 3 c  K X  X C Y  + KY X C X  - H X  X DY - RY X D X  i 
C O E F C 2 1 t   K X  + K Y  t C X  X C Y  - DX X UY i 
C O E F C 3 1 t  C X  t C Y  i 
C O E F C 4 l t  1.0 i 
END  OF  PROCEDURE  COEFFICIENT i 
PROCEDURE  FUNCTIUN C REALE 9 I M A G  9 R tVkL e I E V A L  ) i 
VALUE  REALE e I M A G  i 
HEAL  REAL€  c I M A G  r RFVAL c I E V A L  i 
B E G I N  
HEAL  RTOT D I T U T  i 
REAL A R R A Y  RE r I M  C0: lOOI  i 
R E C l l  e REALE I I M C l J  I M A G  i 
FOR S c 2   T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO 
B E G I N  
R E C S l  c R E C S - 1 1  x R E C 1 3  - IMCS-11 X I M C 1 1  i 
I M C S l c   R E C S - 1 3  x IWC11 + I M C S - 1 3  X R E C 1 1  f 
END; 
HTOTc  COEF L O ]  i 
I T O T c 0 . 0  i 
FOR S c l  STEP 1 U N T I L -  N 00 
B E G I N  
RTOTc  RTOT + H E C S I  X COEF [ S I  i 
I T D T c  I T O T  + I M C S I  x COEF 1 5 1  i 
END i 
REVAL e HTOT i 
I E V A L  e I T O T  i 
END i 
PROCEDURE M U L L E R ( P l r P 2 r P 3 c M X M c N ~ T ~ c E P 2 r S W I c S W l S W 2 r ~ W 3 r S W ~ ~ k R T ~ I ~ T ~ D T l ) i  
VALUE P l r P 2 c P 3 c M X M c N R T S r E P l r E P 2 c S W l r S W 2 ~ S W 3 c S W R i I N T ~ G E R  MXM~NRTSIBOOLEAN 
S W l r S W 2 r S W 3 c S W H i R E A L   P 1 c P 2 e P 3 c E P l r E P 2 i R E A L  A R R A Y  R H T P I K T ~ O I I F I L E   D T l i R E  
G I N  R O O L E A N   B O U L i I N T E G E R   C l r H T C r I c I T C I R E A L  R X l c R X 2 c R X 3 c I X l c I X 2 r I X 3 e R R O O T  
IROOTPRDNRP I D N K ~ T ~ ~  I 1 c F H R O U T ~ F I R ~ U T r R f X l c K F X 2 ~ R ~ X 3 c I F X l c  IFX29 I F X 3 r H H r  I 
H c R L A M r I L A M c R ~ E L c I D E L c T 2 ~ I T 2 ~ T 3 ~ I T ~ ~ T 4 ~ I T ~ c H G c I G ~ R O E N ~ I ~ E N ~ ~ F U N C c I F U N C i L  
ABEL M O r M 1 r M 2 c M 3 r M 4 ~ M 9 c M ~ r M 6 c ~ ~ 7 c F I N 2 , F I N 3 ~ M l ~ ~ M 1 2 r M l l ~ E X I T i S W I T C H  J 
+ M 2 r M 3 r M 4 ~ M 7 c M l l i f O K M A T  OUT F 2 ( X 4 6 r " R E A L " r X 1 2 r 1 ' I M A G I N U R Y " / X 3 7 ~ E 1 8 ~ l l r X ' + ~  
E 1 8 . 1 1 / X 3 9 c " T H E   F U N C T J f l N   E V A L U A T E D   A T   H I S   P O I N T   I S " / X 4 6 r " R E A L " ~ X 1 2 r " l M A  
G I N A R Y " / X 3 7 r E 1 8 ~ 1 1 c X 4 r ~ l B . l 1 / % 3 5 r " T H E  MUD""1F IED  FUNCTION  EVALUATED AT T 
H I S   P O I N T  ~ ~ " / X 4 6 ~ " R E A L " c X 1 2 ~ " 1 M A t i 1 N A ~ Y " / X 3 7 ~ ~ 1 8 ~ 1 1 c X 4 r E 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ F 4 ( / / / X 2 9  
r I 3 c * *   I T E R A T I n N S   H A V E '   R E E N  MADE. THE  VALUE  OF  "**THE  ITERANT I S   N O W f * ) r F 6  
C/ /X37r* 'SUCCESSIVE  ITERANTS  MEET  CONVERGENCE C R I T E R I O N " / X 3 9 c " A F T E R " , 1 3 r "  
I T E R A T I O N S .   T H E  ROOT  FOUND I S w ) ~ F 8 ( / / X 3 3 r " T H E   F U N C T I O N   V A L U E S  OF THE L 
AST  ITEHANT  ARE" "   SUFFTCIENTLYw/X33rWNEAR ZERO. " r I 4 r "   I T E R A T I O N S  WEHE M 
A""DE. THE R O O T  FOUND I S " ) r F l O ( / / X 3 5 r 1 3 r "   I T E R A T I O N S   C O M P L E T E 0  AND  SUCC 
E S S F U L  C O N V E * * * * R G E N C E n / X 4 1 c " H A S  NOT  OCCURRED.  THE L A S T   ~ T E R A N T   I S " ) r F 1 2 (  
/ / X 4 0 r " T H E   P R E V I O U S  R O O T  FOUND  HAS  COMPLEX.  THE"/X40rWCONJUGATE  OF  THIS 
VALUE IS ALSO A ROOT.");PROCLOURE C O M P L E X ( A r I A s B r I R c K r C , I C ) i V A L U E  A r I A c  
B r I B r K i I N T E G E R   K i R E A L   A r I A r B c I B c C r I C i B E G I N   R E A L   T E M P i L A B E L   M P Y P D V D P S Q T P E  





READCCR / 9 OMEG 1 i 
WRITE C L P  9 HEAD2 9 K X  e Y Y  9 RX 9 R Y  9 CX 9 C Y  P DX I DY I P  9 
I T  9 L 9 W , UMEG 1 i 
Gc 32.2  x 12  i 
M +  W / G  i 
K X A + C Z x K X ) / M  i K Y A + ( 2 x K Y ) / M  i C X A + ( Z x C X ) / M  i C Y A * C 2 x C Y ) / M  i 
RXA+C2xRX) /M i R Y A + ( 2 x R Y ) / M  i DXA+CZxDX) /M i D Y A c C 2 x O Y ) / M  i 
C O E F F I C I E N T  ( K X A  9 KYA 9 C X A  9 C Y A  J RXA 9 R Y A  9 DXA B DYA ,L 9 COEF) i 
WRITE C L P  < X10 9 " T H E   F O L L O v l I N i i   G I V E S   T H E   C Y L I N D R I C A L  FREQ. t " >  )i 
W R I T E ( L P C D B L 1 )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  P < "THE  COEF OF THE  POLYNOMIAL I N  ASCENDING POWER ARE:">) i 
W R I T E   ( L P  9 < S ( X 2  , E l 1 . 4 ) >  9 FOR I C 0  S T E P  1 U N T I L  N DO C U E F C I I  ) i 
W R I T E ( L P C O B L 1 )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  9 HEAD3 1 i 
TNRTSc N i 
FOR I c O  STEP 1 U N T I L  100 DO T R R T C I I  t T I R T C I I  c 0 i 
MULLER ( - 1  9 0 9 1.0 9 3 0  c N 9 l r O @ - 1 2  P 1 o O @ " 1 2  9 F A L S E  F A L S E  9 TRUE, 
F A L S E  9 TRHT 9 T I R T  9 L P  1 i 
T I R T C I I I )  i 
WRITE ( L P   P O U T 1  9 FOR I C  1 STEP 1 U N T I L   T N R T S  D O  C T H R T C I ]  P 
W R I T E ( L P C D B L 1 )  i 
K T T + I T / M  i K P P + I P / W  i R T e ( 4 x K T T ) / ( L x L )  i R P c ( 4 x K P P ) / ( L x L )  i 
I F  KTT=O AND KPP=O  THEN 
B E G I N  
N e 2  i 
TNRTSeN i 
COEFCOI t   KXAXKYA-RXAxRYA i 
C O E F C I l e   K X A  x C Y A  + KYA x C X A  + HYA x ( RP x  OMEGA - DXA)  - R X A  x 
C O E F C 2 3 c   E T  x ( K X A +  K Y A )  + CXAx C Y A +  ( RP x OMEGA + DYA 1 x 
UkEGAcOMEGx6.28 i 
( RP x OMEGA + O Y A )  i 
( RP x  OMEGA - DXA 1 i 
W R I T E   ( L P  9 < X10 s "THE  FOLLOr l lNG  IVES  THE  CONICAL  FHEQ.  8 "  > 1 I 
W R I T E   ( L P E D H L I )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  s < "THE  COEF OF THE  POLYNOMIAL I N  ASCENDING POWEH ARE:">) i 
W R I T E ( L P C D B L 1 )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  s < S ( X 2  9 F.11.4)> 9 FOH l e 0  STEP 1 U N T I L  N D O  C O E F C I ]  1 i 
W R I T E ( L P C D R L 1 )  J 
FOR I c o  STEP 1 U N T I L  In0 D O  T R R T L I I  T I R T C I I  + 0 i 
MULLER ( - 1  0 9 1.0 1 3 0  9 N 9 1 .0 id-12 9 1.OQ-12 9 F A L S E  9 F A L S E  9 TRUE, 
F A L S E  9 TRHT 9 T I R T  9 L P  1 i 
H R I T E ( L P r H E A 0 3 )  i 
WRITE ( L P   , ( J U T 1  9 FOR I +  1 STEP 1 U N T I L   T N R T S  D O  C T R R T L I I  
w R I T E ( L P C D B L 1 )  I 
T I R T C I I I )  i 
w R I T E ( L P [ O B L I )  i 
E N 0  
E L S E  
BEG I N  
COEFCOle   KXAxKYA-RXAxRYA i 
C O E F C l I c  KXA x CyA + KYA x C X A  + HYA X ( RP x  OMEGA - D X A I  - RXA x 
( RP X OMEGA + DYA)  i 
C O E F C 2 1 c  R T  x ( K X A +  K Y A )  + CXAx C Y A +  ( RP x  OMEGA + DYA 1 x 
( HP x  OMEGA - DXA ) i 
C O E F C 3 l t  ( C X A + C Y A )  x RT  i 
COEF C 4 1 +  K T  x KT i 
W R I T E   ( L P C D B L ] )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  9 < "THE  COEF nF  THE. POLYNOMIAL  I N  ASCENDING POWER ARE:">) i 
W R I T E ( L P C D H L 3 )  i 
W R I T E ( L P L D B L 1 )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P  9 < S ( X 2  9 E l l q 4 ) >  9 FOK IC0 S T E P  1 U N T I L  N 00 C o E F C I l  1 i 
FOR I c O   S T E P  1 U N T I L  100 DO T R H T C I l  + T I R T I Z I  + 0 i 
MULLER ( - 1  9 0 P 1.0 $ 3 0  9 N 9 1.0F-12 9 1.0@g12 9 F A L S E  > F A L S E  9 TRUE, 
F A L S E  9 THRT 9 T I H T  9 L P  1 ; 
W R I T E ( L P 9 H E A D 3 )  i 
W R I T E ( L P C D H L 3 )  i 
WRITE ( L P   P O U T 1  9 FOR l e  1 S T L P  1 U N T I L  TluRTS D O  C T K R T C I I  P 
T I R T C I I I )  i 
W R I T E ( L P L D @ L I )  i 
END; 
FOR A c l  S T E P  1 U N T I L  3 00 
WRITE ( L P   r F M T Y M L C A 1  9 ( T I M E C A )   T Y M i i I A I )  / 60) i 
WRITE ( L P   F M T Y Y E C O I  9 T I M E ( 0 ) )  i 
W R I T E   ( L P E P A G E I )  i 
GO TO A G A I N  i 
F I N I S :   E N D  
SQRT I S  SEGMLNT  NUMBEP 0 0 2 1 ~ P R T  AOOHLSS I S   0 1 3 3  
OUTPUT(W1 IS SEGMENT  RUMRER  0022,PHT  ADDRESS I S  0 1 3 6  
BLOCK  CONTROL I S  SEGMENT  NUMBER 0 0 2 3 r P R T   A D D R E S S  I S  0005 
INPUTCW) I S  SEGMENT  NUMBFR G024rPST  ADDRESS I S  0 1 4 7  
G O  TU  SOLVER IS SEGMENT  NUMRER  0025,PRT  ADDRESS I S  0 1 5 2  
ALGOL  WRITE IS SEGMENT  NUMBER  OO269PRT  ADDRESS I S  0014  
ALGOL  READ IS SEGMENT  UVBEH  0027,PRT  ADDRESS IS 0015 
ALGOL  SELECT IS SEGMENT  NUMBER  OO28rPRT  ADDRESS IS 0016 
C O M P I L A T I O N   T I M E  = 6 9  SECONDS. 
NUMBER  OF  EKRORS  DETEcTLD = 000. L A S T  ERROR ON CARD P 
NUMBER OF SEQUENCE E R H U H S  COUNTED = 0 .  
P R T   S I Z E =  132; T O T A L   S E G M E N T   S I Z E =  1288 WORDS. 
E S T I M A T E D  CORE  STORAGE  REQUIREMENT = 2 4 3 6  WORDS, 
NUMBER  OF SLOW WARNINGS = 0 .  




TABLE E-I. - STABILITY ANALYSIS O F  FOUR DEGREE FFiEEDOM SYSTEM 
THE FOLLOWING  IVES THE CYLINOHICAL FREQ. : 
THE COLF OF THE POLYNOMIAL Ihl ASCElrlLIING PUNER AHE; 
2 . 4 6 0 9 8 t 1 2   4 . 2 4 6 9 @ , + 0 8   3 . 1 1 0 1 P t 0 6   2 , 7 4 7 7 @ + 0 2   1 . 0 0 0 0 6 t O O  
REAL I M A G I N A R Y  
' 1 . 7 6 3 7 2 6 2 1 1 9 1 @ + 0 2  1 . 2 4 5 9 8 3 9 7 0 6 0 @ + 0 3  
3 . 8 9 8 5 9 5 4 5 3 5 6 C t O l  1 . 2 4 5 9 8 3 9 7 0 6 0 P + O 3  
3 . 8 9 8 5 9 5 4 5 3 5 6 @ + 0 1  1 1 . 2 4 5 9 8 3 9 7 0 6 0 6 + 0 3  
' 1 . 7 6 3 7 2 6 2 1 1 9 1 @ + 0 2   - 1 . 2 4 5 9 8 3 9 7 0 6 0 6 t 0 3  
THE FOLLOWING  IVES THE CONICAL FHEQ. t 
THE  COEF OF THE POLYNOMIAL I N  ASCENDING  POhER  ARE1 
2 . 4 6 0 9 @ + 1 2   2 . 0 4 2 8 @ + 0 8   7 . 0 1 2 9 6 + 0 6   6 , 0 6 7 0 6 + 0 2   4 . 6 7 5 3 8 t O O  
YEAL I M A G I N A R Y  
4 . 4 2 5 ~ 0 n 3 2 3 4 6 e t o 1  7 . 5 1 6 0 3 9 7 5 6 3 0 @ + 0 2  
- 1 . 0 6 4 8 0 3 2 5 4 5 9 @ + 0 2  9 , 3 7 6 1 1 5 9 4 6 8 0 @ + 0 2  
4 . 4 2 5 8 0 0 3 2 3 4 6 @ + 0 1   ' 7 . 5 1 6 3 9 7 5 6 3 0 @ + 0 2  
'1.06480225459@'+02 - 9 1 3 7 6 1 1 5 9 4 6 8 0 @ + 0 2  





9 1 2  SECONDS 
0 6 7 3 6 1  
K X =  4.0000P+O4LB/IN I(y= 3.0000~t04Ld/IN R X =  6.2500@+03LB/IN 
C X =  6.40006+00LB.SEC/IN C Y =  6.403OCtOOLa.SEC/IN D X =  0.0000PtOOLLi.~EC/IN 
IP=  6rO0006-02LB-SEC-Ik7 I T =  1.2600CtOOLd-SEC-IN2 L =  7.0000P+OOIN. 
SPEED= 6.2200fJt02HPS 
T H E   F O L L O W I N G  G I V E S  T H E  C Y L I N D H I C A L  FHEQ, : 
THE COEF O F  T H E  PULYNDMIAL I N  4SCENUING  POWER ARE: 
2.2639@+12  8.2579CtOd  3.0808@+06  5,49536t02  l.OOOO@+UO 
M 
HEAL  IMAGINARY 
-2.03375900748@+02 1.219895958466+03 
'7.13974325710@'+01 1.219895958486t03 
-2.03375900748@+32  -1eP19895958466+03 
-7.139743257106+01  -1,21Y8959584&6+03 
THE  FDLLO~ING  GIVES T H E  CONICAL F H E O e  : 
THE  COEF OF THE  PDLYMOMIAL I N  ASCENDING  POWER  ARE: 
2.28396t12  6.0537Pt08  6.88006t06  1.21346t03  4.87539tOO 




Y.46436045130@'+00  -7.25562350470C+02 
w =  1.800OPtO1LBS. 
TOTAL T I M E  12.45 SECONDS 
PROCESSOR  TIME 6.77 SECONDS 
DATE 
1/0 TIME 
067361 
12.37 SECONDS 
